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lish that respondent has obtained ,

or attempted to obtain ,

a mo-

nopoly in any market.

The Commission has reviewed the evidence and considered the
arguments of the parties and has concluded that the hearing examiner s findings and conclusions of fact are correct and that dismissal of the complaint is proper. The Commission , however , does

not consider the initial decision appropriate in all respects to dispose of this matter and has determined that it should be modifed
by striking therefrom certain conclusions of law.

It is ordered
plaint be ,

That the appeal of counsel supporting the com-

and it hereby is , denied.

That the initial

decision be modified by
It is further ordered
striking therefrom conclusions of law beginning on page 594 with

the words " The position taken by complaint counsel" and ending
on page 600 with the words " section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act,

That the initial decision , as modified by

It is furth", Q1'dered

this OJ;der , be , and it hereby is ,

adopted as the decision of. the

Commission.
It is further ordered That the complaint be , and it hereby is

dismissed.
Commissioner MacIntyre not concurring.

IN THE MATTER OF

BROADWAY- HALE STORES, INC.
CONSENT ORDER ,

ETC. ,

IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC, 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket C- 1057.

Compla,int,

April

14,

1966-Decision

April

14,

1966

Consent order requiring a California chain department store , the 16th largest
in the Nation , to cease and desist from acquiring without permission of
the Federal Trade Commission any department or GMF A (General
Merchandise, Apparel , Furniture) store for a period of 5 years , unless
the Commission ,

through an industry\vide

proceeding, issues rules or

guidelines covering such acquisitions.
COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that

the above-named respondent has violated the provisions of Sec-
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tion 7 of the Clayton Act , 15 U.

, and that a proceeding in

C,

respect thereof would be to the interest of the public issues this
complaint , stating its charges as folIows:
I. DEFINITIONS
1. For the purpose of this compJaint ,

the fol1owing definitions

shal1 apply:

(a) " Apparel" includes all clothing and related articles and accessories for personal wear and adornment , exclusive of footwear
for men , women and children. This definition corresponds to Bureau of Census commodity classifications 140 and 160 , combined
as used in the 1963 Census of Business.

(b) " Department stores " are retail stores normal1y employing
25 or more people and engaged in sellng some items in each of
the fol1owing Jines of merchandise:
(i) Furniture ,

home furnishings ,

appliances ,

radio and TV

sets;
(ii) A general line of apparel; and

(iii) Household Jinens and dry goods.
An establishment with annual total sales of less than $5 milion
is not classified as a " department store " if: (a) sales of anyone
of these groups is greater than 80 percent of total sales , or (b)
sales of groups(ii) and (iii) combined represent Jess than 20 percent of totai sales. An estabJishment with annual total sales of $5
million or more is classified as a " department store " even if sales
of one of the groups described above is more than 80 percent of
total sales ,

provided that the combined annual sales of the other

two groups is $500, 000 or more, This definition corresponds to
Bureau of Census Industry Classification ::oo 531 , as used in the
1963 Census of Business,
(c) " General Merchandise , Apparel , Furniture stores " hereinafter referred to as " GMAF

stores, " include retail establishments

in the fol1owing categories:
(i) Department stores;
(ii) Other stores primarily engaged in the

sale of apparel; Bu-

reau of Census Major Industry Group No. 56;
(iii) Limited price variety stores-estabJishments primarily
selling a variety of merchandise at low and popular price ranges
such as stationery, gift items , accessories, toilet articles , light
hardware , toys , housewares , confectionery; these establishments
frequently are known as " 5 and 10 stores " although they usu-
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ally sell merchandise outside these price ranges; these stores com-

prise Bureau of Census Industry Classification No. 533;

(iv) Miscelianeous general merchandise stores-retail stores
primarily selling household linens and dry goods and/or a combination of apparel , hardware ,

homewares or home furnishings;

stores which meet the criteria for department stores except as to
number of employees are included here: these stores comprise Bureau of Census Industry Classification No. 539.
(v) Furniture , home furnishings , and equipment stores-retail

stores primarily sellng merchandise used in furnishing the home
such as furniture , floor coverings , draperies , glass and
china ware

domestic stoves , refrigerators , and other household electrical and
gas appliances , including radio and TV sets; such stores comprise
Bureau of Census .Major Industry Group No. 57.
G.MAF stores , as defined herein , correspond to all retail store
groups under Bureau of Census

:VIajor Industry Groups No. 53

, and 57.
II. BROADWAY- HALE

2. Respondent ,

Broadway- Hale

Stores ,

Inc. , hereinafter re-

ferred to as " Broadway- Hale " is a corporation organized and ex-

isting under the laws of the State of Delaware , with its principal
offce and principal place of business located at 600 South Spring
Street , Los Angeles , California , 90014.
3. Broadway- Hale is the sixteenth largest department store
company in the United States , and the largest department store
company based in the Western United States. Its 27 department

stores are among the ieading mercantile establishments in the
areas where they are located. Broadway- Hale s annual sales are
approximately $220 milion; its total assets are approximately

$150 milion; and its accumulated earnings exceed $32 milion,
4. Since the middle 1950'

, Broadway- Hale has engaged in a

program of acquiring existing department stores: In 1956 , Broadway- Hale

purchased a store in the Los Altos Shopping Center
near Long Beach , California; this store is now operated as the
Broadway- Long Beach. " In March 1960 , the company acquired
Coulter , a Los Angeles area department store; the principaJ

Coulter s property is now operated as the " Broadway-Wilshire
store. On January 1 , 1961 , Broadway- Hale acquired The Marston

Company; the acquisition consisted of a 240 000 square- foot store
in downtown San Diego and a store under construction at La
Mesa , in suburban San Diego , that now operate under the name
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Broadway- Marston " In June 1962 , Broadway- Hale acquired
Karrick' , Inc. , Phoenix , Arizona; its two department stores are
now operated as a division of Broadway- Hale. In February 1963
Broadway- Hale acquired Smith & Lang Co. , a department store in
Stockton , California , which now operates under the name " Weinstock , Lubin.
5. Broadway- Hale is and for many years has been extensively

engaged in the purchase across state lines of goods for resale and
in the shipment of goods across state lines. Broadway- Hale is engaged in " commerce " within the meaning of the Clayton Act.

!I, EMPORIUM

CAPWELL

6. The Emporium Capwell Company, hereinafter referred to as
Emporium Capwell " is a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce

and principal place of business located at 835 Market Street , San
Francisco , California 94103.
7. Emporium Capweli is the leading department store company
in the San Francisco Bay area of N' orthern California. Its ten
well- located

department stores cover the entire Bay area ,

and

have annual sales of approximately $150 milion. Emporium Capwell' s total assets are about $110 million , and its accumulated

earnings are approximately $22 million.

8. Emporium Capwell is and for many years has been extensively engaged in the purchase across state lines of goods for resale and in the shipment of goods across state lines. Emporium
Capweli is engaged in " commerce " within the meaning of the

Clayton Act.
IV. NATURE OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

9. GMAF stores comprise the second largest group of retailers
in the United States , with a sales volume of approximately $55
bilion in 1963; they are exceeded in sales volume only by retail

food stores. GMAF store sales represent approximately 23% of
all retail sales in the United States.

10. Within the GMAF store group, department stores constitute the largest component , accounting for 37% of total GMAF
store sales. Department stores , moreover , are the third most im-

portant group of retail stores in the United States , exceeded in
sales volume only by food stores and automotive dealers and
stores, Their nationai sales volume of approximately $20. 5 billion
in 1963 represented about

870

of ali retail sales in the country.
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Department stores account for approximately 35 % of apparel
sales , 43% of women s and children s apparel sales , and 46% of
household linen and dry goods sales.
11. Department stores are recognized by the consuming public

and in the trade as a distinct line of business:
(a) They are particularly favored by the public because they
sell a cluster of commodities and services not duplicated by other
retailers, They offer the opportunity to satisfy under one roof
shopping needs for a wide varieity of merchandise , including apparel , household linens and dry goods , furniture , appliances , and
other housewares. This package of products is combined with an
array of

services such as the extension of credit ,

delivery of

goods , the sending of goods on approval with liberal return privileges , fashion shows , and a number of other services. Moreover

frequently they enjoy a favorable image of stability and respectabiJity attributable , at least in part , to their size and importance
as retailers in the communities which they service,

(b) In the last connection , department stores enjoy an image

which derives , at least in part , from the fact that they are the
major advertisers in the communities which they serve , usually
advertising more than all other GMAF stores combined- as is the

case in San Francisco , where the four leading department store
advertisers alone account for four- fifths

of total department store
advertising and approximately as many lines of advertising as all
other GMAF stores (including the remaining department stores)
combined. As a result of department stores ' enormous advertising
expenditure , they frequently receive preferred treatment from
newspapers in the form of free publicity.

(c) Statistics on department store sales and other economic
data relating to department stores , institutionally classified as
such , are regularly gathered and published by the United States
Bureau of Census , the various Federal Reserve Banks , various
State agencies , the National RetaiJ Merchants Association , uni-

versities and other trade publications and organizations.
12, Since at least 1954 ,

there has been a substantial degree of

concentration in the department store industry. Moreover , between 1954 and 1961 , concentration among department store

chains steadily and significantly increased. The following represent the appropriate shares of department store sales commanded
by the nation s largest department store chains with eleven or

more department stores , during this period:
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Five largest
Ten largest
Twenty largest
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1954

1961

38%
50%
57%

41%
56%
66%

13. The significant increase in concentration in the department
store industry between 1954 and 1961 is largeiy attributable to
the expansion of the major chains by mergers and acquisitions.
During this period , the twenty largcst department store chains
have made approximately 60 acquisitions of department store
companies throughout the United States , invoiving some 160
stores.
14, The competitive impact of mergers and concentration in
the department store industry, and of the growth of national
companies , has been felt both in local and national markets and
on both the buying and selling sides of the markets in which department stores operate. On the selling, or retail , side of the market , mergers have become a substitute for internal expansion
into new markets by existing department store companies , such

as Broadway- Hale.

The merger movement has thus eliminated

potential competition and has tended to remove the threat of entry

of department store companies and the restraining influence which
the threat of such entry may have upon non-competitive behavior.

The replacement of independent local concerns by national department store companies has tended to discipline the market
behavior of smaller competitors reluctant to enter into compe-

tition with companies many times their size and with many
times their financial resources , and has tended to bring about a
deterioration of the vigor of competition among those national department store companies which face one another in several mar-

kets. On the buying side of the market , suppliers have tended to
because of their power as large
buyers , with preferences and advantages over their purchasers,

favor such national companies ,

V. VIOLATIONS CHARGED

15, Between September 28 , 1956 , and May 15 , 1964 , Broadway- Hale has acquired approximately 24 % of the outstanding
common stock of Emporium Capwell.
16. The Emporium Capwell acquisition by Broadway- Hale
viewed as a part of its series of acquisitions as alleged in Paragraph 4 herein , and in the context of the trend toward concentra-

tion and the merger movement in the department store industry
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described in Paragraphs 12 and 13 herein , may substantially
lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in the department
store industry and the GMAF store industry in the United States
and in the sale and purchase of apparel and other merchandise
sold by department stores and GMAF stores throughout the

United States or certain sections thereof , in violation of Section 7
as more fully described below in Paragraph

of the Clayton Act ,

17,

17. The effects of the foregoing violation have been and may be
the following, among others:
(a) Competition generally in the

retaiJ sale of apparel and

other merchandise distributed by GMAF stores , including department stores , may be substantially lessened;

(b) Concentration in the department store

industry, the

GMAF store industry, and in the sale of apparel and other Jines
of merchandise sold by department stores may be increased;
(c) Deconc entration in the department store industry, the

GMAF store industry, and in the sale of apparel and other lines
of merchandise sold by department stores may be prevented;
(d) Other acquisitions in the department store industry and
the GMAF store industry may be encouraged or stimulated, thus
multiplying the competitive impact of the instant acquisition , as
hereinbefore described , and the department store industry and

the GMAF store industry may thereby be transformed or further
transformed from ones comprised of viable , independent , locallyowned businesses into concentrated and nationally-managed industries;
(e) Competition generally in the purchase by department

stores and other GMAF stores and the sale by suppliers

of ap-

parel and other merchandise distributed by GMAF stores , including department stores , may be substantially 1essened;
(f) The members of the consuming public may be denied the
benefits of free and unrestricted competition in the department
store industry and the GMAF store industry, and in the sale and
purchase of apparel and other merchandise distributed by GMAF
stores , including department stores.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the
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caption hereof , to wit: the acquisition of the stock of The Emporium Capwe1l Company by the respondent Broadway- Hale Stores
Inc. ; and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint by the Bureau of Restraint of Trade
and which draft of complaint , if approved and issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with vioiation of Section 7 of
the Clayton Act , as amended; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having there-

after executed an agreement containing a consent order ,

an admission by the respondent of a1l the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by the respondent that the law has been
violated as alleged in such complaint, and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission ,

having reason to believe that the respondent

has violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , and having
determined that complaint should issue stating its charges in that

respect , hereby issues its complaint , accepts said agreement,
makes the fo1lowing jurisdictional findings and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Broadway- Hale Stores , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of
business located at 600 South Spring Street , Los Angeles , California 90014,

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent.
ORDER

That , for five (5) years from the effective date of
respondent , Broadway- Hale Stores , Inc. , sha1l cease
and desist from acquiring, directly or indirectly, without first notifying the Federal Trade Commission and obtaining its consent
any department store or other GMAF store , or any interest in capital stock or other share capital , or any assets constituting a substantial part of a1l of the assets , of any concern engaged in the
department store or other GMAF store business, other than The
It

is

orde?' ed,

this order ,

Emporium Capwe1l Company.
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It is further ordered That Section I of this order shall terminate if the Federal Trade Commission , through trade regulation
rules or other like nonadjudicative industrywide proceedings, issues rules or guide Jines covering the subject matter of this order.

It is further ordered

That ,

in the event the Federal Trade

Commisssioll , in any adjudicative or consent order proceeding

in-

volving a market extension acquisition of one or more department
or other GMAF stores by a company which owns or operates one
or more department stores , issues any order which imposes limitations on future such market extension acquisitions less restrictive than the comparable provisions of this order , then the Federal Trade Commission shall , on application of respondent , pursuant to Rule 3. 28 of the Commission s Rules of Practice , reopen

this proceeding in order to make whatever revisions , if any, are
necessary and appropriate to bring the restrictions imposed on
respondent herein into conformity with those imposed by such
order.

It is further ordered That , within sixty (60) days after the effective date of this order , and every ninety (90) days thereafter
Broadway- Hale submit in writing to the Federal Trade Commission a report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it is complying and intends to comply with the provisions
of this order.
Commissioner Elman not concurring.

IN THE MATTER OF

ELECTRA SP ARK COMPANY ET AL.
ORDER OF DISMISSAL , ETC. , 11\ REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

8274.

Compla.int , Jan. lS

1961- Decision , ApTil20 , 1966

Order adopting the initial decision on remand of a hearing examiner which
dismissed , for lack of public interest , a complaint against three companies charged with falsely advertising automobile spark plugs.

,*
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supporting the complaint,

Mr, Terral A. Jordan

Mr. M. Gettinger Kew York , N. Y, (by
formerly for all respondents.
Bass
Friend New York , N. , formerly for respondents
Electra Spark Company, Lectra Sales Corporation , Mr. Fred p,
Dollenberg (now deceased), and Mr. Bernard L. Silver.
Wolf, Block , Schorr and Solis- Cohen Philadelphia , Pa. (by
Mr.
Burton Caine),
for respondent Mr. Harry J. Petrick.
Rodman and Maurer New York , N. Y. (by
Mr. Leroy E. Rodman),
for respondents Barilen Corp. , Mr. Hyman Schlosberg, and
Mr. R, Gettinger

and

Mr. Irving J. Kaufman),

Mr. Lawrence Serlin,
Respondent

Mr. Jack Howard , pro se.

INITIAL DECISION ON REMAND BY DONALD R. MOORE , HEARING
EXAMINER
FEBRUARY 23 1966

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
The complaint in this proceeding was issued by the Federal
Trade Commission on January 13 , 1961 , and was duly served on

all respondents. The complaint charges the respondents with mis-

representation in the sale of automobiie spark plugs designated
Lectra Fuel Igniter " in violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act. After being served with the complaint , the respondents
appeared by counsel and filed answer making certain admissions

but denying generally any vioiation of law.
After assignment to two other hearing examiners , this case

was reassigned to the present hearing examiner on November 30
1961. Trial of the case was deferred to permit negotiations be-

tween counsel designed to obviate the necessity of hearings. However , as stated in the Reply of counsel supporting the complaint
two proposed consent settlements negotiated by the parties were
successively rejected by the Commission,
After further negotiations , a " Stipulation as to Facts and Proposed Order " was submitted by the parties , and on the basis of
this stipulation , the hearing examiner ,

on March 31 , 1964 , en-

tered an initial decision containing an order to cease and desist.
By Final Order dated June 5 , 1964 (65 F. C. 877J, the initial
decision was adopted as the decision of the Commission.
Sometimes referred to herein simply as Reply.
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By petition filed October 23 ,

1964 , certain of the respondents

requested that the Commission reopen the proceeding and set aside
or modify the order to cease and desist. These respondents al1eged
in substance that one of the prohibitions in the order was con-

trary to the stipulation agreed to by the parties and was " unduly
oppressive and burdensome. . .

on January IS , 1965 (67 F.

As a result ,

the Commission

C. 1347), reopened the proceeding;

vacated and set aside the initial decision and the final order adopting it; and ordered that the " Stipulation as to Facts and Proposed

Order " be withdrawn from the record and that the case be remanded to the examiner for trial.
Following the remand , efforts were made to reach agreement
on a new stipulation of facts or , alternatively, to proceed with
hearings, These efforts were thwarted , however , by a variety of
factors , inciuding the protracted ilness of the principal respondent , Fred P. Dol1enburg, terminating in his death on May 15
1965. Negotiations continued with the remaining principal respondent , Bernard L. Silver , but delays ensued as a result of the
withdrawal of his counsel from the case , as wel1 as the protracted
ilness of Mr, Silver s wife , terminated by her death on December
, 1965.
Meanwhile ,

certain of the other respondents filed motions to
dismiss or equivalent documents , and on January 14 , 1966 , respondent Silver fiied a motion to dismiss in affdavit form,
The case is now before the examiner for consideration of the
motions filed by or on behalf of the individual respondents and

one of the corporate respondents (now dissolved), together with
the Reply of complaint counsel , in which he states that he does

not oppose dismissal of the cOmplaint as to al1 parties respondent,
subject only to the customary reservation of the Commission
rights respecting future proceedings.

Specifically, the following motions are pending:

(1) Motion of respondent Harry J. Petrick to dismiss the complaint as to him , etc,
(2) Motion of respondents Barilen Corp. , and Hyman Schlosberg and Lawrence Serlin " individual1y and as offcers of said
corporation , to dismiss the complaint as to them and each of

them;
(3) Motion of respondent Fred P. Dollenberg to dismiss the

complaint as to him;
Jt appears that the first name of this respondent is correctJy speIJed

Motion of Barilen Corp., et a1.).

Lawrence

(See
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(4) Motion of respondent Jack

Howard to dismiss the com-

plaint as to him; and
(5) Motion of respondent Bernard L. Silver to dismiss the

complaint as to him.
It wil be observed that no motions have been

filed on behalf of

Electra Spark Company or Lectra Sales Corporation ,

as such.

Counsel supporting the complaint raises no issue as to this technical deficiency but , as we have seen , specifically states that he does

not oppose dismissal "
parties respondent" (emphasis
added). On the basis of the present record , it is apparent that
as to

ccll

both these corporate respondents are dormant , if not moribund,
Moreover , if dismissal is warranted as to the individuals who allegedly formulated , directed , and controlled the acts and practices
of these corporations , there remains no real basis for continuing

the proceeding as to the corporations. Actually, the failure of the
parties to fiie formal motions to dismiss as to the two principal
corporate respondents is a further demonstration of the nonexistence of these corporations as going entities.
In the circumstances , the examiner deems it appropriate to consider plenary disposition of the case on the present record. To ins-

ist on the filing of further motions

would be empty formalism

that would result only in additional delay. Suffcient facts are now

before the examiner to permit an informed determination as to
the proper disposition of the case as to all parties.
Before reaching the substantive question whether those facts
warrant dismissal , it is necessary
tion of the examiner s authority

to consider the procedural ques-

to rule on the pending motions

(Rule 3. 6; R. H. MILY
Co. , Inc. Docket 8650 (Order Denying
Motion to Vacate Complaint , etc. , February 4 , 1965)) (67
C. 1349J. This threshold question arises because the ruling of
the Commission in

Drug Research COTpomtion Docket 7179 (Or-

der Vacating Initial Decision and Dismissing Complaint , October
1963) (63 F. C, 998J, might be interpreted as holding that it is
not within the authority and competence of the hearing examiner " to order dismissal on the grounds set forth in the pending
motions. However , the examiner considers
to be
Drug Reseccrch
distinguishable and has determined that the motions filed by respondents in the instant case , together with the Reply of com-

constitute a record suffcient to authorize , if not to
require , the examiner to exercise the " adjudicative factfinding
functions " delegated to him by the Commission (Sec. 8 , Statement

plaint counsel ,

of Organization (August 1963) ;

cf.

Rule 3, 6

(e)),
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In
Drug Research the motion to dismiss was filed by counsel
supporting the complaint and was opposed by respondents. The
motion was predicated primarily on the pendency of court proceedings against the respondents involving issues similar to those

constituting the subject of the Commission

s complaint. Consider-

ation of this question and other questions required policy determinations not properly within the province of the examiner, The
Commission heid that the motion to dismiss " was addressed to

the Commission in its administrative capacity, as the complainant

. . . , and not

in its adjudicative capacity " so that " the factors

appropriate to the Commission s decision " were " not within the

authority and competence of the hearing examiner. . . ,
Drug Research

is not controllng here. In the instant case

there is no dispute between the parties , and the factual setting is
different, For our purposes , the appropriate precedent is
A merican Music G"ild , Inc" Docket 8550 (Order Remanding Proceeding
to the Hearing Examiner , April 6 , 1964) (65 F, C. 1296 , 1297),
where the , Commission held that a motion to dismiss a complaint
against corporate respondents which had been adjudged bankrupt
was " properly before the hearing examiner and within his powers to decide. Cf. The Logan- Long Company,
Docket 7906 (Final
Order , December 14 , 1965) (68 F, C. 1016J, and
The Celotex Cor-

poration Docket 7907 (Final Order ,

December 15 , 1965) (68

Logan- Long
and
Celotex the examiner granted
motions to dismiss filed by counsel supporting the complaint recitC, 1021J, In

ing that information in their hands " disclosed

facts inconsistent

with some of the allegations contained in the complaint, " The supporting statements of counsel supporting the complaint were not
contradicted or questioned by the respondents and were accepted
as the findings of fact. The Commission affrmed the action of the
hearing examiner in each case , and it adopted each initial decision
as the Decision of the Commission.
Cf.
also
Jefferson- Travis Incorporated Docket 7970 , 61 F. C. 966 (1962), and
Thompson- Hayward Chemical Co. Docket 7527 61 F.

C. 323 (1962),

Having considered the complaint and answer , the motions of
the respondents (in affdavit form or supported by affdavits), and
the Reply of complaint counsel ,

the examiner makes Findings of

Fact and enters Conclusions and Order , as follows:
FINDINGS OF FACT
On the basis of the complaint and answer , the motions and

affdavits filed by the individual respondents , and the Reply of
complaint counsel ,

the following facts have been established:
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Respondent Electra Spark Company (incorrectly designated in
the complaint as The Lectra Spark Company) is a corporation
which was organized , existed , and did business under and by vir-

tue of the laws of the State of New Jersey, with headquarters in
J enkintown , Pennsylvania. (Complaint and Answer) The stock
of respondent Electra Spark Company was owned by respondent
Fred P. Dollenberg, respondent Lectra Sales Corporation , and
others ' not parties to this proceeding. (Reply)
In 1959 the stock of Electra Spark Company was acquired by
Amoskeag- Lawrence Mils , Inc. , apparently to facilitate certain
financing arrangements , and respondent Harry Petrick was instaIJed as treasurer. Amoskeag- Lawrence disposed of its stock in
1961 , and although the record is not altogether clear , it appears
that the stock was reconveyed to the original owners. (See p, 2 of
the affdavit of respondent Harry J, Petrick; Reply of Counsel

Supporting the Complaint filed February 5 , 1965.
Respondents Fred P. Dollenberg and Harry J, Petrick were officers of Electra Spark Company, but it appears that respondent
Dollenberg formulated , directed , and controlled the acts and practices of the corporation and that respondent Petrick was involved
only as the representative of Amoskeag- Lawrence Mills , Inc. , of

ew York , in connection with certain financing arrangements.
(Reply) Petrick' s affdavit recites that he had nothing to do with
the advertising or sales policies and that , in any event , he severed
his connection with Electra Spark in 1961.
By November 1961 , respondent Electra Spark Company had
ceased doing business. It appears that respondent Electra Spark

Company is now subject to the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania
court that is supervising the administration of the estate of respondent DolJenberg. (Reply)

As recited above , and as set forth in the motion fied June 14
1965 ,

by the law firm of Bass & Friend , as well as in the death
certificate attached to the reply of complaint counsei , respondent
Dollenberg died on May 15 , 1965.
Respondent Lectra Sales Corporation is a

corporation which

was organized , existed , and did busines under and by virtue of the

Jaws of the State of New York , with offces at 222 Fourth Avenue , New York , New York. (Complaint and Answer) It was the
The exact breakdown of the ownership interests is not known. The shareholding percentages set forth in the Reply of complaint counsel add up to 120 percent- From the
record as a whole , it may be inferred that respondent DolJenberg was the dominant share

hoJder.
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respondent Electra
Spark Company. Its stock was owned as follows: 40 percent by
respondent Jack Howard , 40 percent by respondent Bernard L.
Silver , and 20 percent by Electra Spark Company. In 1959 , respondent Lectra Saies Corporation was sold in its entirety to
Amoskeag- Lawrence Mils , Inc. , as part of a financing arrangeprincipai promotional and sales arm of the

ment. A petition in bankruptcy was filed in November 1961 , and
Lectra Sales Corporation was forma1ly adjudged bankrupt soon
thereafter. The corporate charter has not been formally revoked
but Lectra Sales Corporation is not now , and for several years
has not -been , engaged in any kind of business operations, (See
Reply, p. 3.

During the time of the actual business operations of Lectra
, its offcers were respondents Jack Howard

Sales Corporation

Bernard L. Silver , and Harry Petrick, (Complaint and Answer)
Petrick' s role in Lectra Sales was similar to his role in Electra
Spark.
The address of respondent Petrick was Amoskeag- Lawrence
Mills , Inc. , 1407 Broadway, New York ew York. The address of
respondent Jack Howard was 33 West Ninth Street ew York

New York. The address of respondent Bernard L. Silver was and
is 4 Romola Drive , Kingspoint

ew York.

Respondent Jack Howard filed an affdavit in which he states
that he has had " no connection with the management , operating
poiicy, finance or conduct of the business since May of 1961." Not

only is this averment uncontradicted in the Reply of complaint
counsel , but it is adopted as a statement of fact in that Reply. In
his affdavit Howard further states that he has no active current
business relations with the other respondents " other than a financial interest in the form of an investment " the value of which he
describes as " questionable at this time. " Howard has been a resident of Florida since May 1961 , and he has not communicated
with any of the respondents since late 1961.
Respondent Howard gives assurance that he " wi1l not use any
of the material to which the Federal Trade Commission objects
in any manner cha1lenged by this proceeding.

Respondent Bernard L. Silver states in his affdavit that " All
corporate respondents have long ceased to function as active companies. " Specifically, the affdavit says that Electra Spark Company, to the best of Silver s knowledge stopped functioning as a
company " in late 1962 or carly 1963, and that " Lectra Sales Corp.
was adjudicated a bankrupt in 1962.

. . .
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Regarding his role in the enterprise , Silver says that he was at
no time associated with Electra Spark Company either as an employee ,

an offcer , or a stockholder. Silver describes Dollenberg

(now deceased) as " the sole driving force " behind Electra Spark
Company, and complaint counsei seems to concur in that conclusion.

Silver was a vice- president of ,

and a stockholder in , Lectra

Sales Corporation , which " had the responsibility for marketing

the device within the continental United States. " As vice presi-

dent , Silver did not have the responsibility for either manufacture

or copy claims. The product was manufactured by or for Electra
Spark Company, which also provided the advertising material.
(Motion of respondent Silver; Reply,

After Lectra Sales Corporation was adjudicated a bankrupt
Silver discontinued an active association with both companies. He
says in his affdavit that the advertising which constituted the

subject of this proceeding was discontinued many years ago and
that there is no likelihood it will ever again be used, The affdavit
adds:
In a very real sense , and for all practical purposes ,

the marketing of the

original LECTRA device is dead.

Not only does Siiver state that he has no intention of market-

ing the product involved in this proceeding, but he also offers assurance that should any question arise in the future regarding

any product with which he may be associated , he wil " cooperate
to the fullest extent with the Commission.
Respondents Barilen Corp. , Hyman Schlosberg, and Lawrence
Serlin operated on a so-called "

!." (per inquiry) basis in con-

nection with the sales of the Lectra Fuel Igniter.
Respondent Barilen Corp, was a New York corporation , with
offces at 730 Third Avenue , New York , New York. Individual
respondents Schlosberg and Serlin were offcers of Bal'ilen Corp.
and formulated , directed , and controlled the acts and practices of

the Bal'ilen Corp, Their business address was the same as that of
the cOlporation.
Barilen Corp. is now dissolved , the certificate of dissolution

having been filed with the Department of State of the State of
New YOlk on .July 21 , 1965,

Barilen Corp. placed its last advertisement for the Lectra Fuel
Igniter in December 1961 , and it did not further engage in the

sale and distribution of that product except to wind up its sales
promotional compaign,

, "

,"

, "
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Individual respondents Schlosberg and Serlin have now separated their business interests and have not directly or indirectly
engaged in the saie or distribution of Lectra Fuel Igniters or of

any other product of similar design or construction; and they

have stated their intention not to do so. (See Motion and Suppleet a.l; Reply.
Concerning the operation of the entire venture , the Reply of

mental Statement of Barilen

complaint counsel states that the respondents , commencing in
1957 put together a very extensive promotional organization

and devised sales material , containing wildly exaggerated claims
for the sale and distribution of an automobile spark plug. " The

Reply also explains:
This spark plug was of the

so-called annular design and was marketed

under the trade name of " Lectra Fuel Igniter. " Although respondents made
some claims for uniqueness and Colonel Del1enberg is claimed to have been

granted a patent with respect to certa;n design features , it appears that ba8icaJIy the plug was substantially the same as any other annular spark plug.
domestic and
foreign manufacturers and have been used in internal combustion engines for
many years.
Annular spark plugs have been produced by a number of both

According to complaint counsel , the respondents ' sales opera-

tion " got in fuJl swing during early 1958 " but by mid- 1959 " respondents were expericncing financial diffculties. The Commission
began its investigation during 1959 , about the time respondents

were running into financial diffculties , and issued its complaint in

January 1961. But by this time the promotional scheme had
faJlen apart and the respondents were scattered" and were , for

the most part uninterested in the disposition of the proceeding.
DoJlenberg and Silver " were the only ones in the least concerned
with the matter. " (Reply)
Concerning public interest , complaint counsel empha ;zes that
the spark plugs that are the subject of this proceeding are apparently but one of a number of different kinds and models of spark
plugs now on the market. Since the respondents ' spark plugs
do not appear to be unique , complaint counsel takes the po-

sition that " there would appear to be no public interest whatsoever which would justify the protracted pubiic hearings necessary to establish the performance characteristics of the device

(Reply). Complaint counsel adds:
Extensive investigation by the Commission , other governmental agencies

and private organizations have clearly marked out the area of performance
for this type of product so that no useful purpose could be achieved by the
expenditure of the substantial funds necessary to conduct formal hearings to
establish such facts (Reply).

. . .
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From a practical standpoint , complaint counsel further notes
that " the material in the file is almost ten years old , and more
current promotional material does not exist,
In summary, complaint counsel states:
the respondents and their whole promotional scheme have simply

dis

solved. The single respondent , Colonel Dollenberg, who had any interest in
the matter insofar as the Lectra Fuel Igniter as a product is concerned is

ot a single one of the corporate respondents remains as a viable
organization or has engaged in the sale and distribution of the Lectra Fuel

TIO',v dead. J.T

Igniter for more than five years. The other individual respondents were engaged in the operation purely on a promotional basis and there appears to be

no public interest which would warrant the further prosecution of the matter.
As a practical matter both parties and practices have long since ceased to

be (Reply),

Concurring, in effect , in the various motions to dismiss , comin his Reply, points to " the death of the principal

plaint counsel ,

individual respondent , Colonel Fred P. Dollenberg, the bankruptcy or dissolution of the several corporate respondents , the

complete breakdown and termination of the promotional scheme
(andJ the apparent , long continued abandonment of the al-

leged unlawful practices. . . . " In view of these facts , together
with other circumstances set forth in respondents ' motions , complaint counsel states that " there

appears to be no public interest
warranting the further prosecution of this matter. . . .
Accordingly, complaint counsel " does not oppose the granting
of the relief sought. . . as to all parties respondent , but without
prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute such further
action as in its opinion the public interest may require.
CONCLUSIONS

The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents.
The complaint herein states a cause of action , and issuance of

the complaint was in the public interest. But in view of the present status of the respondents ' business and the stated position of
complaint counsel to the effect that " there appears to be no public
interest which would warrant the further prosecution of the matter " the examiner concludes that there is , in fact , no present
public interest in the continued prosecution of the proceeding.
The case must be dismissed , of course , as to respondent Dollenberg by reason of his death.
The examiner further concludes that the case should be dis-
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missed , without decision on the merits , subject only to a reservation of the right of the Commission to take such action in the future as may be warranted by the then-existing circumstances. Ac-

cordingly, the following order is entered:
ORDER OF DISMISSAL

It i8 ordered That the complaint be , and it hereby is , dismissed
as to respondent Fred P. Dollenberg by reason of his death on
May 15 , 1965; and
It is fU1'ther ordered That the complaint be , and it hereby is
dismissed as to all other respondents , without decision on the

merits and without prejudice to the right of the Commission to reopen the proceeding or to take such action in the future as may be
warranted by the then- existing circumstances.
FINAL ORDER

No appeal from the initial decision

of the hearing examiner

having been filed , and the Commission having determined that

the case should not be placed on its own docket for review and
that pursuant to Section 3, 21
tice (effective August 1

of the Commission

s Rules of Pracshould be

, 1963), the initial decision

adopted and issued as the decision of the Commission:
It is ordered That the initial decision of the hearing examiner
shall , on the 20th day of April , 1966 , become the decision of the
Commission.

IN THE MATTER OF

GUS PAPPAS trading as GUS PAPPAS FURS
CONSEI-T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C- 10.58. Complaint , April

19G6- Decision , April

, 1966

Consent order requiring a Chicago, Ill. , manufachucr , "\vholesa1er and retailer of fur products to cease misbranding and falsely invoicing his
furs.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act ,

and by virtue of the au-

" "
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thority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that Gus Pappas , an individual trading
as Gus Pappas Furs , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has
violated the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the Fur Products Labeling Act , and it

appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Gus Pappas is an individual trading
as Gus Pappas Furs ,

with his principal offce and place of busi-

ness located at 190 North State Street , Chicago , I1inois. Respondent is a manufacturer of fur products and sells his products both
at wholesale and retail.

PAR. 2. Subsequent to the effective date of the
Labeling Act on August 9 ,

Fur Products

1952 , respondent has been and is now

engaged in the introduction into commerce, and in the manufacture for introduction into commerce , and in the sale , advertising
and offering for sale in commerce , and in the transportation and
distribution in commerce , of fur products; and has manufactured
for sale , sold , advertised , offered for sale , transported and distributed fur products which have been made in whole or in part of
furs which have been shipped and received in commerce , as the
terms " commerce
fur " and " fur product" are defined in the

Fur Products Labeling Act.
PAR. 3. Certain of said fur products were

misbranded in that

they were falsely and deceptively labeled 01' otherwise falsely and

deceptively identified with respect to the name or names of the
animal 01' animals that produced the fur from which said fur
product had been manufactured , in violation of Section 4 (1) of
the Fur Products Labeling Act.

Among such misbranded fur products , but not Jimited thereto
were fur products labeled as " Broadtail" thereby implying that the
furs contained therein were entitled to the designation " BroadtaiJ

Lamb" when in truth and in fact they were not entitled to such
designation,
PAR. 4. Certain of said products were misbranded in that they
were falsely and deceptively labeled to show that the fur contained

therein was natural , when in fact such fur was pointed , bleached
dyed , tip- dyed , or otherwise artificially colored ,
Section 4(1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
PAR. 5. Certain of said fur products were

in violation of

misbranded in that

they were not labeled as required under the provisions of Section

GUS P APP AS FVRS
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4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and in the manner and
form prescribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
Among such misbranded fur products but not limited thereto
were fur products without labels , and fur products with labels
which failed:

1. To show the true animal name of the fur used in the fur
products.

2. To disclose that the fur contained in the fur products was
dyed , or otherwise artifically colored , when such was

bleached ,
the fact.

3. To show the name ,

or other identification issued and regis-

tered by the Commission , of one or more of the persons who manufactured such fur products for introduction into commerce ,

in-

troduced them into commerce , soid them in commerce , advertised
or offered them for sale , in commerce , or transported or distributed them in commerce.
PAR. 6. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in vioia-

tion of the Fur Products Labeling Act in that they were not la-

beled in accordance with the Rules and Regulations promulgated
Broadtail- Processed Lamb"
was not set forth in the manner required by law , in violation of
thereunder in that the term " Dyed

Rule 10 of said Rules and Reguiations.

PAR. 7. Certain of said fur products were falsely and deceptively

invoiced by the respondent in that they were not invoiced as required by Section 5(b) (I) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and

the Rules and Regulations promulgated under such Act.

Among such falsely and deceptively invoiced fur products , but
not limited thereto , were fur products covered by invoices which
failed to disclose that the fur contained in the fur products was

bieached , dyed , or otherwise artifica1Jy colored when such was the
fact.
PAR. 8. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively invoiced in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in
that they were not invoiced in accordance with the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder in that required item numbers were not set forth on invoices ,

in violation of Rule 40 of the

said Rules and Regulations,
PAR. 9. Certain of said products were falsely and deceptively in-

voiced in that respondent set forth on invoices pertaining to fur

products the name of an animal other than the name of the animal that produced the fur from which the said fur products had
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been manufactured , in violation of Section 5 (b) (2) of the Fur
Products Labeling Act,
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent , as herein alleged

, are in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act and

the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of
competition in commerce under the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the
caption hereof ,

and the respondent having been furnished thereBureau of
Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commisafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the

sion Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having there-

after executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not

constitute an admission by the respondent that the law has been
violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission ,

having reason to believe that the respondent

has violated said Acts ,

and having determined that complaint

should issue stating its charges in that respect ,

hereby issues its

complaint , accepts said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the fol1owing order:

1. Respondent Gus Pappas is an individual trading as Gus Pappas Furs , with his principal offce and place of business located at
190 North State Street , Chicago , Ilinois.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the sub-

ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER
It is orde1'
That respondent Gus Pappas , an individual , trading under his own name , or as Gus Pappas Furs , or under any
other trade name , and respondent' s representatives , agents and
employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in

" "
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connection with the introduction , or manufacture for introduc-

tion , into commerce , or the sale , advertising or offering for sale in
commerce , or the transportation or distribution in commerce , of

any fur product; or in connection with the manufacture for sale
sale , advertising, offering for sale , transportation or
distri ution
of any fur product which is made in whole or in part of fur
which has been shipped and received in commerce , as the terms
commerce
fur " and " fur product" are defined in the Fur

Products Labeling Act , do forthwith crease and desist from:

A, Misbranding fur products by:
1. Falsely or deceptively labeling or otherwise identifying
any such fur product as to the name or designation of the animal or animals that produced the fur contained in the fur

product.
2. Representing, directly or by implication , on labels that
the fur contained any fur product is natural when the fur

contained therein is pointed , bleached, dyed , tip- dyed , or oth-

erwise artifically colored,

3. Failing to affx labels to fur products showing in words
and in figures plainly legible an of the information required
to be disclosed by each of the subsections of Section 4 (2) of
the Fur Products Labeling Act.

4. Failing to set forth the term " Dyed Broadtail-processed
Lamb" on labels in the manner required where an election is
made to use that term in lieu of the term " Dyed Lamb.
B. Falsely or deceptively invoicing fur products by:
1. Failing to furnish invoices , as the term " invoice " is defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , showing in words

and figures plainly legible all the information required to be
disclosed by each of the subsections of Section 5 (b) (1) of
the Fur Products Labeling Act.
2. Setting forth on the invoices pertaining to fur products

the name or names of any animal or animals other than the
name of the animal producing the fur contained in the fur
product as specified in the Fur Products Name Guide , and as
Prescribed hy the Rules and Regulations.

3. Failing to set forth on invoices the item number or
mark assigned to fur products.
It 'is fU1' ther ordeTed That the respondent herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon him of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which he has compiied with this order.

" "
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IN THE MATTER OF

HERMA/\ FELDMAN
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO:- A)JD THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C- 1059. Complaint , APTil26, 1966- Decision

April

1966

Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturing furrier to cease
misbranding and deceptively invoicing his fur products.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act ,

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that Herman Feldman , an individual
trading as Herman Feldman , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and
Regulations promulgated under the Fur Products Labeling Act

and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Herman Feldman , is an individual
trading as Herman Feldman.

Respondent is a manufacturer of fur products with his offce
and principal place of business located at 245 West 29th Street
city of K ew York , Statc of New York.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to the effective date of the Fur Products Labeling Act on August 9 , 1952 , respondent has been and is now engaged in the introduction into commerce , and in the manufacture

for introduction into commerce , and in the sale , advcrtising and
offering for sale in commerce , and in the transportation and distribution in commerce , of fur products; and has manufactured for
sale , sold , advertised , ofIered for sale , transported and distributed
fur products which have been made in whole or in part of furs
which have been shipped and received in commerce, as the terms

fur " and " fur product" are
commerce
Products Labeling Act.

defined in the Fur

PAR. 3. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in that
they were not labeled as required under the provisions of Section

4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and in the manner and

HERMAN FELDMAN
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form prescribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
Among such misbranded fur products , but not limited thereto
were fur products with labels which failed:

1. To show the true animal name of the fur used in the fur
prod uct.
2. To disclose that the fur contained in the fur product was
bleached , dyed , or otherwise artificially colored , when such was
the fact.
PAR. 4. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in viola-

tion of the Fur Products Labeling Act in that they were not labeled in accordance with the Rules and Regulations promulgated

thereunder in that required item numbers were not set forth on
labels , in violation of Rule 40 of said Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 5. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively invoiced by the respondent in that they were not invoiced

as required by Section 5(b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act
and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under such Act.

Among such falsely and deceptively invoiced fur products but
not limited thereto were fur products covered by invoices which
failed:
1. To show the true animal name of the fur used in the

fur

prod uct.

2. To show that the fur product contained or was composed of
used fur , when such was the fact.
3. To disclose that the fur contained in the fur product

was
bleached , dyed , or otherwise artificially colored , when such was
the fact.
PAR. 6. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively invoiced in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in
that they were not invoiced in accordance with the Rules and

Regulations promulgated thereunder in the following respects:

(a) Information required under Section 5 (b) (1) of the Fur
Products Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations promul-

gated thereunder was set forth on invoices in abbreviated form
in violation of Rule 4 of said Rules and Regulations.
(b) The term " blended" was used on invoices as part of the information required under Section 5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products

Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder to describe the pointing, bleaching, dyeing, tip- dyeing or

otherwise artificial coloring of furs , in violation of Rule 19 (f) of
said Rules and Regulations.
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(c) Required item numbers were not set forth on invoices , in
violation of Rule 40 of said Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent , as herein aJleged

, are in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act and

the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of
competition in commerce under the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the
caption hereof ,

and the respondent having been furnished thereBureau of
Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondent with violation of the Fur Products Labeling
Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the

after executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settement purposes only and does not

constitute an admission by the respondent that the law has been
violated as aJleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having reason to believe that the respondent
has violated said Acts , and having determined that complaint

should issue stating its charges in that respect , hereby issues its
complaint , accepts said aggreement , makes the foJlowing jurisdictional findings , and enters the foJlowing order:

1. Respondent Herman Feldman is an individual trading
Herman Feldman , with his offce and principal place of business

located at 245 West 29th Street , city of ::ew York , State of New
York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the pro-

ceeding is in the public interest.

HERMAN FELDMAN
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ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Herman Feldman , an individual
trading as Herman Feldman , or under any other trade name , and
respondent' s representatives , agents and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , in connection with the introduction , or manufacture for introduction , into commerce , or
the sale , advertising or offering for sale in commerce , or the

transportation or distribution in commerce , of any fur product;
or in connection with the manufacture for sale , sale , advertising,
offering for sale , transportation or distribution , of any fur product which is made in whole or in part of fur which has been
shipped and received in commerce , as the terms " commerce/'

fur " and " fur product" are defined in the Fur Products Labeling
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Misbranding fur products by:

I. Failing to affx labels to fur products showing in
words and in figures plainly legible all of the information required to be disclosed by each of the subsections of

Section 4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act,

2. Failing to set forth on labels the item number or
mark assigned to each such fur product.
B. Falsely or deceptively invoicing fur products by:
1. Failing to furnish invoices , as the term " invoice " is
defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , showing in
words and figures plainly legible all the information re-

quired to be disclosed in each of the subsections of Sec-

tion 5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
2, Setting forth information required under Section

5 (b) (I) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and the Rules
and Regulations promulgated thereunder in abbreviated
form.

3. Setting forth the term " blended" or any term of
like import as part of the information required under
Section 5 (b) (I) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder to de-

scribe the pointing, bleaching, dyeing, tip- dyeing or oth-
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erwise artificial coloring of furs contained in fur products,
4. Failing to set forth on invoices the item

number or

mark assigned to each such fur product.
It is further ordered That the respondent herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon him of this order , file with the

Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which he has compJied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

LIQUIDATION CORPORATION OF AMERICA ET AL,
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-1060. Complaint ,

April

26,

Consent order requiring a Springfield ,

iD66-Decision , AP1'il26, 1966
Mo. ,

debt collection agency to cease

misrepresenting the nature , size and scope of its business, deceptively
using the term " liquidation " in its trade name , and using other false

and decepLve practices.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that the Liquidation Corporation of America , a corporation , and Gladys Was-

son and Roy Wasson , individually and as offcers and directors of
said corporation , and Earl Gardner , individually and as an employee and a director of said corporation , hereinafter referred to
as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act, and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Liquidation Corporation of America
is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and
by virtue of the Jaws of the State of Missouri with its offce and
principal place of business located at 1531 Sunshine Street , in the

city of Springfield , State of Missouri.

Respondents Gladys Wasson and Roy Wasson are individuals

LIQUIDATION CORP . OF AMERICA ET AL.
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and offcers and directors of said corporation. Respondent Earl
Gardner is an individual employee and a director of said corporation. They formulate , control and direct the acts and practices of
the corporate respondent , including the acts and practices herein-

after set forth. The addresses

of the individual respondents are

the same as that of the corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents now operate , and have operated for more

than one year last past , a collection agency under the name Liquidation Corporation of America. Business is secured by respon-

dents through the solicitations of agents.
Respondents use blank assignment forms upon which the creditor lists each delinquent account , showing the name of the debtor
address , date of indebtedness and the amount allegedly due. These
assignment forms are sent from respondents ' place of business in
the State of Missouri to creditors located in various States of the
United States. Said forms are executed and returned by the creditor , assigning the accounts , so listed , to respondents for collection
on a commission basis.
The debtors concerned reside in various States other than the

State of Missouri. Respondents send demands for payment and
other documents to said debtors and receive money from debtors
located in States other than Missouri and transmit it , less their
commission , to creditors who reside elsewhere than in Ivlissouri.
Respondents often receive checks from creditors representing
debts paid directly to the creditor.
In carrying on their aforesaid business ,

respondents maintain
have
maintained , a suband at all times hereinafter mentioned
stantial course of trade in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3, In the course and conduct of their business , at an times
mentioned herein , respondents have been in substantial competition , in commerce , with other corporations , firms and individuals

engaged in the business of coilecting delinquent accounts.
PAR. 4, Through the use of the word " Liquidation " as a part of
their trade name , said respondents represented , and now represent , directly or by implication, that they are Jiquidators of com-

panies or agents engaged in the sale or disposition of bankrupt
estate , salvage , distrained or other distress or surplus merchandise.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact , the corporate respondents are not
engaged in the liquidation of companies or agents engaged in the

sale or disposition of bankrupt , estate , salvage , distrained or
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other distress or surplus merchandise , but , on the contrary, the
sole business of the respondents is the operation of an agency for
the collection of alleged delinquent accounts.
Therefore , the statements and representations set forth in Paragraph Four hereof were and are false , misleading and deceptive,
PAR. 6. Respondents ,
said business ,

in the course and conduct of their afore-

and for the purpose of inducing individuals , firms

and corporations to sign the aforesaid assignments , as well as

aiding in making collections from debtors , have made certain
statements and representations ,

directly or by implication ,

with

respect to their business. Typical , but not all inclusive of such

statements and representations , are the following:
1. Nation

wide

corresponding attorneys and collectors.

2. Karl Knight , Manager , Investigation Department.
3. W. R. Davis, Accounting Department.
4. A. L. Clark , Credit Department.
5. Dear Member.
PAR. 7, By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations set forth in Paragraph Six hereof , and others of
similar import and meaning, not expressly set out herein , respondents represented , and now represent , directly or by implication
that:
1. The business of the respondents is nationwide in scope and
that they have nationwide corresponding attorneys and collectors

directly affliated and connected with them,
2. The business of respondents is departmentalized and they

employ a large staff of employees.
3. The corporate respondent is an organization having members.
PAR, 8, In truth and in fact:

1. The business of the respondents is not nationwide in scope

and does not have nationwide corresponding attorneys and collec-

tors directly affliated and connected with them.
2. The business of the respondents is not departmentalized and

they do not employ a large staff of empioyees. Actually there are
only about a dozen employees and various fictitious names and titles are used in signing forms and correspondence.
3. The corporate respondent has no members , but , on the contrary, those designated as " members " are persons who have as-

signed alleged delinquent accounts to the respondent for

collec-

tion.
Therefore , the statements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Six and Seven hereof are false , misleading and deceptive.

---
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PAR, 9. In the course and conduct of their collection business
and for the purpose of inducing the payment of al1eged delinquent accounts ,

respondents transmit and mail , and cause to be

transmitted and mailed to alleged

delinquent debtors, various

form letters , demands for payment , requests for information , and
other printed material.
Typical and ilustrative of respondent' s

forms , but not all inclu-

sive thereof, are the following:
Liquidation Corporation of America
Executive Offces - 1531 E. Sunshine - Box 3358 Glenstone Sta.
Phone TUxedo , 1- 6565

SPRINGFIELD, MO. 65804
In Re: Claim of

Creditor
Versus

Debtor
File No.
: Investigator

Final Demand
To the above named Debtor

TAKE NOTICE ,

that the above named Creditor claims an indebtedness
-1100

from you of

Dollars; payment has

been duly demanded , no part thereof has been paid and the same is now due
and owing said Creditor.

UNLESS a remittance is received IN OUR OFFICE, in the City of
Springfield , County of Greene and State of Missouri on or before the
or you SATISFACTORILY EXPLAIN why said claim is unpaid and make arrangements for settlement
thereof , action wi1 be necessary, thereby adding expenses to the amount of

day of A.

, 19-

said claim.

THIS DEMA1\ D is made for the purpose of giving you a final opportunity to pay and to advise of further action on said claim if the same is not

paid within the time aforesaid.

DATED, this Our Lord ,

day of -

- in the Year of

One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Liquidation Corporation of America
Per

J. Kerns

Attorney in Fact
TO DEBTOR: To settle this matter without further procedure and added

expense remit the full amount of this claim direct to this
offce within Ten Days from date.
IMPORTANT, Your Account has been assigned to this offce for collection.

ALL PAYMENTS MUST COME DIRECT TO OUR
OFFICE.
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FINAL DEMAND
Matter of
Creditor
VERSUS
Debtor
COMMENT

COpy
Liquidation Corporation of America
1531 E. Sunshine

SPRINGFIELD , MISSOURI

Liquidation Corporation of America
EXECUTIVE OFFICES , SUITE G1531 E. Sunshine - Nat' l

Sta. Box 2341
SPRINGFIELD , MISSOURI
Phone TUxedo 1- 1911

vve have been asked to compile a credit report on the subject whose name
appears above. Your cooperation in completing this form wil be greatly
appreciated. If we can at any time reciprocate ,

please can on us.

ADDRESS OF SUBJECT
EMPLOYER' S NAME H
EMPLOYER' S ADDRESS IS SUBJECT RELIABLE? ARE HABITS SOBER AND TEMPERATE?
NUMBER OF CHiLDREN
SUBJECT' S BANK H H U
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PEOPLE WHO KNOW SUBJECT PER.
SONALLY

We are enclosing a stamped envelope for your reply.
Yours very truly,
LIQUIDATION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
A. L. Clark
Credit Department
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Liquidation Corpora tioD of America

EXECUTIVE OFFICES , SUITE GGlenstone Sta.
SPRING FIELD , MISSOURI 65804

1531 E. Sunshine - Box 3358

Phone TUxedo 1- 1911
In

Re:

We have some very unfortunate news for you, news which will be costly and
embarrassing to you.

final audit notice has placed you in

Your failure to reply to OUr previous

a position where we must now take the fol1owing steps. We are prepared to

have our I

estigator in your locality conduct a complete personal investigaownership or equity in attachable assets

tion as to your source of income ,

, real estate and/or personal property, automobile , livestock , farm

machinery, etc.

Our Investigator is also prepared

to visit your place of employment

, if

employed , and a1so inquire of the local merchants and others in the community as to your standing in the community, paying habits ,

When this investigation is completed
Creditor.

etc.

the results wil be reported to your

Completion of the above arrangements wil require

approximately fifteen

(15) days. If within that time you decide to pay this account in full, or
send us a substantial payment thereon with your proposed plan to make
installment payments on the balance , the above action can be averted.

Suit yourself ,

either you act or we shal1.

Very truly yours
Karl Knight
Karl Knight ,

KK/eg
cc: Complete file to Investigator jn

Mgr.

Investigation Dept.

PAR. 10. By and through the use of the aforesaid forms and the
statements and representations set forth therein and others of

similar import and meaning, not expressly set out herein , responand now represent , directly or by implication

dents represented ,

that:

1. Said " Final Demand" document in form and content is an
offcial document duiy issued or approved by a court of law.

2. Respondents ' questionnaire requesting information concern-

ing an alleged debtor is for the purpose of compilng a credit report.
3. Respondents compile and issue credit reports of alleged delinquent debtors.

PAR. n. In truth and in fact:

1. Said " Final Demand" form is not an offcial document duly
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issued or approved by a court of law ,

but on the contrary is

whol1y private in its origin,
2. Respondents ' questionnaire requesting information concerning an alleged debtor is not for purposes of compiling a credit report , but on the contrary is a device used by respondents to locate
and to secure information regarding an alleged debtor for the
purpose of attempting to coJlect an al1eged overdue debt.
3, Respondents do not compile or issue credit reports and do

not operate as a credit bureau for members.

Respondents '

sole

business is that of a collection agency.

Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraphs Nine and Ten hereof were , and are , false , misleading
and deceptive.
PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the foregoing false, misleading and deceptive representations and practices has had , and now

has , the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial number of

creditors and debtors into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
such representations were , and are , true , and into the assignment
col1ection of monies
from debtors because of such mistaken and erroneous belief.

of accounts to it for coJlection and in the

PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as

were, and are , al1 to the prejudice and injury of
competitors and constituted , and
now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce and
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation

herein aJleged ,

the public and of respondent' s

of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the
caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Deceptive Practices proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which ,

if issued by the Commission , would

charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondents of aJl the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not

constitute an admission by the respondents that the law has been

LIQUIDATION CORP. OF AMERICA ET AL.
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violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission ,

having reason to believe that the respondents

have violated the Federal Trade Commission Act , and having determined that complaint should issue stating its charges in that

respect ,

hereby issues its complaint , accepts said agreement,

makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the follow-

ing order:
I. Respondent Liquidation Corporation of America is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Missouri , with its offce and principal
place of business located at 1531 Sunshine Street , in the City of
Springfield , State of Missouri.

Respondents Gladys Wasson and Roy Wasson are offcers and
directors of said corporation , and respondent Earl Gardner is an
employee and a director of said corporation, Their address is the
same as that of said corporation.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the suband the
proceeding is in the public interest,
ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents ,

ORDER

It is ordered

That respondents

Liquidation Corporation of

America , a corporation , and its offcers and directors , and Gladys
Wasson and Roy Wasson , individually and as offcers and directors of said corporation , and Earl Gardner , individually as an employee and as a director of said corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device ,

in connection with the solicitation of ac-

counts for collection , or the collection of , or attempts to collect ac-

counts ,

in commerce , as
Trade Commission Act , do

II commerce

is defined in the Federal

forthwith cease and desist from:
I. Using the word " Liquidation " or any other word or
words of similar import or meaning, in or as a part of respondents ' trade or corporate name , or otherwise representing, di-

rectly or by implication , that they are liquidators or agents

engaged in the saJe or disposition of bankrupt , estate , salvage , distrained or other distress or surplus merchandise; or
misrepresenting, in any manner , their trade or business status or the nature of respondents ' enterprise;
2, Representing, directly or by implication , that their business is nationwide in scope or that they have nationwide
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corresponding attorneys and collectors affliated or connected
with them;
3. Representing, directly or by impiication , that respon-

dents ' business is departmentalized or that respondents ' busi-

ness employs a large number of employees; or misrepresenting, in any manner , the organization , size or staff of respondents ' business;
4. Representing, directly or by implication , that the cor-

porate respondent has members; or designating the persons
who assign accounts to them for collection as H members

5. Using any unoffcial or unauthorized document which
simulates or is represented to be a document authorized , issued or approved by a court of law or any other offcial or

legally constituted or authorized authority; or misrepresenting, in any manner , the source , authorization or approval of
any document;
6. Using any questionnaire or similar material which does

not clearly reveal the purpose for which the information is
requested;
7, Representing, directly or by implication , that respon-

Provided, however That
it shall be a defensc in any enforcement action hereunder for
respondents to establish that they provide such service.
It is furthe1' oTdeTed That the respondents herein shali , within
sixty (60) days after scrvice upon them of this order , file with
dents compile or issue credit reports:

the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have compli d with tbh: .:rn1Bl'.

IN THE MATTER OF

STEIN' S FUR SHOP , INC., ET AL.
CONSEKT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIOK OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FUR
PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C- l061. Complaint , Ap1'l27 , 1.966'

Decision ,

April

27, 1.966

Consent order requiring a Memphis, Tenn. , retail furrier to cease misl'epre

senting the savings available to purchasers of its fur products through
such statements as " Save Up To 1/3 and More.

" "
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act ,

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission

having reason to believe that Stein s Fur Shop, Inc" a corporation , and Barney Golding, individually and as an offcer of said
corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated
the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the Fur Products Labeling Act , and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof

would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH I. Respondent Stein s Fur Shop, Inc. , is a corpora-

tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of Tennessee,
Respondent Barney Golding is an offcer of the corporate respondent and formulates , directs and controls the acts ,

practices

and policies of the said corporate respondent including those hereinafter set forth. Respondents have their offce and principal
place of business located at 96 South Main Street , in the city of
Memphis , State of Tennessee.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to the effective date of the Fur Products Labeling Act on August 9 , 1952 , respondents have been and are now
engaged in the introduction into commerce , and in the sale , advertising, and offering for sale in commerce , and in the transportation and distribution in commerce , of fur products; and have sold
advertised , offered for sale , transported and distributed fur products which have been made in whole or in part of furs which

have been shipped and received in commerce , as the terms " com-

merce
fur "
Labeling Act,

and " fur

product" are defined in the Fur Products

PAR. 3. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively advertised in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in
that certain advertisements intended to aid , promote and assist
directly or indirectly, in the sale and offering for sale of such fur
products were not in accordance with the provisions of Section
5(a) of the said Act,

Among and included in the aforesaid advertisements , but not
limited thereto , were advertisements of respondents which ap-

peared in issues of The Commercial

Appeal , a newspaper pub-

lished in the City of Memphis , State of Tennessee.
Among such false and deceptive advertisements , but not limited
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thereto , were advertisements containing representations through
such statements as " Save Up To 1/3 and More " that prices of fur
products were reduced in direct proportion to the percentages
stated and that the amount of said reduction afforded savings to
the purchasers of respondents '

products when in fact such prices
were not reduced in direct proportion to the percentages stated
and the represented savings were not thereby afforded to the said
purchasers , in violation of Section 5(a) (5) of the Fur Products
Labeling Act.
PAR. 4. In advertising fur products for sale ,

as aforesaid ,

res-

pondents made pricing claims and representations of the types
covered by subsections (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Rule 44 of the
Regulations under the Fur Products Labeling Act. Respondents in

making such claims and representations failed to maintain full
and adequate records discJosing the facts upon which such claims
and representations were based , in violation of Rule 44(e) of said
Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein alleged

, are in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act and

the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of
competition in commerce under the Federal Trade Commission
Act,
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in
the caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau

of Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for
its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by the respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions as
required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission ,

having reason to believe that the respondents

have violated said Acts ,

and having determined that complaint

" "
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should issue stating its charges in that respect ,

hereby issues its

complaint , accepts said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the following order:
I. Respondent Stein s Fur Shop, Inc. , is a corporation orga-

nized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Tennessee , with its offce and principal place of

business located at 96 South Main Street , in the city of Memphis
State of Tennessee.
Respondent Barney Golding is an offcer of said corporation and
his address;" the same as that of said corporation,

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents ,

proceeding is in the public interest.

and the

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Stein s Fur Shop, Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , and Barney Golding, individually and as

an offcer of said

corporation and respondents ' representa-

tives , agcnts and employees , directly or through any corporate or
other device , in connection with the introduction , into commerce

, advertising or offering for sale in commerce , or the
transportation or distribution in commerce , of any fur product;

or the sale

or in connection with the sale , advertising, offering for sale

transportation or distribution , of any fur product which is made

in whole or in part of fur which has been shipped and received in
commerce , as the terms " commerce
fur " and " fur product" are
defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from:
A. Falsely or deceptively advertising fur products through
the use of any advertisement , representation , public an-

nouncement or notice which is intended to aid , promote or assist , directly or indirectiy, in the sale , or offering for sale of
any fur product , and which:
I. Misrepresents in any manner the savings available
to purchasers of respondents ' fur products.
2. Falsely or deceptively represents in any manner
that prices of respondents ' fur products are reduced.
3. Misrepresents directly or by implication through
percentage savings claims that prices of fur products
are reduced to afford purchasers of respondents ' fur

products the percentage of savings stated.
B. Making claims and representations of the types covered
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by subsections (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Rule 44 of the Rules

and Regulations promulgated under the Fur Products Label-

ing Act unless there are maintained by respondents full and
adequate records disclosing the facts upon which such claims
and representations are based.

It is further ordered

That the respondents herein shaH , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with

the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

NOR- CAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA TION OF
SEC. 2 (f) OF THE CLA YTON ACT

Docket C- 1062. Complaint

April

1966- Decision

April

29,

1966

Consent order requiring 46 jobbers of automotive products and supplies , and
their buying organization , :\or- Cal Distributors , Inc., of San Francisco
Calif. , to cease knowingly inducing and receiving discriminatory prices
from their suppliers in violation of Sec. 2(f) of the Clayton Act.
COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that

the party respondents named in the caption hereof , and hereinafter more particularly designated and described , have violated and
are now violating the provisions of subsection (f) of Section 2 of
the Clayton Act ,

as amended (D.

, Title 15 ,

Sec. 13), hereby

issues its complaint stating its charges with respect thereto as
foHows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Nor- Cal Distributors ,
after sometimes referred to as respondent N or- Cal ,

tion organized ,

Inc. , herein-

is a corpora-

existing and doing business under and by virtue

of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and
place of business located at 500 Florida Street , San Francisco

California.
Respondent N or- Cal , although using corporate form , is a mem-

NOR- CAL DISTRIBUTORS , INC" ET AL.
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bership organization ,

organized , maintained , managed , controlJed,
and operated by and for its members. The membership of respondent Nor- Cal is composed of corporations , partnerships and individuals whose business consists of the jobbing of automotive

products and supplies.
Respondent N or- Cal , as constituted and operated , is known and
referred to in the trade as a buying group.

PAR. 2. The folJowing respondent corporations and individuals

sometimes hereinafter referred to as respondent jobbers ,

consti-

tute respondent Nor- Cai:
Respondent Allied Automotive ,

Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virture of the laws of the State of Nevada
with its principal offce and place of business located at 490 North Virginia
Street , Reno , Nevada.
Respondent Auto Parts Sales Co. is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California
with its principal offce and place of business located at 636 Ward Street
Martinez , California.
Respondent The Automotive Supply Co. , Inc. , is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 230 South
Bridge Street , Visalia , California.
Respondent Belmont Auto Parts Inc. is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Califor-

nia , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1161 Old County
Road , Belmont , California.
Respondent Benson & Zimmerman Co. is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Califor.
nia, with its principal offce and place of business located at Eleventh and
H" Streets , Modesto , California.
Respondent Berkeley Automotive Center is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 2619 Shattuck
Avenue , Berkeley, California.
Respondent C. & H. Auto Parts is a corporation organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California
with its principal offce and place of business located at 610 Main Street , Placervile , California.
Respondent Cresta Bros. Auto Parts is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 5050 Mission
Street, San Francisco , California.
Respondent Federal Parts & Products

Co. Inc. ,

is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by viriue of the laws of the State of

California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 231 California Drive, Burlingame , California.
Respondent Henderson Bros. Stores , Inc. , is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Cali-
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fornia , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1800- 23rd
Street , Sacramento , California.
Respondent Hust Bros. , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its
principal offce and place of business located at Fourth and " E" Streets Mar-

ysvile, California.

Respondent E. C. Kraft & Co. is a corporation organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California
with its principal offce and place of business located at 53 Santa Rosa Avenue, Santa Rosa, California.
Respondent Lacey Automotive Parts Co. is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 108 Monterey
Street, Salinas , California.

Respondent Lakeside Automotive , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at South Shore

Lake Tahoe, P. O. Box 70 , Stateline , California.
Respondent Lemoore Auto Supply is a corporation organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California
with its principal offce and place of business located at 41 " E" Street , P.
630 , Lemoore, California.

Rox

Respondent Littrell Parts is a corporation organized ,

existing and doing

business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its
principal offce and place of business 10cated at 310 South Main StTeet
Y reka , California.

Respondent Maxwell Motor Supply Co. , Inc. , is a corporation organized , ex
isting and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

California ,
EI

with its principal offce and place of business located at 228

orth

Dorado Street , Stockton , California.
Respondent Mi1 Va1ley Auto Parts, Inc., is a corporation organized , exist-

ing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California, with its principal offce and place of business located at 360 Mi1er
Avenue, Mi1 Valley, California.
Respondent Motor Parts Company is a corporation organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California

with its principal offce and place of business located at 2344 Harrison Street,
Oakland , California.
Respondent Chico Automotive Supply is a corporation organized , existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California ,

Co.

and doing business under the firm name and style of Motor Supply

with its principal offce and place of business located at 360 East Sixth
Street , Chico , California.
Respondent Moses & Moses Motor Parts is a corporation organized ,

exist-

ing and doing business under and by virtue of the Jaws of the State of California , and doing business under the firm name and style of M & M Motor
Parts , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1219 Solano
Street , Corning, California.
Respondent National Auto Parts Co. ,

Inc. ,

is a corporation organized ,

ex-
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isting and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1110 Col
usa Street , Vallejo, California.

Respondent Tri- City Auto Supply is a corporation organized , existing and
California,

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

with its principal offce and place of business located at 551- 23rd Street
Richmond , California.
Respondent Sequoia Auto Parts is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California

with its principal offce and place of business located at 908 Main Street , Redwood City, California.
Respondent Westside Auto Parts, Inc., is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1232 Monterey
Street , San Luis Obispo, California.
Respondents Herman Krebs and Earl Lounsbury are copartners doing
business under the firm name and style of Automotive Parts Co. , with their

principal offce and place of business located at 961 West 16th Street ,
Box 1230 ,

P.

Merced, California.

Respondent Floyd E. Benson is a sole proprietor doing business under the
firm name 'Bnd style of Benson & Ridenhour , with his principal offce and
place of business located at 215 EI Circulo , Patterson , California.
Respondent William T. Wood is a sole proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Automotive Parts & Machine Shop Co. , with his offce
and principal place of business located at 722 Broadway, Fresno, California,
Respondents A. Frank Lewis and Albert H. Davis are copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Contra Costa Auto Parts , with
their principal offce and place of business located at 2329 Boulevard Circle
Walnut Creek, California,
Respondents Julius G. Rossi and Leonard L. Rundle are copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Farnsworth & Callahan , with their

principal offce and place of business located at 186 South

Montgomery

Street , San Jose , California.

Respondent Jack W. Parker is a sale proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Globe Auto Supply, with its principal offce and place
of business located at 700 Parina Avenue, North Sacramento , California,
Respondents Robert B. Huston , George E. Huston and Kenneth A. Greer

are copartners doing business under the firm name and style of Hollster
Auto Parts , with their principal offce and place of business located at 139
Fourth Street, Hollster , California.
Respondent Raymond Allen is a sole proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Irving Auto Supply, with his principal offce and place
of business located at 1900 Lawton Street, San Francisco, California.

Respondents Herbert J. Kramer and Guldbrand J, Kramer are copartners
doing business under the firm name and style of Kramer Auto Supply Co.

\vith their principal offce and place of business located at 215 Fourth Street
Eureka , California.

Respondent Wiliam J. Cresta ,

Jr. , is a sole proprietor doing business

under the firm name and style of McCullock Auto Supply, with his principal
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offce and place of business located at 999 Valencia Street , San Francisco

California.
Respondents Barrett T. Hicks and Eleanor B. Hicks are copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Merced Motor Parts , with their
principal offce and place of business located at 811 West Seventeenth Street
Merced, California.

Respondents Carl Pate and Wiliam Lehnhoff are copartners doing business
under the firm name and style of Montgomery Auto Parts, with their principal offce and place of business located at 198 North Monterey Street , Gilroy,
California.
Respondents Eugene F. Asher and Harry W. Scott are copartners doing
business under the firm name and style of Motor Supply Company, with their
principal offce and place of business located at 1757 California Street ,

Red-

ding, California.

Respondents L. R. Horler , J. A. Bennett , L. C. Avedano and V. Borba are
copartners doing business under the firm name and style of Xational Parts
Company, with their principal offce and place of business located at 809 Lincoln Avenue, San Rafael, California.

Respondents Louis P. Lazzaretto and Elmer L. Anderson are copartners
doing business under the firm name and style of United Auto- Sweet Service
Co. , with. their principal offce and place of business located at 435 Washington Street , Monterey, California.
Respondents F. ::\:1. Chandler , Earl Neilsen ,

Robert P. Chandler ali d Burton

E. Hazelton are copartners doing business under the firm name and style of
Sweet Service Co. of Santa Cruz , with their principal offce and place of business located at 504 Front Street , Santa Cruz , California.
Respondents Jack A. Fisher and James V. Fisher are copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Tracy Auto Parts, with their principal offce and place of business located at 65- 10th Street , Tracy, California.

Respondent James M. White is a sole proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Whities Auto Parts , with his principal offce and place

of business located at 508 San Mateo Avenue , San Bruno , California.

Respondent Douglas Davis is a sale proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Davis ' Auto Parts , with his principal offce and place
of business located at 119 Van Ness , Watsonvi1e, California.
Respondent John Nunes is a sale proprietor doing business under the firm
name and style of Novato Auto Parts , with his principal offce and place of
busjness located at 1052 First Street , Novato, California.
Respondent C. W. Lerer is a sale proprietor doing business under the firm

name and style of M. Lerer & Sons,

with his principal offce and p1ace of

business located at 19 East Washington Street , Petaluma , California.
PAR. 3. The respondent jobbers set forth in Paragraph Two
have purchased and now purchase in commerce from suppliers

engaged in commerce numerous automotive products and supplies
for use , consumption , or resale within the United States. Respondent jobbers and said suppliers cause the products and supplies so

purchased to be shipped and transported among and between the
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several States of the United States from the respective State or
States of location of said suppliers to the respective

State or States of location of the said respondent jobbers.

different

PAR. 4. In the purchase and the resale of said automotive products and supplies , respondent jobbers are in active competition

with independent jobbers not affliated with respondent Nor- Cal;
and the suppliers selling to respondent jobbers and to their inde-

pendent jobber competitors are in active competition with other
supplie,s of similar automotive products and supplies.
PAR. 5. Respondent Nor- Cal , since its formation in 1953 , has

been and is now maintained , managed , controlled and operated by
and for its members the respondent jobbers set forth in Paragraph Two and each said respondent has participated in , approved , furthered , and cooperated with the other respondents in

the carrying out of the procedures and activities hereinafter de-

scribed.
In practice and effect , respondent N or- Cal has been and is now

serving as the medium or instrumentality by, through ,

or in con-

junction with ,

which said members and/or respondent jobbers
exert the influence of their combined bargaining power on the

competitive suppliers hereinbefore described. As a part of their
operating procedure , said respondent jobbers direct the attention

of said suppliers to their aggregate purchasing power as a buying
group and , by reason of such , have knowingly demanded and received , upon their individual purchases discriminatory prices , discounts , allowances , rebates , and terms and conditions of sale. Sup-

pliers not acceding to such demands are usualiy replaced

as

sources of supply for the commodities concerned and such market
is closed to them in favor of such suppliers as can be and are inallowances
rebates , and terms and conditions of sale so demanded.
Respondent jobbers demand that those suppliers who seli their

duced to afford the discriminatory prices , discounts

products pursuant to a quantity discount schedule shall consider

their several purchases in the aggregate as if made by one purchaser and grant quantity discounts , allowances , or rebates on the
resultant combined purchase volume in accordance with said sup-

pliers ' schedule. This procedure effects a discrimination in price
on goods of like grade and quality between respondent jobbers

and competing independent jobbers whose quantity discounts ,
lowances ,

al-

or rebates from such suppUers are based upon only

their individual purchase volumes. From other suppliers the respondent jobbers demand the payment or allowance of trade dis-
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counts , allowances ,

or rebates which such suppliers do not ordinarily payor allow to jobber customers. This procedure effects a

discrimination in price on goods of like grade and quality between
respondent jobbers and competing independent jobbers who are
not afforded such trade discounts , al1owances , or rebates.

When and if a demand is acceded to by a particular supplier
the subsequent purchase transactions between said supplier and
the individual jobber respondents have been and are biled to , and
paid for through , the aforesaid organizational device of respon-

dent Nor- Cal. Said corporate organization thus purports to be the

purchaser when in truth and in fact it has been and is now serving as an agent for the several respondent jobbers and as a means
of facilitating the inducement and receipt of the afore- described
respondent jobbers of the price discriminations concerned.
PAR. 6. Respondents have induced or received from their sup-

pliers , in the manner afore- described , favorable prices , discounts
allowances , rebates , terms and conditions of sale which they

knew or should have known constituted discriminations in price
prohibited by subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended by the Robinson- Patman Act.
PAR. 7. The effect of the knowing inducement or receipt by respondents of the discriminations in price as above al1eged has been

and may be substantially to lessen ,

injure, destroy or prevent
competition between suppliers of automotive products and sup-

plies and between respondent jobbers and independent jobbers.
PAR. 8, The foregoing alleged acts and practices of respondents

in knowingly inducing or receiving discriminations in price prohibited by subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended by the Robinson- Patman Act ,

are in violation of subsec-

tion (f) of Section 2 of said Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its com-

plaint charging the respondents named in the caption hereof with
violation of subsection (f) of Section (2) of the Clayton Act , as
amended , and the respondents having been served with notice of
said determination and with a copy of the complaint the Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed form of order;
and

The respondents having thereafter signed an " Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist" which agreement contemplates that , if it is accepted by the Commission , the Commis-
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sion may, without further notice to respondents ,

issue (1) its
complaint consistent in form and substance with the copy at-

, and (2) its decision containing the
order to cease and desist as attached to said complaint; and further , which agreement contains inter alia an admission by the

tached to said agreement

respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the

com-

, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an

plaint to issue herein

admission hy respondents that the law has been violated as set
forth in such complaint , and waivers and provisions as required

by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having considered the agreement , hereby accepts same , issues its complaint in the form contemplated by said
agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent N or- Cal Distributors , Inc. , hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondent N or- Cal , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of
business located at 500 Florida Street , San Francisco , California.

Respondent N or- Cal , although using corporate form , is a memorganized , maintained, managed , controJIed

bership organization ,

and operated by and for its members. The membership of respondent N or- Cal is composed of corporations , partnerships and individuals whose business consists of the jobbing of automotive

products and supplies.

The following respondent corporations and individuals constitute respondent N or- Cal :
Respondent Alled Automotive , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Nevada,

with its principal offce and place of business located at 490 North Virginia
Street , Reno, Nevada.
Respondent Auto Parts Sales Co. is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California
with its principal offce and place of business located at 636 Ward Street

Martinez , California.
Respondent The Automotive Supply Co. ,

Inc., is a corporation organized,

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 230 South
Bridge Street , Visalia , California.
Respondent Belmont Auto Parts , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1161 Old County
Road, Belmont , California.
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Respondent Benson & Zimmerman Co. is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at Eleventh and
H" Streets , Modesto , CaJifornia.
Respondent Berkeley A utomotive Center is a corporation organized ,

exist-

ing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 2619 Shattuck
Avenue, Berke1ey, California.
Respondent C. & H. Auto Parts is a corporation organized , existing and
doing buisiness under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California,

with its principal offce and p1ace of business located at 610 Main Street , Placervi1e, California.
Respondent Cresta Bros. Auto Parts is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 5050 Mission
Street , San Francisco , California.
Respondent Federal Parts & Products Co. , Inc. , is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 231 Ca1ifornia Drive ,

Burlingame , California.

Respondent Henderson Bros. Stores ,

Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1800 23rd
Street , Sacramento , California.
Respondent Hust Bros. , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of CaJifornia , with its

principal offce and p1ace of business located at Fourth and " E" Streets

:\arysvilJe ,

California.

Co.
is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California
Respondent E. C. Kraft &

with its principal offce and place of business located at 53 Santa Rosa Avenue, Santa Rosa , California.
Respondent Lacey Automotive Parts Co. is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 108 Monterey
Street , Salinas, California.
Respondent Lakeside Automotive , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California, with its principal offce and place of business located at South Shore
Lake Tahoe ,

P. O.

Box 70 ,

Stateline, California.

Respondent Lemoore Auto Supply is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California

with its principal offce and place of business located at 41 " E" Street
O. Box 630, Lcmoore , California.

Respondent Littrell Parts is a corporation organized , existing and doing

business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its
principal offce and place of business located at 310 South Main Street
Yreka , California.

Respondent Maxwell Motor Supply

Co. Inc. ,

is a corporation organized , ex-
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isting and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

orth
California , with its principal offce and place of bm,iness located at 228
EI Dorado Street , Stockton , California.
Respondent Mi1 Valley Auto Parts , Inc. , is a corporation organized , exist-

ing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 360 Miller
Avenue, Mil Valley, California.
Respondent Motor Parts Company is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California,
with its principal offce and place of business located at 2344 Harrison Street
Oakland, California.
Respondent Chico Automotive Supply is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , and doing business under the firm name and style of Motor Supply Co.,

with its principal offce and place of business located at 360 East Sixth
Street , Chico , California.

Respondent Moses & Moses Motor Parts is a corporation organized ,

exist-

ing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California , and doing business under the firm name and style of M & M Motor
Parts, with its principal offce and place of business located at 1219 Solano

Street , Corning, California.
Respondent National Auto Parts Co. ,

Inc. , is a corporation organized,

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

California , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1110 Colusa Street, Vallejo , California.
Respondent Tri- City Auto Supply is a corporation oyganized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California,
with its principal offce and place of business located at 551- 23rd Street
Riehmond , California.
Respondent Sequoia Auto Parts is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California

with its principal offce and place of business located at 908 Main Street , Redwood City, California.
Respondent Westside Auto Parts , Inc" is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Califor-

nia , with its principal offce and place of business located at 1232 Monterey
Street , San Luis Obispo , California.
Respondents Herman Krebs and Earl Lounsbury and copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Automotive Parts Co., \vith their
principal offce and place of business located at 961 West 16th Street , p, O.
Box 1230 ,

Merced, California.

Respondent Floyd E. Bemon is a sale proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Benson & Ridenhour , with his principal offce and

place of business located at 215 EJ Circulo , Patterson , California.

Respondent WiJiam T. Wood is a sole proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Automotive Farts & Machine Shop Co. , with his offce
and principal place of business located at 722 Broadway, Fresno, California.
Respondents A. Frank Lewis and Albert H. Davis are copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Contra Costa Auto Parts ,

with
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their principal offce and place of business located at 2329 Boulevard Circle
Walnut Creek ,

California.

Respondents Julius G. Rossi and Leonard L. Rundle are copartners doing
buginE'ss under the firm

name and style of Farnsworth & Callahan , with their

principal offce and place of business located at 186 South Montgomery
Street , San Jose, California.
Respondent Jack W. Parker is a sole proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style name of Globe Auto Supply, with his principal offce
nd place of business located at 700 Parina Avenue , North Sacramento,

Ca1ifornia.
Respondents Robert B. Huston , George E. Huston and Kenneth A. Greer
are copartners doing business under the firm name and style of Ho11ster

Auto Parts ,

with their principal offce and place of business located at 139

Fourth Street, Hollister , California.

Respondent Raymond Allen is a sole proprietor doing business under the
firm name and style of Irving Auto Supply, with his principal offce and place
of business located at 1900 Lawton Street , San Francisco, California.
Respondents Herbert .T. Kramer and Guldbrand .r. Kramer are copartners
doing business under the firm name and style of Kramer Auto Supply Co.
with their principal offce and place of business located at 215 Fourth Street
Eureka , California.

Respondent Wiliam J. Cresta ,

Jr. , is a sale proprietor doing business

under the firm name and style of McCullock Auto SUDply, with his principal
offce and place of business located at 999 Valencia Street , San Francisco

California.
Respondents Barrett T. Hicks and Eleanor B. Hicks are copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Merced Motor Parts , with their
principal offce and place of business located at 811 "Vest Seventeenth Street
Merced, California.
Respondents Carl Pate and \ liliam Lehnhoff are copartners doing business

under the firm name and style of :Montgomery Auto Parts , with their principal offce and place of business located at 198 Xorth Monterey Street , Gilroy,

California.
Respondents Eugene F. Asher and Harry W. Scott are copartners doing

business under the firm name and style of Motor Supply Company, with their
principal offce and place of business located at 1757 California Street , Redding, California.
Respondents L. R. Horler , J. A. Bennett , L. C. Avedano and V. Borba are
copartners doing business under the firm name and style of National Parts
Company, with their principal offce and place of business located at 809 Lincoln A venue , San Rafael, California.
Respondents Louis P . Lazzaretto and Elmer L. Anderson are copartners
doing business under the firm name and style of United A uta- Sweet Service
Co. ,

with their principal offce and place of business located at 435 Washing-

ton Street ,

Monterey, California.
Respondents F. M. Chandler , Earl Neilsen , Robert P. Chandler and Burton

E. Hazelton are copartners doing business under the firm name and style of
Sweet Service Co. of Santa Cruz , with their principal offce and place of business located at 504 Front Street , Santa Cruz , California.
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Respondents Jack A. Fisher and James V. Fisher are copartners doing
Auto
Parts , with their principal offce and place of business located at 65- 10th Street , Tracy, Califor-

business under the firm name and style of Tracy

nia.

Respondent James M. White is a sole proprietor doing business under the

firm name and style of Whities Auto Parts ,

with his principal offce and

place of business located at 508 San Mateo Avenue , San Bruno , California.

Respondent Douglas Davis is a sale proprietor doing business under the

firm name and style of Davis ' Auto Parts , with his principal offce and place
of business located at 119 Van
ess Watsonvile , California.

Respondent John Nunes is a sale proprietor doing business under the firm
name and style of Novato Auto Parts , with his principal offce and place of
business located at 1052 First Street ,

Respondent C.

Novato , California.

\V. Lerer is a sole proprietor doing business under the firm

name and style of ::. Lercr & Sons ,

with his principal offce and place of

business located at 19 East Washington Street , Petaluma , California.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents.
ORDER

It is ordered

That respondents Nor- CaJ

Distributors ,

1nc. , a

corporation; Allied Automotive , Inc. , a corporation; Auto Parts
Sales Co" a corporation; The Automotive Supply Co. , Inc. , a corporation; Belmont Auto Parts , Inc. , a corporation; Benson & Zimmerman Co. , a corporation; Berkeley Automotive Center , a corpo-

ration; C. & H. Auto Parts , a corporation; Cresta Bros. Auto
Parts , a corporatiDn; Federal Parts & Products Co. , Inc. , a corporation; Henderson Bros. Stores ,

Inc. ,

a corporation; Rust Bros.

Inc. , a corporation; K C, Kraft & Co. , a corporation; Lacey Automotive Parts Co. , a corporation; Lakeside Automotive , Inc. , a cor-

poration; Lemoore Auto Supply, a corporation; Littrell Parts , a
corporation; Maxwell Motor Supply Co. , Inc. , a corporation; Mil
Valley Auto Parts , Inc" a corporation; Motor Parts Company, a
corporation; Chico Automotive Supply, a corporation doing business under the firm name and style of Motor Supply Co. ; Moses &
Moses Motor Parts , a corporation doing business under the firm
name and style of M & lV Motor Parts; National Auto Parts Co.
Inc. , a corporation; Tri- City Auto Supply, a corporation; Sequoia

Auto Parts , a corporation; Herman Krebs and Earl Lounsbury,
copartners doing business under the firm name and style of Automotive Parts Co. ; Westside Auto Parts , Inc. , a corporation; Floyd
E. Benson , doing business under the firm name and style of Benson & Ridenhour , a sole proprietorship; Wiliam T. Wood , doing

business under the firm name and style of Automotive Parts &
Machine Shop Co. ,

a sole proprietorship; A. Frank Lewis and AI-
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bert H. Davis ,

copartners doing business under the firm name and
style of Contra Costa Auto Parts; Julius G. Rossi and Leonard L.

Rundle , copartners doing business under the firm name and style

of Farnsworth & Callahan; Jack W. Parker ,

doing business

under the firm name and style of Globe Auto Supply, a sole proprietorship; Robert B. Huston , George E. Huston and Kenneth A,
Greer , copartners doing business under the firm name and style of
Hollister Auto Parts; Raymond Allen , doing business under the
firm name and style of Irving Auto Supply, a sole proprietorship;
Herbert J. Kramer and Guldbrand J. Kramer , copartners doing
business under the firm name and style of Kramer Auto Supply
Co. ; Wi1iam J, Cresta , Jr. , doing business under the firm name
and styie of McCulIock Auto Supply, a sole proprietorship; Barrett T. Hicks and Elcanor B. Hicks , copartners doing business

under the firm name and style of Merced Motor Parts; Carl Pate
and William Lehnhoff , copartners doing business under the firm
name and style of Montgomery Auto Parts; Eugene F. Asher and

Harry W. Scott , copartners doing business under the firm name
and style of Motor Supply Company; L. R. Horler , J. A. Bennett
L. C. Avedano ". nd V. Borba , copartners doing business under the
firm name and style of National Parts Company; Louis P. Lazzaretto and Elmer L. Anderson , copartners doing business under
the firm name and style of lJnited Auto- Sweet Service Co. ; F. IVI.
Chandler , Earl Neilsen , Robert P. Chandler and Burton E. Hazelton , copartners doing business under the firm name and style of
Sweet Service Co. of Santa Cruz; Jack A. Fisher and

James V.

Fisher , copartners doing business under thc firm name and style
of Tracy Auto Parts; James M. White , doing business under the
firm name and style of Whities Auto Parts , a sole proprietorship;
Douglas Davis , doing business under the firm name and style of
Davis ' Auto Parts , a sole proprietorship; John Kunes , doing business under the firm name and style of Novato Auto Parts , a sole
proprietorship; and C, W. Lerer , doing business under the firm
name and style of M. Lerer & Sons , a sole proprietorship; and
respondents ' agents , representatives , employees , offcers and members , directly or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the offering to purchase or purchase of any automotive
products or supplies in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Clayton Act , as amended , do forthwith cease and desist from:
Knowing1y inducing or knowingly receiving or accepting any
by di-

discrimination in the price of such products and supplies ,

rectly or indirectly inducing, receiving, or accepting from any
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seller a net price known by respondents to be below the net price
at which said products and supplies of like grade and quality are
being sold by such seller to other customers ,

where the seller is

competing with any other seller for respondents ' business , or
where respondents are competing with other customers of the
seller.
For the purpose of determining " net price " under the terms of

this order , there shall be taken into account discounts , rebates , allowances , deductions or other terms and conditions of sale by
which net prices are effected.

It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall , within
them of this order , file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the
sixty (60) days after service upon

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MA TTER OF

TRI- STATE PRESS SERVICE , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , 1"1 REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C- l063. Complaint , AP1'i!29, 1966-Decision

April

1966

Consent order requiring an Evansvile, Ind. ,

publisher to cease using
misrepresentations and threatening tactics to sell advertising space
in its weekly newspaper " Tri- State Labor News " or any other pub-

lication.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to

believe that

Tri- State Press Service, Inc. , a corporation , and Joe L. Regan , in-

dividually and as an offcer of said corporation ,

hereinafter re-

fen' ed to as respondents , have violate" the provisions of said Act,
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof wouid be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Tri- State Press Service , Inc. , is a

corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana with its offce and prin-
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cipal place of business located at 1413 /2 Division Street ,

Evans-

vile , Indiana.
Respondent Joe L. Regan is an offcer of said corporation and
he formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of the
corporate respondent , including the acts and practices hereinafter
set forth, His address is the same as that of the corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have

been , engaged in the publication of a weekly newspaper known as

Tri- State Labor News, Said weekly newspaper is caused by respondents to be circulated from its point of publication in the

State of Indiana to subscribers and purchasers located in various
other States of the United States.

Further , respondents in the course and conduct of their business engage in extensive transactions involving the transmission
of letters , advertising proofs , checks and other business instrumentalities and extensive transactions by long distance telephone

all between and among various States of the United States , and
maintain ,

and at an times mentioned herein have maintained, a
substantial course of trade in said publication in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3. A large part of respondents ' income is derived from the

sale of advertising space in the Tri- State Labor News to business
concerns, Respondents and their duly authorized agents and rep-

resentatives contact said business concerns by telephone and
other means and seek to induce them to purchase advertising
space in said publication. In the course of said solicitations respondents and their agents and representatives represent , and

have respresented , directly or by implication , to prospective advertisers that said publication is extensively and offcially endorsed or sponsored by, affliated with or is the offcial publication
of the AFL- CIO or its affliates or other labor unions.
PAR, 4. In truth and in fact , Tri- State Labor News is not extensively and offcially endorsed or sponsored by, affliated with , or
the offcial publication of the AFL- CIO or its affliates or any
other national or international labor union; but is independently

organized and operated by respondents for a profit with endorsements by only a few local unions.

Therefore the statements and representations

referred to in

Paragraph Three hereof are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 5, In addition ,

in order to induce the purchase of advertising space in Tri- State Labor News , respondents , or their repre-
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sentatives , threaten and have threatened, directly or by implication , that if business concerns did not purchase such space , their
business would receive unfavorable treatment by labor union

members. This practice now has, and has had , the tendency and
capacity to intimidate and coerce , and does intimidate and coerce
business concerns unfairly to purchase advertising space in the

aforesaid publication.
PAR. 6. In the conduct of their business , at all times mentioned
herein , respondents have been in substantial competition , in commerce , with corporations , firms and individuals likewise engaged

newspapers and other periodicals
and the seJIng of advertising to be inserted therein and particularly with the publishers of newspapers and other periodicals
published or endorsed by labor unions.
PAR. 7. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , mislead-

in the publication of weekly

ing and deceptive statements ,

representations and practices has

had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead prospec-

tive advertisers into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true and into the
purchase of advertising space by reason of said erroneous and

mistaken belief.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents , as
herein a11eged , were and are a11 to the prejudice and injury of the

public and of the respondents ' competitors and constituted, and
now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce and

unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its com-

pJaint charging the respondents named in the caption hereof with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents having been served with notice of said determination and
with a copy of the complaint the Commission intended to issue
together with a proposed form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the complaint to issue herein , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute
an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as set
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and waivers and provisions as required

by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having considered the agreement , hereby accepts same , issues its comp!aint in the form contemplated by said
agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and en-

ters the fol1owing order;

1, Respondent Tri- State

Press Service , Inc. , is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of Indiana , with its offce and principal

place of business located at 1413 1/2 Division Street , in the city
of Evansvile , State of Indiana.
Respondent Joe L. Regan is an offcer of said corporation and
his address is the same as that of said corporation.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the suband of the respondents , and the
proceeding is in the public interest.

j ect matter of this proceeding

ORDER
1.

That respondents Tri- State

It is ordered

Press Service

individuand respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the soliciting, offering

Inc. , a corporation ,

and its offcers , and Joe L. Regan ,

al1y and as an offcer of said corporation ,

for sale or sale in

commerce of advertising space in the weekly

newspaper now designated as Tri- State Labor News , or any
other publication , whether published under that name or any
other name, and in connection with the offcring for sale , sale or
distribution of said newspaper , or any other publication ,
merce, as " commerce "

in com-

is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act , do forthwith cease and desist from;
A. Representing, directly or by implication , that said

publication is endorsed or sponsored by, affliated with , or is
an offcial publication of or connected in any manner with a
labor union;
Provided , however That it shall be a defense in

any enforcement proceeding instituted hereunder for respondents to estabiish that any claimed or al1eged sponsor-

ship, endorsement , affliation or status as an offcial publication has been in fact received and offcially authorized.
B. Inducing or seeking to induce a business concern to
purchase advertising space in or contribute to respondents

publication by means of expressed or implied threats that
such business concern wil or may be subjected to unfavora-
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ble treatment at the hands of labor union members should it
refuse to make such purchase or contribution.
It is j!wtheT oTdered That respondents set forth in a clear

and conspicuous manner , immediately after the name of each
such publication appearing at the top of the masthead of such

publication , the f01l0wing statement:
Not affliated with any labor union or other labor organiza-

tion.
III.
It- is f"TtheT ordeTed That respondents shall deliver a
copy of this order to every salesman or representative now , or at

any time hereafter ,

se1ling or soliciting the sale of advertise-

ments in any such publication.

That the respondents

It is f"Tthe?' oTdeTed

within sixty (60) days after service upon

herein sha1l

them of this order , file

with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail

the manner and form in which they have complied with this
order.

IN THE IVA TTER OF

PHILIP T. BERKLEY trading as BERKLEY ASSOCIATES
CONSEI\T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

867:.

Complaint, Dec.

1965-Decision , May

1966

Consent order requiring a San Diego, Calif. , commodity futq.res analyst ,

to

cease making false claims regarding his advisory and managed accounts
services or exaggerating the profits derived from their use.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that Philip

T. Berkley, an individual trading as Berkley Associates , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated the provisions of
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said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding

by it in respect thereof would be

in the pubJic interest , hereby
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Philip T, Berkley is an individual

trading as Berkley Associates , and has his principal offce and

place of business located at 132 West Broadway, in the city of
San Diego , State of CaJifornia,

PAR. 2. Respondent is now ,

and for some time last past has

been, engaged in the advertising, offering for sale and sale to the
pubJic of pubJications in which certain " Methods " or rules of

trading in commodity futures are described and of advisory and
managed accounts services incident to the purchase and sale
commodity futures,
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his business ,

respondent

now causes , and for some time last past has caused , said publications and materials in connection with said advisory and managed accounts services , when sold, to be sent by United States

mail from his place of business in the State of CaJifornia to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United
States , and maintains , and at all times mentioned herein has

maintained a substantial course of trade in said products in comin
merce , as H commerce " is defined
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4 . In the course and conduct of his business ,

and for the

purpose of inducing the purchase of said pubJications and advisory and managed accounts services ,

respondent has made and

published and caused to be published certain statements, claims

and representations

in newspapers , circulars , booklets , and

other materials distributed by him.

Among and typical of the foregoing,

but not all

inclusive

thereof , are the following:
During the past fifteen years the Berkley Soybeans Seasonal No , 1 Method

has shown net profits in every year. During this long period of time there
was only OTIe single loss of 2c per bushel which was more than offset by a
profit of 4(1

per bushel on another trade.

Here is an Advisory Service that promises to be the most profitable ever
offered on Chicago Grain Futures- An Advisory Service that is based on all
our successful Seasonal and Spread Methods for Soybeans , Wheat , Rye , Corn
Oats and Soybean Mea1. These

l.Iethods have shown the following results

from 1948 through 1963.
Soybe(ms:

per bushel.

118 profits averaging 20

4f per bushel; 6

losses averaging 49
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PROFITS IN COMMODITIES- describes the most successful Methods on
Soybeans , Soybean Meal , Wheat , Rye , Corn , and Oats futures with a 92%
profit ratio during the past fifteen years. Berkley Associates offer an Intro-

ductory Advisory Service based on these Methods ,

for one month ,

at $3. 00.

MANAGED ACCOUNTS
For those who prefer to have trading handled for them , we offer a personally supervised management service based on the above mentioned Methods at no extra charge.

PAR. 5. Through the use of the aforesaid statements , claims

and representations and others similar thereto , but not specifi-

caliy set out herein ,

respondent has represented ,

directly or by

implication:

a, That the validity of his " Methods " or rules for trading in
commodity futures contracts is demonstrated by past experience
where application of respondent' s " Methods " or rules resulted in

profits in many transactions through sustained periods ,

in some

instances , as long as fifteen years.
b, That the represented profits or earnings were typical and
could be expected generally by persons who employ said " Methods, " rules or services in the future,
c. That the application of his " Methods " or rules in the managed accounts service resulted in higher profits for customers

than would be ordinarily realized.
PAR. 6, In truth and in fact:

a. Most of respondent' s " Methods "

or rules

were not

in exist-

ence for as long as fifteen years but were first published after

s"

1960. The validity of respondent'
Methods " or rules is not
demonstrated by respondent' s listing of past transactions going
back to 1948 in which application of the " Methods " or rules

would have resuited in profits because they had not been established and were not availabie for use at the time of these trans-

actions. The devising of a method or rules that would enable one
to anticipate and take advantage of future market fluctuations is

substantialiy different from the devising of a method or rules
that adequately accounts for fluctuations that have occurred in
the past and are completely known.

b. The represented profits or earnings were not typical nor
could they be expected generally by persons employing such

Methods

" rules or services in the future.

c. The application of respondent' s " Methods " or rules in the
managed accounts service did not result in higher profits for

customers than would he ordinarily realized.
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Therefore ,

the statements , claims and
forth in Paragraphs Four and Five hereof

69 F. T.

representations set
were and are false

misleading and deceptive.
PAR, 7. In the conduct of his business , and at all times mentioned herein , respondent has been in substantial competition in

commerce , with corporations , firms and individuals in the sale of
merchandise and services of the same general kind and nature.
PAR, 8. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , mislead-

ing and deceptive

statements , claims and representations , has

had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken

belief that said statements , claims and representations were and
are true and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent' s said publications and advisory and managed accounts
services by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent ,

as here-

in alleged, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the
public and of respondent' s

competitors and constituted , and now

constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation of

Section 5 of the Federai Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having issued its complaint on December 7
charging the respondent named in the caption hereof with
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and
1965 ,

the respondent having been served with a copy of that com-

plaint; and
The Commission having duly determined upon a motion certified to the Commission that , in the circumstances presented , the
public interest would be served by waiver here of the provision
of Section 2.4 Cd) of its Rules that the consent order procedure
shall not be available after issuance of complaint; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having executed an agreement contaihing a consent order , an admission by
respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the

com-

plaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as set forth in such

complaint , and waivers and provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having considered the aforesaid agreement
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and having determined that it provides an adequate basis for appropriate disposition of this proceeding, the agreement is hereby
accepted, the fo11owing jurisdictional findings are made , and the
fo11owing order is entered:

1. Respondent Philip T, Berkley is an individual trading as
Berkley Associates and has his offce and principal place of busi-

ness located at 132 West Broadway, San Diego ,

California.

2, The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the

proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER
It

is

orde,'

That respondent Philip T. Berkley, an individual

trading as Berkley Associates, or under any other name or names
and respondent' s

agents , representatives and empioyees , directly
or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the
offering for sale ,

ods "

sale or distribution of publications on " Meth-

or rules for dealing in

commodity futures ,

or of advisory

and managed accounts services for dealing in commodity futures ,

or of any similar or related publications or services , in

commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
a. Representing, directly or indirectly, that respondent'

Methods "

or rules have been in existence for as Jong as fifteen
years; or misrepresenting the extent , if any, to which past expe-

rience suggests or demonstrates the validity of respondent'

J\Iethods "

or rules.

b. Representing, directly or indirectly, that any stated profits
or earnings resulted from actual trades based on respondent'
Methods " or rules , or that they could have been predicted on
the basis of said " Methods " or rules , or were typical or could be

expected genera11y by persons employing said " Methods " rules

or services in the future.
c. Representing, directly or indirectly, that the application of

respondent' s " Methods "

or rules in the managed accounts

ser-

vice results in higher profits for customers than would he ordinarily realized.

d, Misrepresenting in any manner , or hy any means , the prof-

its or earnings derived by persons making

use of respondent'

Methods " or rules for dealing in commodity futures or of respondent' s advisory servjce or managed accounts service.
It is fUTtheT ordered

That the respondent herein shall , within
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sixty (60) days after service upon him of this order , fiJe with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which he has complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

HEAVY CONSTRUCTION SCHOOLS OF ILLINOIS, INC. , ET
AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC" IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C- 1064. Complaint ,

MCLY

5,

1966-Decision , May

, 1966

, Ill.

, correspondence
Consent order requiring the operators of a Chicago
school , to cease making false employment , earnings and other claims
for its course for heavy construction equipment operators.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Heavy
Construction Schools of Ilinois , Inc. , a corporation , and Mary A.
Neiman , individually and as an offcer of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions
of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceed-

ing by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

Heavy Construction Schools of Ili-

nois , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business

under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ilinois , with its
principal offce and place of business located at 6135 North Elston Avenue , in the city of Chicago , State of Ilinois.
Respondent Mary A, Neiman is an offcer of the corporate respondent. She formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of the corporate respondent , including the acts and prac-

tices hereinafter set forth. Her address is the same as that of
the corporate respondent.

Corporate respondent received its charter from the State of
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Ilinois on or about June 9 , 1962. For some time prior thereto,
respondent Mary A. Neiman traded and did business at National
Schools of Construction,

PAR. 2 , Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and dis-

tribution of courses of study and instruction purporting to train
students thereof for employment as operators of heavy construction equipment such as bulldozers , graders , etc" said courses being
pursued in part by correspondence through the United States mails

and in part through resident training at various training sites
located in Indiana and other States of the United States,
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respon-

dents cause the home study portions of their said courses to be
sent from their place of business in the State of IJinois to , into
and through various other States of the United States. Also in
the course and conduct of their business , respondents cause their
sales representatives to visit prospective purchasers of tbeir
courses in various States other than the State of IJinois for the

purpose of soliciting enrollments in respondents ' courses, In the
course of their enrollment of purchasers of said courses , respondents ' sales representatives transmit enrollment contracts
checks and other commercial instruments through the United
States mails and by other means to respondents ' place of busi-

ness in the State of IJinois from various other States. Respondents maintain; and at all times mentioned herein have maintained ,

a substantial course of trade in commerce , as " com-

merce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR, 4. Respondents obtain leads to prospective purchasers of

their courses in various ways including advertisements published in various newspapers , magazines and other periodicals
and commercials broadcast over radio stations. These advertisements and radio commercials invite inquiries regarding respondents ' courses , and to persons responding to such advertisements
and commercials respondents send advertising and promotional

material pertaining to their said courses and cause such persons
to be visited by respondents ' sales representatives. In their sales
presentation , said representatives make many representations
concerning the caliber of the training afforded by respondents
courses, the opportunities for employment available to persons
completing the courses , the earnings of persons who obtain em-

ployment after completing the courses and the efforts made by
respondents to obtain employment for persons completing said
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courses. Some of these representations are made oral1y by respondents ' sales representatives and some are contained in advertising and promotional material displayed by respondents ' sales

representatives to prospective purchasers. Said advertising and
promotional material is furnished to said sales representatives
by respondents.

Representations concerning the caliber of the training afforded by respondents ' courses , the opportunities for employ-

ment available to persons completing said courses , the earnings
of persons who obtain employment after completing said courses
and the efforts made by respondents to obtain employment for
persons completing said courses are also contained in the advertising and promotionai material published in various newspa-

pers , magazines and other periodicals, iri the radio commercials
and in the advertising and promotional matcrial mailed to
prospective purchasers.
PAR. 5. In and through the foregoing manner and means, res-

pondents now represent ,
implication , that:

and have represented , directly or by

(I) Upon completion of respondents ' courses , persons will be
fully- trained operators of the types of heavy equip-

competent ,

ment they have selected to be trained on.
(2) Persons completing respondents ' courses wil have immediate and unlimited opportunities for employment as a heavy

equipment operator.
(3) Persons completing respondents '

courses will thus be able

to earn $7 000 to $15 000 per year.
(4) Respondents have an effective placement service and main-

tain contact with employers of heavy equipment operators , receive requests for heavy equipment operators and wil actively
assist persons completing respondents ' courses in obtaining employment as a heavy equipment operator.
(5) Persons completing respondents ' courses who obtain employment wil not be required to undergo the apprenticeship

training which is the usual and customary prerequisite to qualification for and employment as a heavy equipment operator.
PAR, 6. In truth and in fact

(1) Upon completion of respondents ' courses , persons wiI not
operators of the types of heavy

be competent or fully-trained

equipment they have selected to be trained on.
(2) Persons completing respondents '

courses do not have im-
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mediate or unlimited opportunities

for employment as heavy

equipment operators,
(3) Persons completing respondents ' cOurses wil not thus be

able to earn $7

000 to $15

000 per year. Not only do respondents

courses fail to qualify persons for employment as heavy equipment operators , such earnings are greatly in excess of the earnings generally achieved by heavy equipment operators.
(4) Respondents do not have an effective placement service
and do not maintain contact with employers of heavy equipment
operators , receive requests for heavy equipment operators , or actively assist persons completing respondents ' courses in obtain-

ing employment as a heavy equipment operator.
(5) Persons completing respondents ' courses who obtain employment are , with few exceptions , required to undergo the apprenticeship training usually and customarily required as a prerequisite to qualification for and employment as a heavy equipment operator.
Therefore , the aforesaid statements and representations as set
forth in Paragraph Five hereof were , and are , false , misleading

and deceptive.
PAR, 7. In the course and conduct of their business, at all
times mentioned herein , respondents have been in substantial
competition in commerce with corporations , firms and individuals engaged in the sale of courses of study and instruction cover-

ing the same or similar subjects.
PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading and deceptive statements ,

representations and practices has

had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that said statements and representations were and are
true and into the purchase of substantial numbers of respondents ' courses of study and instruction by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as
, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of
the public and of respondents ' competitors and constituted , and

herein alleged

now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce and
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its com-

plaint charging the respondents named in the caption hereof
with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the
respondents having been served with notice of said determinaCommission intended
to issue , together with a proposed form of order; and
tion and with a copy of the complaint the

The respondents and counsel

for the Commission having

thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an
admission by respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint to issue herein ,

a statement that the signing of

said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not con-

stitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as set forth in such complaint ,

and waivers and provisions

as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having considered the agreement , hereby

accepts same , issues its complaint in the form contemplated by
said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and
enters the following order;
1. Respondent Heavy Construction Schools of Ilinois , Inc. , is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Ilinois , with its principal offce
and place of business located at 6135 North Elston Avenue, in the
city of Chicago , State of Ilinois.
Respondent Mary A. Neiman is an offcer of said corporation
and her address is the same as that of said corporation.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents ,

proceeding is in the public interest.

and the

ORDER
It is O?'dered That respondents Heavy Construction Schools of
Ilinois , Inc" a corporation , and its offcers , and Mary A. Neiman

individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respon-

dents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or through
any corporate or other device ,

in connection with the offering for

sale , sale or distribution of courses of study and instruction in

heavy equipment operation or any other subject ,

trade or voca-

tion , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from representing,
directly or by implication , that;
(1) Upon completion of respondents ' courses , persons wil be

WILLIAM H. RORER ,
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competent or ful1y- trained

operators of the types of heavy equip-

ment they have selected to be trained on; or misrepresenting in
any other manner the training afforded by respondents ' courses.
(2) Persons completing respondents ' courses in heavy equip-

ment operation wil have immediate or unlimited opportunities

for employment as a heavy equipment operator; or misrepresenting in any other manner the opportunities for employment available to persons completing respondents ' courses.
(3) Persons compieting respondents ' courses in heavy equip-

ment operation and obtaining employment as a heavy equipment
operator wil thus be able to earn $7 000 to $15

000 a year; or

misrepresenting in any manner the earnings of persons completing respondents ' courses.

(4) Respondents have an effective placement service , maintain
contact with employers of heavy equipment operators , receive requests for heavy equipment operators or wil actively assist perso(ls completing respondents ' courses in obtaining employment as
heavy equipment operators; or misrepresenting in any other manner the assistance furnished to persons completing their courses

in obtaining employment.
(5) Persons completing respondents ' courses in heavy equip-

ment operation wil not be required to undergo apprenticeship
training before becoming qualified for employment as a heavy
equipment operator.

It is further
That the respondents herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
ordeTed.

the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
IN THE MATTER OF

WILLIAM H. RORER , INC.
ORDER , OPIl-ION , ETC. , IX REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 2 (a) OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket

8599.

Complaint , September 30 , 1963-Decision ,

May

, 1966*

Order requiring a Fort Washington , Pa. )

drug manufacturer to cease discriminating in price between purchasers who compete in the resale

.. Modified on Aug, 21, 1967 , pursuant to a deeision of the Court of Appeals , 374 F. 2d 622
(1966), by limiting the application of the prohibition against price discrimination to competing retail customers.

,.
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of its pharmaceutical products , and if respondent does set up a price
differential based on claimed cost saving, that it notify the Commission
and submit price schedules with supporHng data , and that it pub1icize

to all customers that its prices to some are higher than to others

together with supporting reasons and details.
COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
the respondent named in the caption hereof , and more particularly designated and described hereinafter , has violated and is
now violating the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act , as amended (U. C. Title 15 , See, 13), hereby issues

its complaint , stating its charges with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Wiliam H. Rorer , Inc. , hereinafter
referred to as respondent Rorer , is a corporation organized, exist-

ing and doing business under and by virtue of the Jaws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania , with its offce and principal
place of business located at 500 Virginia Drive , Fort Washington
Pennsylvania.

PAR. 2. Respondent Rorer is now and has been engaged in the

manufacture , distribution and sale of prescription and non- prescription pharmaceutical products. Its products are sold to drug
wholesalers , retailers, hospitals , doctors , nursing homes , federal
state and municipal agencies and institutions, and industrial
plants throughout the United States. Respondent' s net sales for

the year 1960 were approximately $11

395 000.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business ,

as aforesaid,

respondent Rorer has soid and distributed and is now sellng and
distributing its products in commerce , as " commerce " is defined
in the amended Ciayton Act, to purchasers located in the several

States of the United States other than the Commonwealth of

Pennsy1vania in which respondent is located. Respondent causes
its products to be transported from its manufacturing plant in
Pennsylvania and its warehouses in Hammond , Indiana, and Oak-

, to purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States and the District of Columbia. Respon-

land ,

California

dent Rorer has maintained , and does now maintain , a continuous

commerce in said products between itself and
purchasers thereof located as aforesaid.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business in commerce
respondent is competitively engaged with other corporations , incourse of trade in

dividuals , partnerships and firms in the manufacture , distribution
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and sale of its products. Some of

respondent' s purchascrs are
competitiveJy engaged with each other in the resale of respon-

dent' s products within the various trading areas in which they

are engaged in business.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business in commerce
respondent Rorer is discriminating in price between different pur-

chasers of its pharmaceuticaJ products of like grade and quality
by se1ling to some purchasers at higher and less favorable prices

than it sells , to other purchasers competitively engaged in the
resale of said products with the nonfavored purchasers.
Respondent Rorer has designated a substantial number of its
products as " specialities. " These products account for the largest
percentage of respondent' s total sales. Additional discounts
specialty products are granted to certain customer classifications.
A trade discount of 40 %, deductible from list price , is allowed
to a1l of respondent' s customers. Further , some customers receive
additional discounts. For example , respondent Rorer classifies
certain of its customers for pricing purposes as (a) drug wholesalers , (b) chain drugstores , (c) independent druggists , and (d)

physician supply companies, Additional discounts from list price
are granted to these classifications of customers as fo1lows :
Category (a) customers , drug wholesalers , are granted discounts of 16- 2/3;10 on regular items and
20;10
on specialities.
Category (b) customers , chain drugstores , are also granted discounts of 16- 2/3;10 on regular items and 20 % on specialities.

Category (c) and (d) customers ,
physician supply companies ,

are granted

independent druggists and
discounts on pur15;10

chase orders of $100 or more.

Chain drugstores , Category (b) customers , are defined by respondent Rorcr as five or more registered pharmacies under single
ownership having a buying offce and a warehouse , although for
these pricing purposes an individual unit of the chain may be considered an offce , a warehouse , or both. Thus , members of this customer class may receive , and do in fact receive , a lower price than
(c) and (d) category customers , some of whom purchase an equal
or greater volume of respondent' s products, and who compcte in
the resale of respondent' s products with the favored customer

class.

PAR. 6. The effect of respondent' s

discriminations in price , as

hereinbefore aneged , may be substantially to lessen , injure , destroy or prevent competition between purchasers of respondent'
products or customers of said purchasers , or tend to create a

--- -- ---

------ -- -------.--_-
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monopoly in the lines of commerce in which said purchasers are
engaged.
PAR. 7. The foregoing acts and practices of the respondent, as alleged , violate subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended,
Mr. Ernest

Barnes

G.

and

supporting the

Mr. Thomas Athridge

complaint.
Mr, Harry L. Shniderman

and

Mr. William Malone

of

Coving-

Washington , D. , for respondents,

ton and Burling,
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1963 , charges a

2 (a) of the Clayton Act , as amended , also referred
2 (a) of the Robinson- Patman Act.

Preliminary Statement
Much time was lost in proceeding herein , for which no blame is
attached , by reason of respondent' s demanding that it be permitted to see a staff counsel memorandum in response to a so-called

Petition to Reconsider Proposed Complaint , filed prior to the examiner s designation herein. On January 3 , 1964 , respondent
filed a motion requesting the examiner in effect to order production of the memorandum , on due process and other grounds. The
examiner denied the motion , and the Commission thereafter denied respondent'

March 16 , 1964 ,

s request to file an interlocutory

appeal. On

respondent filed in the United States District

Court for the District of Columbia its complaint for an injunction
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and other relief , based on the Commission s denial. By order of
May 13 , 1964 , the District Court granted the Commission s motion to dismiss.
A prehearing conference was held herein on December 1 , 1963
and there was a further prehearing conference on September 1

1964 , after the termination of the injunction action. Prehearing
procedures resulted in the furnishing of a list of

documents ,

witnesses and

various documents themselves , certain stipulations

and limitation of issues. There are a number of prehearing conference orders.
On complaint counsels ' request for hearings in five cities, the
Commission , on the examiner s recommendation , authorized hear-

ings in two cities plus Washington , D. C., the respondent at its
election to call its witnesses either in each of the two cities or in
Washington at the end of complaint counsels ' case,
By prehearing conference order of June 17 , 1964 , the discrimination in price in this case was limited essentially to an extra 5

discount granted favored customers. Proof of alleged discriminatory sales was limited to the year 1962.

On July 1 , 1964 , complain counsel elected to try the case in
Atlanta and Jacksonvile , in addition to Washington. In line with
preconference understanding and determination , complaint counsels ' proof relates to the following six market areas:
Wheeling, W. Va.

Atlanta , Ga.
Rome , Ga.
Louisvile, Ky.

Memphis , Tenn.

Jacksonvile , Fla.

By order of the examiner , proposed exhibits as to the New Orleans area were striken from complaint counsels '

exhibit list.
Pursuant to direction , the hearing commenced in Washington

to deal with the Wheeling area and preliminary matters. It then continued in Atlanta and Jacksonvile as to the other
areas. It concluded in Washington , D, , largely for the presentation of the respondent' s case.
The bulk of the testimony during complaint counsels ' case revolved around the issue of competitive injury, which respondent

was determined to make all- important.

Respondent had served

ample notice that it would explore thoroughly, on this issue , the
question of profitability of the retail drug businesses of complaint
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counsels ' witnesses , and would expect to have available adequate
financial statements , income tax returns , and the like. Respondent
probed into this issue by vigorous cross-examination of the wit-

nesses , based on financial returns and statements produced by
most of them.

To preserve confidentiality, the financial statements and income
in camin most instances , marked as exhibits
In addition it was ordered that blanks be left in the public

tax returns were ,
era,

transcript wherever financial data of retail witnesses

appeared.

Copies of the pages (with the figures included) for each witness
in
camem, The reporter in Atlanta accomplished this by a different method than the reporter
in Jacksonvile.
Complaint counsel caned favored and unfavored witnesses for
each of the six areas, with the notable exception that they caned
no favored witness for Wheeling. They also called respondent'

were then designated as exhibits

vice president for sales. In rebuttal they caned a Commission in-

vestigator an d a Commission accountant.
Respondent' s own evidence was directed toward establishing its
defenses of discontinuance and cost justification. It presented an
elaborate cost study, which was received in evidence. It called ;VII'.
Rorer , president of the company, and Mr , Moyer, an offcer , who
prepared the cost study, both testifying in Washington. It also , in
Jacksonvile , caned a sales representative.
There are about 1 000 exhibits in the case. Some 280 exhibits
were offered by complaint counsel , and 660 by respondent. The
authenticity of most exhibits was stipulated by counsel.

The transcript of testimony, including prehearing, consisted of

2412 pages. The hearing commenced
concluded on October 15 , 1964, Due to the

on September 17 , 1964 , and
in

camem exhibits and

confidential transcript portions , requiring much manipulation and
arrangement , and to necessary rulings on proposed corrections of

the record-all involving repeated conferences or talks between

Mr. Malone for respondent , and the reporter , and
requiring orders by the examiner-it was several months before
the examiner ,

fun filing was completed.
In order to accommodate Mr. Shniderman , who tried the case
for respondent , assisted by Mr. Malone , and who at the close
of the hearing was immediately going into trial of the

case in Boston (criminal docket ,

H God

United States District Court),
the Commission , on due request by him and the examiner , extended the time for the examiner to file his decision herein , first
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to not iater than March 15 , 1965 , and then to May 1 , 1965. This
enabled the examiner to fix an uitimate filing date for proposed
findings , briefs , etc. , of March 15 , 1965. On or about this date
both sides duly filed their voluminous submissions.
In addition ,

both sides having expressed a desire to file reply

briefs , the examiner gave them until March 31 ,

1965 , to do so

which they did.
Finally, on April 6, 1965 , complaint counsel asked for addi-

tional time to submit a supplemental memorandum addressed to
the cost study. By authorization of an order of the examiner , they
filed such memorandum on or about April 16 , 1965 , and respondent filed a reply thereto on or about April 26 , 1965.

Citing the request for leave to make supplemental

submission

and also the prior voluminous papers in the case ,

the examiner
filed a request , on April 6 , 1965 , asking for additional time to file
his initial decision

of April 14 , 1965 ,
June 1 , 1965.

, this time for his own convenience. By order
the Commission extended his time 30 days , to
FINDIXGS OF FACT

Re Complaint , Pars. One , Two , Three

1. Respondent Wiliam II, Rorer ,

Inc.

, hereinafter referred to

as respondent Rorer , is a corporation organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, with its offce and principal place of business located at 500 Virginia Drive , Fort Washington , Pennsylvania. (Admitted in Answer.
2. Respondent Rorer is now and has been engaged in the manufacture , distribution , and sale of prescription and non- prescdption
pharmaceutical products. Its products are sold to drug wholesal-

ers , retailers , hospitals , doctors , nursing
and municipal agencies and institutions ,

homes , federal , state

throughout the United States. Respondent' s

net sales for the year

and industrial plants

1960 were approximately $11 395 000. (Admitted in Answer.
Respondent' s net sales for the year 1962 were approximately

$19 866 000. (CX 24a.
3. In the course and conduct of its business ,

pondent Rorer has sold and distributed ,

as aforesaid ,

res-

and is now selling and

distributing, its products in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
the amended Clayton Act , to purchasers located in the several
States of the Lnited States , other than the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania , in which respondent is located. Respondent causes
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its products to be transported from its manufacturing plant in

Pennsylvania and its warehouses in Hammond, Indiana , and Oak-

land, California , to purchasers thereof located in various other

States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent Rorer has maintained , and now does maintain , a continuous course of trade in

commerce in said products between itself

and purchasers thereof located as aforesaid.

Re Complaint , Par. Four
and conduct of its business in commerce , res-

4. In tle course
pondent is competitively engaged with other corporations , indi-

viduals , partnerships and firms , in the manufacture, distribution
and sale of its products, Some of respondent' s purchasers are
competitively engaged with each other in the resale of respon-

dent' s products within the various trading areas in which they
are engaged in commerce.

5. There is no dispute that this has been true in the past , particularly the year 1962 , for which year the complaint counsel undertook to prove their case.
6. Complaint counsel also undertook to prove their case in respect to the fol1owing six

specific trade areas , selected from the

various trade areas above referred to :
Wheeling, West Virginia

Atlanta , Georgia
Rome, Georgia
:Vlemphis , Tennessee

Louisvi1e , Kentucky
J acksonvi1e , Florida
(These six areas are treated separately in the Addendum to this
decision,
Re Complaint ,
7.

Par. Five

In the course and conduct of its business in commerce , res-

pondent Rorer , commencing in 1955 end including 1962 (TR 186
192 ,

1972), discriminated in price between the diferent purchas-

ers of its pharmaceutical products of like grade and quality by

seJ1ing to some purchasers at higher and less favorable prices
than it sold to other purchasers competitively engaged in the resale of said products with the non favored purchasers. (This is a
rephrasing of the corresponding allegation in the complaint so as
to use the past instead of present tense , and is not in dispute ,

al-

-----
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though it is subject to respondent' s " defense " of payment for distribution services allegedly rendered by favored customers.
8. The discrimination , by way of different prices , was on a na-

tional scale and took place in the aforementioned six trading
areas , among others. (This is similarly not in dispute.
9. Respondent Rorer has designated a substantial number of its

products as "speciaJties. " (Admitted in Answer) These products
account for the largest percentage of respondent' s total sales.

(Admitted in Answer.
10. By far the most outstanding in volume , dollar sales and importance , of these " specialties " has been the product Maalox , an
ulcer remedy, and almost all of this has been Maalox Suspension
which is the specific product involved herein , although it wil be

referred to here simply as Maalox. (There is no dispute as to

these facts.
11. Commencing 1955, and including 1962 , an extra 5% discount was accorded by respondent on the sale of " specialties " and
therefore Maalox, This gave " chain drug stores " the same price
on such specialties as " drug wholesalers, " Contrariwise , u independent druggists "

(and also " physician supply companies ) did

not receive the extra 5 '/' discount. The difference between the
price charged " chain drug stores " and " independent druggists
not receiving the extra 5 % discount , is the discrimination in

price at issue in this case, (These facts are not in dispute. See CX

12. This extra 5% discount was accomplished by giving the
chain drug stores " a discount of 20 % on specialties , including
Maaiox , and giving the " independent druggists " one of only 15 %
both after a 40 % discount from list price. (The independents

however did not receive the 15%, and entitlement to purchase
from Rorer directly instead of from a wholesaler , unless they

gave a purchase order for " specialties "

of at least $100, or $85

(The foregoing facts are not in dispute.
13. Respondent' s formal definition of " chain drug stores " for
discount purposes , was five or more registered pharmacies under
net.

a single ownership, having a buying offce and a warehouse. (This

is not contested, See CX 5d. )

However ,

the examiner finds thai

the evidence clearly indicates that an individual unit of the chain

might be considered a buying offce , a warehouse, or both. ' The
essential was that the chain stores , otherwise quaiified , buy cen1 This a1so follows the wording of the formal

definition (CX 5d).

definitiol1: see Finding; 92 infra quoting the

, "
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tral1y and receive the merchandise central1y,

at one shipping

point (Rorer ,

TR 1987; see CX 5d). Facilities at shipping or delivery point might and did vary substantially between one chain
and another. Respondent did not require the chains to maintain
and in fact they did not maintain , in stock , a full line of its products , nor did the chains solicit , sel1 or redistribute to retailers
other than their own outlets (TR 466- , 747 , 1335- , 1346- 47).
Respondent imposed no conditions as to time of redistribution
(Rorer , TR 1988),
This buying offce and " warehouse " feature , as so found , will be
referred to in this decision as central ordering and central delivery,

acceptance of central delivery. The entire definition

of

chains , which for al1 practical purposes states a formula for allowing the extra 5 % discount , wil be referred to herein as the

5 % discount formula.
14. As appears from said definition or formula ,

there is no

provision or condition whatever , that in order to receive the 5%
discount , a chain (five or more units under common ownership)
must order any specified amount or that the amount ordered
must , say, exceed the amount ordered or normally ordered by a
competing independent. As further appears from said definition
or formula , there is no provision or condition favoring a high

amount independent , and there is no provision or condition whatever relating thereto. The examiner regards this as crucial in this
case.
15. Thus

drug store chains "

could receive a lower price than

competing independents who purchased a greater amount at or

about the same time. In Wheeling, the unfavored customer , Griest
purchased from respondent five times as much as the favored
chain (CX 25s). Incidentally, Griest had four stores and a " warehouse " (TR 302- 03), apparently not qualifying as a favored cus-

tomer because it was shy one store. Nor , under the common ownership provision could five independents pool their orders.
Re Complaint , Par, Six

16. As to all six trading areas named above , except Wheeling
(since the favored customer did not cut its price at al1), the examiner finds that the effect of respondent' s discrimination in price in
1962 , as hereinbefore set forth , may be substantially to lessen , injure , destroy or prevent competition between purchasers of respondent' s products or customers of said purchasers , or tend to

create a monopoly in the lines of commerce in which said purchasers are engaged. More particularly, the examiner finds that
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said effect may be substantially to lessen , injure , destroy or prevent competition between purchasers of respondent' s products.

However , this competitive effect is found by the examiner only in

instances where the competing favored and unfavored customers
both were sellng Maalox at retail " discount" prices-that is , at
low markups , if not at a loss by either the favored or unfavored
570
dis,
as
repeatcount (actually amounting to about five cents a bottle

customer. At this level , the examiner finds that the extra

edly pointed out by respondent) was meaningful in the legal sense
pertinent here , if only because it might force the unfavored customer to sell below cost to it or to stop competing, in respect to price
of Maalox. At this level there is keen area-wide advertising, placing all advertising customers , particularly chains , in competition
with all others.
17. Thus as to all trade areas above referred , except Wheeling,
W. Va. , the examiner finds requisite competitive effect , but finds it
only in relation to customers sellng :vaalox at low markups , not
all customers. As to the Wheeling trade area, the examiner finds

no competitive effect because the favored customer , an old- fashioned outfit (TR 380-84), did not sell Maalox at low markups but
, 351a).
sold at so- called list (Runner ' TR 300 , 34918. At this retail discount , or small markup level , and its almost inevitable keen competition , the examiner finds the requisite

competitive injury, including impairment of vigor to compete
without proof of actual loss of sales. Moreover , he finds requisite
competitive injury- without any further showing, and solely on a
suffcient showing of potential loss of sales in a keenly competi-

tive market , or market level-

11 orton
on the authority of the
' case. (Para. 20 follows.
20. Moreover , the examiner finds that the conclusion of requisite competitive injury is supported by the fact , hereby found , that

SrLlt

the drugstore businesses operated in the period in question on
of gross sales
570
close profit margins , generally less than

which , to be sure , are not limited to sales only of Maalox. The independent discounter operating on the very principle of volume

selling and small markups , obviously shows the smaller profit
percentages. The examiner rej ects

respondent' s contention that

salaries paid to offcers or principals-themselves often pharmacists , managers or both , and working long hours,' as repeatedly
2 The examiner denies respondent' s motion to strike Runner s testimony.

J Citations of cases wil be given in

PANDED FACTS AND DISCUSSION.
. See Finding 66, infra.

the second part of these Findings

entitled EX-
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demonstrated by the testimony- should , where deducted as ex-

penses , be added to the net profit shown by income tax statements
or financial statements, This finding disposes of the voluminous
in camem on profits of various customers
evidence, much of it
involved herein.

21. The examiner finds that a conclusion

of requisite competi-

tive injury is supported by the admittedly preponderant practice
2'10
of Rorer customers, including favored customers , to take the
cash discount. This is because the low profit margins would obvi2'10

ously have been even lower without receipt of the

cash dis-

count , which imposes the burden of prompt payment.
22. Contrariwise , the examiner rejects " loss of profits " by not
receiving the 5 % extra discount , as supporting, by itself , the concases , of reAutomotive Parts
clusion , under the authority of the
profits
"
to an indequisite competitive effect. A typical Joss of "
pendent by not receiving the extra 5

'10

on Maalox was about $40

a year. The examiner regards this as inconsequential in any business sense ,

such as adequate advertising for quantity low markup
sales. The examiner also hoJds that the loss by not receiving the

extra 5 % cannot be magnified by hypothetically projecting a 5

'10

discount in respect to a11 other drug products purchased by unfavored customers.

Defenses
23. In reaching his conclusion herein , as the examiner does
that respondent has violated

leged ,

2 (a) of the Clayton Act, as al-

the examiner has rejected certain defenses offered by res-

pondent , including the complete affrmative defense of cost justification.
24. Apart from cost justification , the examiner rejects respondent' s defense- challenging complaint counsels ' affrmative case
discount , or a substantial portion thereof , is
that the extra 5
'10
to be regarded as a payment for " warehouse " and redistribution
services performed by favored customers , or as reasonably related
to the cost thereof , so as to wipe out or reduce the proved differen-

tial in pricing. First , there is no proof of the actual cost of these
services to the favored customers except for a cryptic tabulation
claimed to show warehouse costs-by totals
apparently for the entire country-of one customer , Walgreen
(RX 663

in camera)

SecondJy, the proof is hardly clear that these services , which actua11y vary from customer to customer , were not part of the usuai
course of business of favored customers , adopted by them for
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their own convenience, Third ,

the examiner holds , under the

case , that such claimed payment for services , even if otherwise justified , would have to be made available to all competing
Mueller

customers on proportional1y equal terms of some kind , on a
2 (d) analogy. This was not done by respondent here , not even to

the extent of making the extra 5% available to competing inde-

pendents ordering the same or greater quantities than the chains.
25. The examiner also rej ects respondent' s affrmative cost defense , designed to justify the extra

5re

discount as a savings in

cost to Rorer in dealing with the favored chain customers. The
examiner rejects this defense on the sole basis of the extra 5%
discount formula
respondent' s definition of chain store in according the 5%. The rejection of respondent' s cost defense has
therefore been made without considering respondent' s

elaborate

and rather wel1-constructed cost study- although that too may be
challenged as lumping together large quantity independents with
smal1 quantity independents and also as lumping together , in particular , independents very dissimilar in other significant respects.
Borden , infm Findings 112 , 113.
(See
Respondent' s definition of " chain drug stores " for allowing the
extra 5 % discount contains no provision whatever in respect to
quantity, Furthermore , the method of delivery relied on , although
necessarily dependent on quantity for justification purposes , has
no quantity provision to limit or qualify it. The definition or formula , for this and other reasons is an arbitrary one favoring
chains at the expense of independents who may deserve equiva-

Jent favor on the basis of amount of their orders , or group orders.
26. The examiner also disallows respondent' s

defense of discon-

tinuance , offered as a bar to a cease and desist order , or in mitigation. The examiner does so even though he finds discontinuance in
March 1963 , as claimed by respondent , there being no proof offered in opposition by complaint counsel. But the examiner finds
that this discontinuance took place only when the Commission

hand was already on respondent' s shoulder , namely, after investi-

gation was ful1y initiated and respondent suffciently advised. The
examiner affrmatively finds , moreover ,

the existence of the extra 5 % discount

that the respondent kept
close to its chest , so to

speak , with the likelihood that one would not find out about it except , possibly, that a four-unit independent , about to become a
five-unit concern , might be advised of the existence of the extra
discount.
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EXPANDED FACTS AJ\D DISCuSSION

50;0 Extra Discount- Staxted 1.955
27. Prior to 1955 respondent distributed Maalox to the retail
trade largely through wholesalers. It was in 1955 that it started

the aforedescribed system of giving a 5 % extra discount to qualified chain stores , by giving them a discount of 20 %, the same as
wholesalers , and only
150;0
to independents (Newhart , TR 186 , 92;
1972; RX 646).
28. This system meant in effect that the qualified chains , with
five or more units , paid respondent approximately 851 per bottJe
for Maalox , whereas independents paid 901. The exact figures are
841 as opposed to . 89251 (CX 79a , 121 , 125a , 126e , 134), and are
correct for 1962 , the particular year of concern here. Both prices
were subject to a further 2% discount for cash in ten daysdiscount usual1y taken by both large and small purchasers.
29. Prior to 1962 the typicai

retaiJ price of Maalox-in

res-

suggested price and lack of cut- price retaiJ
competition-was $1.49 a botte. (Maalox also was , and stil is , a
prescription item , involving a prescription price.
ponse to respondent' s

Advent of Price Cutting or Discounting-1.961
30. However , beginning in perhaps 1961 , and continuing into
1962 and thereafter , chain stores and vigorous competing inde-

pendents began to advertise and sel1 Maalox at much lower prices
than $1.49. The typical reduced pricing which eventuated was in
two brackets. First , there was an advertised " special" price of
say, something iike 901 more or Jess , often less; but , it should be
noted , limited to week- ends or limited days , and limited in quantity, perhaps one to a customer. Maalox would probably be alternated in the advertising with one of a few other so-called " football" items also accorded a low price on a simiJarly limited " special" basis. Secondly, there was an everyday price of :\laalox
which was something like 981, which was also likely to be advertised; the other " footbal1" items were similarly accorded an
everyday price.
Advent of p,.ice Cuttin'l Not Caused by

5%

Discount

31. This drastic price cutting, as might be expected , smashed
into the more or less uniform $1.49 retail price for Maalox which
had prevailed in the past. But it seems obvious , and the examiner
so finds despite complaint counsels ' strenuous argument and voluminous presentation to the contrary, that the extra 5 % discount
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to qualified chains had nothing to do with this advent of drastic
price cutting, To this extent , respondent' s argument , also voluminously presented , that the resultant nickel difference in price to
the retailer did not influence retail prices ,

is sustained by the ex-

aminer.

Some Stores Still Charged Top Prices
32. Moreover , as respondent points out ,

retail sales at $1.49 ,

or

a reasonable approximation thereto , did not by any means disappear with the advent of price cutting, in the competitive areas involved here.
33. There stil were drugstore concerns which simply did not

price or discount race, These might be " ethical"
or professional pharmacies or so-called prescription shops , which
to be sure, also sold nonprescription goods but at " retail list" or
get into the cut-

better, They might have chairs for the customers and a professional air. Or they might trade on home deliveries and credit
sales. They did no advertising, or very little , and what they did
would be strictly institutional. A few chains might show up
among them. Examples of such unfavored customers are three
concerns in Rome- Henson , Ingram , and Tiley, each of which
never went below $1.49 for Maalox (TR 1208 , 993 , and 96). A favored chain , such as Hoge- Davis in Wheeling, kept out of the discount race simply, perhaps , because the concern was old- fashioned (Runner, TR 381- 84), Jones , a favored chain in Louisvile
did the same for " professional image " in line with being " strictly
a prescription operation " (Howard , TR 491 , 527; TR 555).
34. Then there were the neighborhood drugstores, A neighbor-

hood store got its trade from the residential area surrounding it.
It typically did no advertising except by window stickers , localized mail , and magazines in doctors ' offces. It might , to be sure
sell some popular items more or less regularly at a reduced price.
But its main competitive attraction lay in convenient , highly professionalized service , and in its fountain. It resisted being characterized as a discounter , even though on occasion one or two of
them might oblige a complaining customer by reducing its price
to meet a not- too- low discount price. These are , of course , variations and resembling types. Mr. Lubin s five stores (not fully
owned by him) in Memphis kept selling Maalox at $1.49 , except
that in at least one there was a drop to $1.29 (TR 795). Ward'
in Atlanta , which does not advertise and held its price at

would cut the price for complaining customers

980,

(TR 1288; 8).
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Harry s Cutrate , in Atlanta , would hold its price at " , $1.09 , or
$1.9" but cut it for complaining customers (TR 1238).
35. On the other hand there were the price cutters or discounters. Typically they were located downtown , or in a large shopping center , although chains through their units could be more
diversified in location and could in a substantial way be omnipresent by advertising. They regularly advertised a varied and varying assortment of items in newspapers at cut-rate or

discount

prices. They tended to be substantially self-service and low on
prescriptions in comparison with gross volume. Of course , again
there were variations , but most of the price- cutting
herein pretty well fell into the typical picture,
2(a) Competitive Effect of Respondent' s

Extra

5%

customers

to Chains

36. As between independent discounters and chain discounters
or price cutters , in competition , the 5 % extra discount to the lat-

ter even though only 5% in price , may very well , as the examiner
influence retail prices so as to result in
loss of sales to the independent discounters.

has already stated above ,

37. To be sure ,

complaint counsel offered no specific proof of

loss of actual sales. However , such proof is not necessary under
S 2 (a) of the Act , which speaks only of the effect of a discrimi-

nation which " may be " substantially to lessen competition , etc.
Morton Salt the dissenting opinion of which mereJy espouses
See

the test of reasonabJe probability rather than " reasonable possibility. " The examiner is inclined to believe that in the present
case the test , insofar as concerns competing customers with low
markups , is met even by the standard of " reasonable probabiJty,
Sales Below UnfavoTed Customers ' Actual Cost

38. It is the examiner s

opinion that the requisite competitive

effect of the extra 5 % discount is shown by the very imminent

possibility that the favored chain ,

by sellng just above its own

cost , would compel the unfavored competitor to sell below its cost
or not meet the price of the favored chain, For instance , if the
favored chain sold Maalox for 88"- 31 above the 859' cost to it

the independent discounter , who paid 909' for it , would , in order
to meet the 881, have to seJl Maalox 29' below its actual cost.

39. As complaint counsel points out ,

there is a natural reluct-

ance , generally, on the part of even low margin retailers , large or
small , to sell an item below what they actually pay for it. This , it
Federal Trade CommM8ion

v.

Morton Salt Co. 334 U. S.

37 (1948).
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seems , would be particularly true of small retailers. The exam-

iner believes that the general reluctance to sen below cost must be
presumed to be true in the absence of proof to the contrary.
There is no such proof to the contrary, although the record does

show , as might be expected of this low markup competition , that
occasionally a large chain ,

and occasionally an independent ,

sell below actual cost. Walgreen

did

, chief favored customer in

Memphis , sold as low as 831 in 1963 (RX 413- 18), 2 below its
cost. Unfavored Oak Drug in Louisvile , in 1963 , advertised at
(RX 284 , 287 , 300 , 305), 1 below its cost , and even at 799
(RX 294), below cost to favored customers. Other unfavored customers sold below cost to complaining customers (TR 1238 , 1288)
Harry s Cutrate and Ward' , Atlanta.

Sales Below Cost Plus Distrib1dion Cost
40. Secondly, this reasoning in connection with forcing, or

being in a position to force , the independent to sell below cost or
not meet competition at all , applies not only where the cost is figured as the price paid to the supplier , but also where it is figured
as the amount of this price plus cost of distribution or overhead.
eVB1' yday

Accordingly, if the chain sells :\aalox at even an

and its overhead or distribution cost is 101,
sidering the 851 price paid the respondent , a 3

price of

it stil has ,

con-

profit

on a

. Contrariwise , an independent meeting this price

total cost of 95

of 981 wil , considering the price of

90r

paid by it, and assuming

the same distribution cost of lOr, have a loss of 29- on a total
cost of $1. There is no evidence in this case ,

of course , as to the

actuai overhead or cost of distribution of Maalox borne by the
independent or the chain ,

or even the cost of the same for each.

Any Sales Substantially Below $1. 4.9

41. Thirdly, even apart from the chain s being able to force the
independent , wishing to meet price , to sell below cost , whether
below the price to it or below price plus overhead , there still is a
suffciently adverse effect on the unfavored independent. There is
the indisputable fact always staring one in the face that the
favored chain has an extra
57'0
discount, amounting to about 5
extra per bottle of Maalox ,

which the chain may pass on to its

"There is also tC5timony to support it (Kelly, TR 1414- 15,

1430; Lubin , TR 796; Howard,

TR 500- 01; Blumenthal. TR 1171).
, The a;Jeged extra cost to the favored customer
housing and store distribution

by chu.inB

(i.

extra cost added to price) of ware-

is something else ,

and wil be discussed

below.
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customers if it desires, The unfavored independent is thus always
at a diffculty if it wants to be competitive and not sell in the
neighborhood of $1.49 instead of , say, somewhat near $1. In other
words , the vice of the extra 5'7 discount is inherent and potential
even before any favored chain and unfavored competing indepen-

dent reach the level of serious competitive price cutting. Respondent , without saying so , seems to be aware of this early potentiality of any adverse effect. It suggests (Brief , pp. 10- 11) that the
independent may charge his reduced markup on this " football"
item ,

used in part to attract other business ,

to general publicity.

The weakness of this observation is that the reduced markup,
whatever it might be charged to by some topflight accountancy

theory, is necessary to meet the competition of the favored chain
if the chain elects to reduce its price. The extra 5i1 advantag-e to
the favored customer is a club , however innocuous it may seem up
to the time that competing prices drop to a low markup level.

in Retail Discount Market
42. Respondent urges that a nickel , or perhaps a dime , is not
enough to make a consumer switch from one drug concern to another. Respondent cites the testimony of an independent (Lilard
Substantiality of

5'7

Memphis , 2 stores) on this, but Lilard is only one person, Moreover , at the most he was talking only about his 99i1 special price
as against Walgreen
90if
special , and the relative inabilty of
the public to know whether the latter was in effect on any particular day (TR 896) .

43. It is the examiner s opinion and finding that at this level of
low markup, where the item sold quite typically for under a dol-

lar , 51 is money to the bargain hunter , whether it lures him to
the chain because it sells Maalox regularly, say, at

98if,
or because it has advertised it as a special , say, at 90i1, although on

limited days thus requiring reading the advertisements.
44. Accordingly, in contrast to the finding- that a nickel , or the
5'7 extra discount ,

was of no competitive consequence-at least
not immediately-in respect to Maalox sellng at 31.49 or thereabouts , the examiner finds , against the respondent , that it is indeed

of consequence in respect to Maalox when selling competitively at
the low markup level. He finds that the extra 5i1 as a discrimina-

tion in price is substantial
substantial enough to have the requisite effect on competition and competitive vitality of unfavored
customers.
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5% Substantial by Impairing Discount Image
45. The examiner finds , as contended by complaint counsel
that the extra 5 % discount has an adverse competitive effect , in
that its effect may be not only that the unfavored retailer wil
lose sales but also , as a further result , that its image as a discounter or low-price retailer wil be impaired , an important matter in
connection with requisite ability and vigor to compete at a low

markup level.
5% Substantial Compared to

Cash Discount

2%

46. The examiner also finds that the extra

discount can be

51'0

found to be sustantial by comparing it to the

21'0

cash discount

accorded by respondent to all customers , and which most customers took. Whatever annual percentage gain for use of money the
2 % cash discount is , as respondent contends , a 5 % (or even 2 %)
outright discount , should be a greater boon, (Of course ,
dent claims that the

51'0

respondiscount is largely, or at least partly, in

payment for services rendered by favored customers, but this con-

tention is not proved. See below , commencing Finding 75,
Morton Salt- Potential

Resales Impairment
level of Maalox merchandising-

47, As to this cut-rate
which the independent
wishes to continue to compete ,

, if it

may

be forced to sell below its cost , or to make a gesture of competing
and preserving discounter image , by seIJing at only a nickel more

than a chain-it

would seem that a finding is justified here

within classical doctrine announced by
46- , as folJows:

M o,.ton Salt , supra

Here the Commission found what would appear to be obvious ,

that the

com

petitive opportunities of certain merchants were injured when they had to
pay respondent substantially more for their goods than their competitors had
to pay.
The language just quoted should no doubt be read in connection
with the court' s

further statement (p, 47) :

That respondent' s

quantity discounts did result in price differentials between
competing purchasers suffcient to influence their resale prices of salt was
shown by evidence. This showing in itself is adequate to support the Commission s appropriate findings.
(as to competitive effectJ.

48. The Supreme Court'
, of course
predicated on competitive injury caused by loss of resales , not
s opinion in

M o,.ton Salt

loss of profit as such. Apparently, the Court thought that once it

(;
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is shown that price discrimination may result in loss of customers
it is enough , and that nothing is more obvious than that the vitality of competition and competitors is impaired if customers and
resales may be lost by reason of price discrimination. The examiner so holds here , although he by no means holds that
Morton
is to be used as a magic formula to solve the issue of competiSalt
tive injury in all 9 2 (a) cases.

Morton Salt

sanctions a Commis-

sion finding on such evidence , it does not compel it,

Loss of Profits Inconsequential
(A utomotive Parts Cases)

49. Actually, if effect on profits , without reference to potential
loss of resales , is to decide the issue here of effect on competition
and resort is had to the

and related cases

Automotive Parts

8 the

examiner finds , as contended by respondent , that the loss or gain
in dollars by reason of the extra 5 % discount is so meager that
complaint counsels ' proof fails.
50. The fact that an independent did not receive the extra 5 %

discount meant a loss to him , typically, of no more than $40 or
$50 for the entire year ,

often Jess. A thousand dollars worth rep-

resents a lot of Maalox , and

57c

of this is just $50.

CX 25 (g-s)

lists totals purchased from respondent in 1962 by unfavored (and
favored) customers.

A firm like Halliday s (Moore), with four stores , Jacksonville,
, and Attwood & Rogers

turns up with purchases of only $705.

with four

(literally five) stores , Jacksonvile ,

$960. 63. Henson , with one store , in Rome ,

turns up with

turns up with 8298.

and Lilard , with two stores , in Memphis , with $602. 99. These
firms present a picture of Joss of profit maybe from $25 to less
than $75 a year ,

and proportionally less in the multi-unit stores if

divided by number of units.

51. Even large volume unfavored purchasers like Griest ,

of

Wheeling, and O' Steen , of Jacksonville , each purchasing over

$3000 in 1962 lost less than $200 each by not receiving the

570

extra discount-which sum might be divided by four , the number
of stores each had.
The examiner finds the potential profit Joss so small in this case
265 F. 2d 674 (2d Cir. 1959),

Standard Motor ProductB , Inc. v.
S. 826 (1959).
P.

& D.

1'. SoreWlon Maml.facturing Co.

Manufacturing Co.

884 (1957).

E. Edelmann

S. 941 (1958). And others.

v.
Co,

C..

v.

cert .
246 F. 2d 687 (D. C,

denied

361

Gir. 1957).
C6rt. denied 355 U.

245 F. 2d 281 (7th Cir. 1957),
239 F. 2d 152 (7th Cir. 1956),

cert. denied

355

,"
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that evidence of keen competition herein cannot alter the finding

of no competitive injury resulting from profit loss.

Improper to Project 5'/ to Other Products
52. Complaint counsel have a complete awareness of the puny
dimensions of these figures. Accordingly, they have argued that
the

5'/

extra discount would be shown in its true or potential

extra discount were aliowed by suppliers on all items purchased by the drugstores concerned. They
have submitted an elaborate tabulation ilustrating this. The examiner feels that he must reject this argument by projection. It is
significance if such a

5'/

not sanctioned by the language of

Morton Salt

and the Commis-

Bronn€?'
53, The amounts lost by the independents , based on not receiving the extra
5'/
discount , are , in the examiner s opinion , inconse-

sion so held in

quential to constitute by themselves proof of requisite competitive

effect. They are insignificant for any practical advertising budget
so common to the discount ievel of drugstores which
this decision particularly stresses. In the examiner s opinion they
for instance ,

are similarly inconsequential for anything else

in this smali

markup level. It seems obvious that if an independent claims in-

jury to vitality to compete by reason of the loss of profits of about
a doliar a week , it is in a bad way indeed , entirely apart from the
dolim' s lost by not having the 5 % discount.
54, Actually the non-chain witnesses did not , with perhaps two
exceptions , testify that the

5'/

was important as a loss of profits

items. Runner (TR 446) agreed it was " money. " Fine (TR 569)
said
5ro
would affect him " on any item. " Rouben (TR 663) said
five per cent would be important in anybody s business. "

(TR 1237) said " it

Lefkoff
would have been additional income. " Moore

(TR 1827) and O' Steen (TR 1667) testified that " any discount" is
important.
Contrariwise , Lubin (TR 797) testified that it would give " opportunity to advertise " but on cross-examination showed that his

stores did not advertise as a group (TR 810) ; and Tilley (TR
960) said it was " definitely " important.
Also , asked if he received any complaints when the

discount was discontinued

swered

5'/

chain

in March 1963 , Mr. Rorer an-

, boy, yes. " But it is understandable that the chains
since nobody likes to lose anything. Moreover

would complain ,

"Matter of Fred Bronner CorpQratiQn,

57 F.

C. 771 , 783 (1958, D. 7068).
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Hermax , for one , thought
(Lewitt , TR 1563) .

it was " earning the 5 % discount"

55. It is believed that the examiner has ful1y

disposed of the

question of competitive injury soJely by reason of loss of profits,
which is decided against complaint counsel , as contrasted with
the question of competitive injury by reason of potential Joss of

customers , which has been decided in favor of complaint counsel

although limited to the discount or low markup level of the retail
market.
Supplementary Factors

(Including Loss of Profit)

56. The examiner wil now address himself to supplementary
factors which ,

in recent years particularly, are general1y consid-

ered in deciding whether there is

requisite competitive injury,

especially where there is proof of loss or potential loss of sales
under
Morton Salt
doctrine. The factors now to be considered are
smal1 retail profit margins of drugstores (compare grocery stores
and also the practice of taking the 2% cash disin
Morton Salt),
count.
Of course , Joss of profits may also be considered as such a supplementary factor. Even though smal1 , as found here , loss of

profits may have some effect in respect to low markup customers
who may wel1 feel impelled to watch for every possible dollar on
the plus side.

Low Profit Margins
Particularly at Small Markup Level

57, It should come as no surprise to anybody that net profit
margins , as percentages of gross sales , are not very high in the

retail drug industry. More importantly here , it can come as no
surprise that net profit percentages for voJume sel1ers at low
markup prices tend to be very low to the extent that they reflect
such sellng.

58. This low net profit percentage must particularly apply to
the avowed discount concerns which sold Maalox and other drug
products at cut- rate prices in downtown stores , operating on a
self- service basis , and without too many trimmings. This is not
to detract from its application to al1 low markup sel1ers of the
drugs. There is obviously an inherent interrelationship between

smal1 markups and small profit percentages.

59. The perspective in this case prior to hearing, and during
hearing, was not limited to any preoccupation with low markup
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customers. Complaint counsel claimed competitive effect on a very
broad basis , and nothing was said about measuring any such effect differently for a high markup customer selling at high prices
than a low markup customer

selling at low prices. As already

noted , respondent's counsel prior to hearing gave adequate notice

of his intention to cross-examine incisively as to the profits of all
customers , in an attempt to defeat complaint counsel on the issue
of competitive injury,

e"

as applying to all customers , and

served notice that they expected adequate documentary proof of
profit and loss in respect to all customers who would be called as
witnesses by compiaint counsel. The examiner went along with
respondent' s counsel on this.

60. Accordingly, almost all the customer witnesses called by
complaint counsel came prepared with financial statements , income tax returns , or both. Confidential figures in the testimony
were piaced
in camera and the documentation became exhibits
cnmera.
Counsel on both sides, as instructed , treated the subject
in separate confidential appendices to their proposed findings.

61. The examiner does not propose to write a confidential apin camera
decision. It is , of course , not desirable that he should do so. Moreover , it is not necessary, First
there is the obvious correlation between low markups and low
pendix or a separate

profit pcrcentages , particularly at the low markup level referred to
above, Second , there is actual evidence supporting this low profit

margin picture by acutal figures

for individual drug concerns

which , although confidential , can be summarized in a general
way, Complaint counsel has submitted Tables 1 through 6 in the

confidential Appendix to his Proposed Findings. These were prepared from the financial statements , and in many cases the income tax returns , of the unfavored and favored customers. These
said Tables show what the documentation shows , attested to by
sworn testimony.

62. It appears from them that hardly any customers show a
profit percentage as high as 5 %. It is the examiner s opinion that
the percentages shown may well be contrasted , with substantial
although not absoiute relevancy, with the 570 accorded as extra
discount to the favored customers herein. In other words , the narrowness of a profit margin of less than
5;/0
becomes apparent in
relationship to the
5;/0
discount offered only to some customers.
To use the vernacular , it is adding insult to injury to give a 5%
discount on a popular item to some customers and not to others
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in a type of business in which the profit margin on all sales is less
than 5%.
63. Furthermore ,

complaint counsels ' Tables show for most

2 %, or even smail percentage as margin of
profit , and for some even a percentage loss.
64. In respect to a situation where the percentage of the discustomers a 3

ro,

count exceeds the percentage of net profit , reference is made to
the foil owing cases:
Sons ,

Joseph A. Kaplan

Inc.

(November 15 , 1963), Com, Op. p. 10 (63 F.

1343).
1964),

C. Docket 7462 (NIay 21 ,

Pacific Molasses Company,

Com. Op. p. I (65 F.

C, Docket 7813
C, 1308 ,

C. 675, 718),

Puralator Products ,

C, Docket 7850 (April 3 ,

Inc"

Com. Op. pp, 8- 11 (65 F.

C. 21 ,

1964),

27- 29j.

65, The general low profit percentage in the retail drug indusis , as earlier indicated herein , no
surprise. Moreover , as also indicated above , there can be no sur-

try, as represented in this case ,

prise that high volume independcnts seem to be in the lower
bracket of the low profit percentages , and that in addition high

volume chains are also represented in this lower bracket. It seems
safe to assume that most of these high volume customers are low

markup seilers.
66. Respondent' s confidential Appendix to Proposed Findings
represents largely a rewriting of the documentation summarized
in complaint counsels '

confidential Tables , so as consistently to al-

locate salaries of the real owners and principals of the concerns
as part of the profits and to strike them wherever listed as

business expenses. However , the examiner finds that the testimony
is amply clear and consistent that these owners or principals werc
often , if not always , pharmacists , managers , or both. Moreover
the testimony shows that they worked long hours , far beyond any
eight- hour schedule-at least in the independent or nonfavored
concerns , as opposed to the chains of five units or more.
Take Mr. Liilard , of Memphis for instance , who had two stores.

He managed one and carried a shift in the other in the first six
during which period he worked an average of
between 80 and 85 hours a week He worked seven days a week
He was a registered pharmacist and served as such at both stores.
See transcript (TR 872). A similar situation prevailed as to other
independents , such as Wood' s Pharmacy (Keily, one store),
Jacksonvile (TR 1410 :19; '" 1419).

months of 1962 ,

10 TR 1410 :19 meaDS transcript

pag

1410, line HI
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67. Accordingly, the examiner cannot accept respondent' s gen-

eral adjustment , in respect to salaries , of the financial documentation presented and attested to in this case, Other objections or adjustments suggested by respondent are not substantial enough to
affect the total picture , if not deficient by any reasonable method

of judicial determination. This is particularly true as to low
markup customers , whose low profit status and percentages are

pretty well substantiated by their low markup method of doing
business , as observed above.

Cash Discount
68. However low the profit margins were , they would well have
been stilI lower had not the customers taken the 2 % offered to
all. Not taking the 2% discount would have obviously been parti2%

Low Profit Even With

cularly disastrous for a low markup customer with a profit of no
more than 2%. Thus , for low profit customers , the taking of the
2 % cash discount meets the test quoted by

respondent in its

Brief
an important element insofar as their ability to compete is concerned. . . (Universal- Rundle Corp.
C. Docket
8070 , p. 12; June 12 , 1964) (65 F. C. 924 , 961),
69. In the examiner s opinion , paying cash , or virtual1y cash , is
a burden and handicap to the retailer in the important sense that
it deprives it of free choice in dealing with business income as it
sees fit and as may be most advantageous. This factor wouid seem
to bear most heavily on low markup, low profit customers.
70. Moreover , in the examiner

s opinion , it is irrelevant or

meaningless certainly in respect to low markup and low profit
margin customers , to compute , as respondent does , an alleged
3670

hypotheticaJ annual percentage (Moyer , TR 2097-

, 2103),

the customer supposedly earns by paying ahead of time for only a
limited number of days. The actual gain to the customer , and particularly the low markup and low profit margin customer , is reflected in its profit margin i.e" in the fact that it is no smaller
than it is,

71. Nor is the result altered
urged by respondent ,

by reason of the consideration

that the taking of the 2 % cash discount
seems to be traditional in the retail drug industry and perhapsdespite the present liberal credit er stilI a matter of " pride " on
the part of some customers (Kupper , TR 610- 11). Whether traditional or not , it is something else again if , without taking it , low
margin profit customers might have no profit at all.
72. The undisputed fact is that respondent made the cash dis-
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count available to all customers, and without discrimination. The
2;70
for payment within 10 days , net
terms of this discount were
30 (Newhart , TR 207; see a1so TR 74 , 2100). Most of respondent' s

customers took the cash discount in 1962. Cash discounts

were taken on 89% of respondent' s 1962 volume (Moyer , TR
2106; Newhart , TR 210- II). All of the retail witnesses testified
2;70

that their firms took the

discount , as the examiner recollects

except that the testimony as to one or two of the unfavored cus-

tomers is that they took the discount when they could.

73, Actually, moreover , the whole drift of the testimony- and

respondent impliedly goes along with this- is that the customers

took the cash discount not only from respondent but from all
drug suppliers. Kupper (Shilbey Drug, Louisvi1e , one store), as
part of a quotation set forth in respondent' s

submission , declared

(TR 610-II) :
I have never missed a discount with Rorer or any other Company.

Moreover , a witness for a rather large chain testified (TR
496 :1) :
We have never missed a discount since 1879.

This was in response to a question , which is fairly typical of quesas follows (TR

tions asked other customers by complaint counsel ,

495 :24) :

Does

Drugstores have a policy in regard to taking discounts that

are offered by pharmaceutical manufacturers?
2;70

74. The importance of the

discount in relation to low profit

margins was put into rather specific words-incidentally without
any restriction as to confidentiality-as follows (TR 496 :2) :
Q. Is two percent important to your company?
A. It is. Some years we don t make two percent.
This testimony was on behalf of a chain which sold
low prices ,

but not below 981 (TR 493The

5%

Maalox at

, 502 , 515).

Discount

As Alleged PrLyment for Services

75, The above findings , and discussion , are subject to respondent' s claim , which the examiner disallows , that the 5 % extra
discount was proper in that it was in payment for services per-

formed by the chains , with five or more outlets , in distributing
the Maalox to their outlets , incJuding ordering centrally and ac-
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cepting central delivery instead of delivery to each store by providing a warehouse or other receiving place at the central delivery
point.

Services Regular Part of Chain s Business
76. First of all , there is the question as to whether the furnishing of such services by the chain is simply a regular part of its
business operations , as complaint counsel contends , entitled to no
special compensation , or the like , from the seller. In other words
it may very well be that a chain wil , as a matter of effciency and
inventory control , choose to have central delivery with central oreven including, as conditions warrant , a separate
warehouse , and it may choose to redeliver to its units.
77. It is hard to believe that Congress intended that what
would otherwise be a price discrimination could , by reason of any
existing distribution or warehouse mechanisms , turn out not to be
dering system ,

one. Certainly, no such result was intended if the existing mechasay, simple mechanical facilities or machinery used
in connection with the handling and distribution of purchased
goods. In the present case , four-unit chains, unfavored , took central delivery, with central ordering, for their own convenienceGriest (Wheeling), Attwood & Rogers (Atlanta), Halliday s (Atlanta). n Moreover , complaint counsel adduced ampie testimony
that respondent did not actually require the favored customer to

nisms were ,

hold its purchases at central delivery, or to warehouse

for any

particular length of time (Rorer , TR 1988- 89),
78. The examiner is inclined to hold that respondent , as proponent of the factual proposition , has not sustained its burden
under
14 (a) of the Ruies of the Commission , to establish that
the claimed extra services by favored customers are services furnished for the respondent
that they do not represent part of

their expense of doing business as drug retailers in their own
way. On this holding, respondent's position would have no foundation to sustain it. However , the examiner will go into the question in more detail , inasmuch as respondent relies heavily in its
Brief on its point of alleged payment for services,
No Proof of Cost of Alleged Services

79. There is the important consideration in this case that there
is no proof of the cost to the favored customer of the services in
question , to wit , those services involved in central ordering and
central delivery, including a separate warehouse where there is
11 See also Oak of Louisvi!e and Lubin

of Memphis (Addendum

and Lubin each represent actuaIJy five stores.

infra).

Attwoorl & Rogers
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one, Actually, such cost presumably would vary from one favored
customer to another , depending on whether or not it had what
could be called a warehouse in a true sense , and whether or not it
was separately located; and whether, with or without a warehouse
it warehoused in any realistic sense the goods purchased or more or
less immediateiy redistributed them. Such cost would also presum-

ably vary in respect to what distribution services , including
the case of any particular

warehousing, were or were not , in
favored customer , part of its regular

way of doing business , and
on a number of other factors.
To be sure , there is an accounting summary (RX 663 in camera),
one small page, received in evidence by stipulation , purporting to show that the warehousing cost (not including allocable
general and administrative expenses) of Walgreen s was in excess

of 5%. It is doubtful if this proves with any reliability much

about the cost of warehousing and redelivering Maalox by Walgreen s; the evidence is too skimpy and terms are not defined. It

is certain that it proves nothing much about the cost of warehousing of other favored firms accepting central delivery, some with
warehouses , or whatever dimensions or formality, and some without. Even as to Walgreen s, it may simply mean that this concern
has an inexplicably high warehouse cost , as compared with the
cost of central delivery generally. It may even explain why, as
respondent heavily emphasizes in arguing as to the value of central delivery and redistribution ,

Walgreen

, for over half of its

purchases , waived its favored customer status and instead took

separate delivery from respondent for each of its units , or was

entitled to do so.

No Proportional Equal Treatment- Mueller
Mueller case the law
permits , even by means of " lower price " discount , a seller to pay
80. Respondent points out that under the

for services furnished in the resale of goods,

81. However , as respondent also points out

itself de-

Mueller

clares that if permitted to do this , the seller must abide by the
2 (d) of the Act that the compensation for such
services be available on proportionally equal terms to all other
principles of

competing customers,
82. Respondent , to be sure, challenges
plies

2 (d) principles to a

Mueller

insofar as it ap-

2 (a) case. This position ,

of course,

flies squarely in the face of the decision. Moreover, entirely apart
2(d) that Confrom this , it is clear from the very wording of
12 MuelleT

v.

323

F. 2d 44 (7th Cir.

1963),

cert.

denied

377 U. S.

923 (1964).
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gress had clearly in mind , in regulating on price discriminations
the possibility of contentions by suppliers that a differential in
price might be accounted for by alleged services furnished by fa2 (d) that

vored customers. It is also clear from the wording of

Congress explicitly provided for such a differential only on

the

, including, incidentally, not only proportionally equal treatment , but the lack of a requirement that competitive effect be proved as against the supplier or favored customer,
2 (d),
It is diffcult to see how such a strong pronouncement in
strictest conditions

as to services rendered by customers , can be ignored in construing
2 (a). Somewhat applicable is the statement in the

General Foods Corporation

Commission s Opinion in

p. 825:

To ho1d that the rendering of special services ipso facto gives him (the customer) a separate functional classification would be to read Section 2(d) out
of the Act.

5'10 Terms Flout

Proportionally Equal T?' eatment

83. First , the extra 5 % discount
five or more units under

common ownership,

was given only to a chain of
with central order-

ing and delivery, It was not , under respondent' s plan , given to a
group of five stores not under common ownership, or to five independent or semi- independent

stores which might agree to central

ordering and delivery.
84. Second ,

the 5

'10

extra discount was given only to a chain

five stores and not even given to one having four stores
5'10
having central ordering and delivery. This was so , under the
discount terms , even though the four stores might buy in larger

having

quantity than the competing favored customer, as was the case

with Griest and its four stores in Wheeling, W, Va,
85. Third , somewhat correlative to Second , there was no attempt to proportionalize the benefit , by varying the benefit according to relative
amount of sales a conventional method of proportionalizing,
irrespective of number of stores , whether five
four , three , or even less. There was not even a provision for according the same extra 5 % to an independent concern purchasing
at least the same amount as a competing favored concern,

86. Fourth , it may even be that there is inequality of treatment
570
for distribution and " warehouse " services to

by allowing the

a five-unit chain and allowing nothing at all to a two-unit or even
a one-unit outfit performing the distribution services , more lim13 In the Matter of General FoodB Corporation

52 F.

C. 798 (D. 6018; 1956).
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ited ordinarily, required for the smaJler type of enterprise. This
consideration may be a variation of Second and Third , supra.
87. Fifth ,

as already shown , there was

no p1' oof

of the value

the claimed services of favored customers , except for the limited
proof referred

to

above as to Walgreen

s. For that matter, there

was no proof of the value of such services- even if more limited
in most cases-of unfavored customers , as respondents have

failed to supply proof as to cost basis on which to predicate proportional equality; actually, of course ,

respondent does not claim

that it was engaged in according any such proportional equaliy,
88. Sixth ,

the existence of the 5 % extra discount and the con(see
not made genemlly known

ditions of its availability were

below), so that its availability, particularly on exceptions, such as
five stores not being required to be literally under single ownership, was not known or able to be tested by inquiry.
89. However , despite all the above ennumerated considerations

the examiner is content to find inherent proportional inequality by
reason of the consideration that under the terms of the extra 5 %
discount a drugstore business ,

with central ordering and delivery,
greater amount
did not receive the extra 5 % discount if

including even a warehouse , a11d ordering even
than a competing elwin

it were not comprised of five or more units under common ownership,

Incidentally, as wil appear immediately below, most of the
above ennumerated considerations invalidating proportional
equality also , in the examiner s opinion , invalidate the very
570

terms of the

discount as possibly supporting a cost justifica-

tion defense.

Cost Defense Vitiated
By TeTms of 57c Disconnt

5% Discount Tenns Not " Due Allowance
90, The extra
570
discount is not , in the examiner s opinion
such as makes only " due allowance " under 9 2 (d) of the Act , for
differences in cost of sale or delivery resulting from differing
methods in which commodities were sold or delivered to different
competing purchasers.
due as used in " due allowance " D1ay be under91. The word
stood by referring to the dictionary meaning, " Becoming, fit , or
appropriate; as

dne

respect; a

dne

penality . . . ; also regular;

s New CoJlegiate)Particularly if , as respondent contends and the examiner agrees

lawful; as

dne

process of Jaw. " (Webster
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cost differences of a nationally sold product like Maalox sold to
many customers, need not be justified on an individual transaction

basis which would result in many different cost-reflecting
prices " the word " due " implies some kind of objective standard
or rule applicable with substantial evenness to all customers.
92. Thus , once it is found , as the examiner does find , that the
5 % extra discount system is , on its face and by its provisions or
terms , not a " due allowance " the issue of the cost defense is decided against respondent. It would make no necessary difference
if respondent' s cost of sale or delivery to one , or even more

favored customers should turn out to be 5% Jess than the cost of

sale and delivery to competing unfavored customers
, as here
found , the 5 % discount was given customers irrespective of savings of cost , that is , by a loose , if not arbitrary, formula invalidating the discount as a " due " allowance.
The " formula " according to respondent' s own policy statement
(CX 5d) is:
Definition: A retail store is defined as five or more registered pharmacies under single ownership. A chain must have a buying offce and
warehouse ,

though an individual unit of the chain may be considered either

or both.

Common Ownership ProV1:sion

Violates H Due

Allowance

93. Suppose five stores qualify except that they are not under

common ownership. Suppose , also , that they have exactly the
same centrai ordering and delivery system (even including ex-

actly the same kind of warehouse) as five stores under common
chain ownership, Respondent' s

5 % discount ,

under this supposi-

tion , is concededly unavailable to them , even though respondent's
cost of sale and delivery would presumably be the same for them
as the five stores under common chain ownership. Accordingly, it
would seem that the 5 % discount is not a " due

allowance "

when

made to the chain all of the units of which are under common
ownership. It is true that the record shows that respondent in one
instance " allowed the 5 o/ discount to a chain not precisely under
common ownership but substantially so; however , this does not
change the result , but merely shows that respondent violated to a
limited extent its own rules or provisions.
94. There is no example in the record of a setup of five drugstores denied the 5 % discount because not under common owner10

s.

v. Borden Company.

370 U. S.

460 , 468 (1962)

J' Hermax, in Ja.cksonville, was II s;TOUP of six stores
was majority stockholder (Lewitt , TR 1555- 57).

as to each of which an individual
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ship, H But it is reasonable to suppose that if the 5 % discount had
been available to five-store setups not under common ownership,

and such availability known in the trade , there would be a fair

number of examples of such setups not under common ownership.

95. It is the examiner s considered opinion and finding that the
common ownership in itself destroys the legality of the 5% discount as " due allowance. " Instead of being a
due allowance reflecting the seller s differing costs with different
customers , it can readily be an arbitrary allowance , irrespective of
cost. It turns out to be a method which results , in part , in giving
provision requiring

an adv

tage to a chain of five or more drugstores under common
ownership, having central ordering and delivery, not available to
a group of five independent stores , not under common ownership,

which might be willng to buy centrally with central delivery, It
would seem to be quite anomalous if a provision of the Robinson-

Patman Act which in substantial measure was directed against
chains , could be twisted by such discount terms into favoring
chains.
Lack of Quantity Provision Violates " Due Allowance
96, Suppose there are four stores which do not qualify since
less than five , although they otherwise would qualify since they

have central ordering and delivery. More importantly, suppose

the purchases of Maalox by these four stores are greater , even far
greater , than those of the favored chain customer having five or
more units. Under this supposed example , respondent' s 5% dis-

count would obviously not be available to the four stores, Indeed,
Griest , the unfavored customer in Wheeling, which even had a
warehouse , so to speak , purchased far more in amount than
Hoge- Davis , the favored five-unit chain (CX 25s; TR 301337),
97. It is the examiner s considered opinion and finding that the
absence of an appropriate quantity provision in according the

5'10

discount is itself fatal in this case to the possibilty of regarding
a discount to chains of five or more units , with central ordering
and delivery, as " due allowance " under S 2 (a) of the Act. Without
an appropriate quantity provision , four drugstores , such as

Griest , or an informal group- or even less than four-may purchase , or be wiling to purchase , more than five or more , and respondent' s cost of sale and delivery to them may be no greater than
In However, Lubin of Memphis had five stores in each of which he had some substantial
interest, and as to which there was some modicum of central delivery (TR 792- 93).
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and may well be less. As for differing

of sale or delivery, the alternative specified in S 2 (a) to

differing " quantities " there are no differing methods having any
legal consequence , in the absence of a quantity provision , as will
be demonstrated here later.
Five- Unit Provision Violates " Due Allowance
98. It may also well be that the provision of the 57' discount

formula requiring the chain to be of five or more units , rather
than a lesser number , in itself is contrary to " due allowance " as
specified in S 2 (a), for the purposes of cost justification, This con-

clusion has some support , at least in the absence of a quantity
" case , affrmed by the

provision , in language used in the
ChemVJall
Commission without opinion , to wit:

Also , respondent' s requirements that a retailer purchaser must have three
or more outlets to qualify for tne lower price would defeat a cost justification

in situations where purchasers with one or two outlets ordered for delivery to
a single point , in as high- or higher- volumes orders than purchasers with

three or more out1ets.

No " Differing Methods 01' Quantities
5% extra discount may be challenged not
only on the ground , as above found by the examiner , that it is not
one which makes only " due al1owance " under the cost proviso of
S 2(a), but because , as complaint counsel strongly urge , it does
99, Respondent' s

not reflect reduced cost resulting from " differing methods or

quantities " within the meaning of the cost proviso.

No " Diffe1'ing
Quantities
100, The examiner has no diffculty, of course , in agreeing with
compiaint counsel as to differing " quantities
that the
570
discount formula does not reflect reduced cost resulting from differing quantities. As already fully stated and expounded , the discount formula , by its terms , is appUcable irrespective of quanti-

ties soid and delivered. Any excess of quantities purchased by a
chain of five units Or more , including most importantly the

amount of such excess , is a matter for speculation as compared
with those of a competing independent purchaser.

101. As aiready pointed out , the competing independent may

purchase more than the chain, The consideration that an aggregate of chains , as a general matter , may purchase more than indeJ1

Matter of Chem1Vay

of Examiner Creel.

CorporCLtion

59 P.

. 1333 , 1338- 39 (D. 7815

1961). Opinior,
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pendent competitors should not change the legal result ,
the cost proviso in the context of 92 (a) as a

reading

whoie and in the

light of its purposes. This is so ,

as already stated , even though
cost justification need not be on each competitive situation , despite complaint counsels ' contention to the contrary, and may perhaps even be on a national basis,
102, The wording in the cost proviso of 92(a) as to differences

resulting from different quantities (or methods) cannot be given
a meaning construing respondent' 5;70 discount as a quantity
provision , on some presumption that favored customers purchase
larger quantities , when it is obvious that the
5;70
discount simply

squelches an independent purchasing in large quantities ,

or a

group of independents desiring to do so. This is not requiring cost
justification to be on each competitive situation; it is simply requiring that it have requisite relationship to " quantities " as
specified in the cost proviso.

It is believed that this conclusion

can be reached even without relying on the preceding words
due allowance " in the cost proviso , although these words of

course strengthen the conclusion.

103. The very absence of a specific quantity provision in the
discount formula makes it suspect , considering that the cost proviso of 92 (a) specifies " quantities " and that the usual method of
justifying differentials is by reason of quantities. Furthermore , it
may be appropriate to note that the cost proviso , as an exception
to the subject matter of 92(a), which is price discrimination

must , under well-understood rules ,

be given a strict construction,

No " Differing Methods " of Any Consequence
104. As to " differ ing methods " referred to in the cost proviso
of 92 (a), the examiner is inclined to hold , contrary to complaint
counsels ' contentions , that central delivery is a different method
of delivery than unit delivery to purchasers not receiving the 5 %

discount , and that this also applies to central ordering as compared with unit ordering. However , the examiner holds that it is
a differing method which of itself is of no consequence in respect
to cost of sale or delivery (or manufacture). In other words , differences in such cost would not be necessarily " resulting " from
the different methods.

105. This is so because the method of delivery to one delivery
point for the chains , as compared to different delivery points for
each of one-unit independents , or for each unit of a multi- unit independent , is in no way tied up, in the discount formula , with

pp.
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quantity, It is even theoretically possible that a one- unit but
vigorous independent would purchase more than a favored but

old- fashioned five-unit competitor. And , as we have seen , a fourunit firm in Wheeling did purchase far more than the

favored

firm; not only that but it did so by central ordering and delivery,

the very method relied on by respondent to justify the extra discount to the favored customer.

106, The method of central delivery, with central ordering, to
a chain of five or more units is of no consequence and is not mean-

ingful because there is no quantity provision in the 5% discount
terms which would give the method the requisite cost effect.
107. Thus , a11 the reasons heretofore advanced in respect to absence of differing quantities
invalidating the 5
discount
ro
terms for failure to contain any provisions as to quantity, apply
equally to these so- called

differing methods
from and central delivery to favored chains.

central ordering

108. The examiner s reasoning as to the inadequacy of the

claimed different methods of sale and delivery is again without

made by him of the

reference to the construction heretofore
allowance " as used in the cost proviso , although

words " due

there is a supporting connection between the two.

Discount Terms
109. Thus , summarizing the reasoning herein , both as to alleged differing quantities (not mentioned in the discount formula), and as to the alleged differing methods (dependent costConclusion as to

5%

wise on unstated quantities), as well as the prior conclusion as to

the meaning of " due
11 O. First ,

a11owance

" the following may be stated:

respondent' s 5 % discount plan is , on its face , merely

a system for giving the extra discount to chain stores with cen-

tral ordering and delivery on the assumption that in the aggre-

gate , or generally, they wil purchase greater amounts than the
competing independents , thus reducing cost of sale and delivery,
111. Second , and more importantly, said discount plan contains
no standards or scales of amounts whatever , and rides roughshod

over the possibility that some independents may purchase greater
amounts than competing chains ,

yet be disqualified despite wil-

ingness to abide by central ordering and delivery.
112. In the
Borden
case "Epra the Supreme Court , speaking to
be sure ,

of the cost justification study in that case , rather than

any discount formula as such , stated (pp. 469- 70) .
18 See also

470- 71

83 to Jumping

together

disparate

independents.
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However , such a grouping for cost justification purposes , composed as it is of
some independents having volumes comparable to , and in some cases larger
than , that of the chain stores , created artificial disparities between the larger
independents and the chain stores. It is like averaging one horse and one rab-

bit.
It cited

Champion Spark Plug Co.

50 F.

C. 30 , 43 (1953),

113. Although the Supreme Court was indeed speaking of a

cost study it does seem to this examiner that its primary concern
was not with cost studies as such , but with the principles and
standards of cost justification in connection with price discrimination generally. This concern , at least , is also applicable to a

questionable discount formula-even though the
Borden
case is
of course , no direct authority on a discount formula or its possibly invalidating effect on a cost study seeking to justify it.

114. The examiner accordingly

holds that the extra
discount is neither " due allowance " nor does it embrace " differing methods or quantities " within the meaning of the cost

5 ro

2 (a) of the Robinson- Patman Act.
This disposes of respondent' s cost defense without

proviso of

considering
the actual cost study submitted by respondent to substantiate this
defense,

Discontinuance
No Bar to Order
115. Respondent' s discontinuance of the
5;Po
extra discount is
no bar to an appropriate order herein, The discontinuance was
only after the Commission s hand was already on its

Moreover ,

it had

aiways kept the existence of the

5;Po

shoulder.
discount

close to its chest; unfavored customers were told nothing about it
except , perhaps , four-unit independents about to qualify as fiveunit favored customers.
1961 Order and Questionnaire

116. On August 8 , 1961 , respondent was served (CX 189) with
drug
manufacturers and sellers (CX 188a- g). The preamble (CX
188a) stated the purpose was:
a Special Report Order , and Questionnaire , addressed to

to determine if any such companies are engaged in violation of Section 2 of
the amended Clayton Act or Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
117. Part VIII of the Questionnaire (CX 188d- e) requested

among other things:

* * "'
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3. All classifications and categories for pricing purposes ,

limited to the following:

such

, but not

(a) independent druggists
(b) chain stores

4. According to customer classification or category, the price , type of discount (including quantity and annual vo1ume), and rate of amount of discount granted to each classification or category.

118, However , this request was limited by VIII " to

each pre-

scription and drug product listed under V" ; and V (incorporating
IV) is limited to such as " contain any of the following: antibiotics ,

barbiturates , tranquilizers , hormones , antihistamines , vita-

mins , narcotics and sulfonamides, " Respondent claims that it did
not regard this as referring to Maalox because it was not a " leg-

end prescription drug "

(Rorer ,

TR 1977:11). It submitted its res-

ponse to the questionnaire accordingJy. Apparently, it heard noth-

ing further from the Commission until May of the following year.
119. The examiner is not prepared to hold that this incident
constitutes an example of the Commission s having its hand on
respondent' s shoulder. However , he does believe that it shows
that the Commission was already breathing down the respon-

dent' s back , if not over its chest , to which it was holding so
closely the existence of the extra 5 % discount , as wil be shown
here Jater. How could it have failed to get at ieast a strong hint
in view of the express references to " independent druggists

chain stores

" and " customer

c1assification or category

that

the Commission was actively moving into practices exactly like
its own?

1962 Investigntion nnd Visit to Respondent
120. On May 31 , 1962 , Mr. Gregory, a young Commission field
offce attorney, called at respondent' s offce and spoke to Mr: Gerald F. Rorer ,

the then president (TR 2285). This was in the

course of a Commission investigation, He testified as to this
part as fol1ows (TR 2285- 86) :
A. \Vel1 , initially I
that on the basis of the

summarized the nature of the investigation ,
Tepo.Tts

advised

that had been submitted in response to an

interrogatory under section 6 of the Federal Trade Commission that there
was
reasan to. bel :eve that ce1' n of thei?' pTactices with TegaTd to. varl:aus
types af discounts might be in violation o.f the Rab";nson- Patman
vised as a result an
things nbout these discaunts

investigatian had been Tequested

, (Emphasis ours,

to

Act

and ad-

deiec(rnine 'HLTiaus
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Mr. Gregory requested access to documents and records , and perRorer put off his answer
Mr.
until the following day (TR 2286) .
Gregory cal1ed
121. On the following day, June 1 , 1962 Mr.
again and Mr. Rorer was with two attorneys (TR 2286 :22). Mr.
Gregory s request for access to documents and records , and for
permission to interview offcials , was denied (TR 2287), They
took the position that if the request for the information and documission to interview certain offcials.

ments were made in writing they would consider
Mr, Grego!'y subsequently prepared a

it (TR 2288).

four- page letter accord-

ingly, and mailed it to respondent. Materials responsive to the letter were sent to him by the rcspondent by the end of the summer,
122.

No further request for information or access was received

by respondent from Mr. Gregory or the Commission (Gregory,
TR 2285- , 2338- , 2346- 50; Rorer , TR 1995- 2002 , 19781982- 83). Nor did Mr. Cregory, or anybody else in the Commission ,

advise of any staff reaction , to the response , to the effect

that respondent was in violation. Similarly, at least until March
1963 , respondent did not indicate in any way the possibility of
any violation on its part that it was wil1ing to discuss Ql adjust

(Gregory, TR 2289-

, 2351).

123, It is the examiner s hoJding that this incident is a clear

example of one where the Commission had already put its hand

on respondent's shoulder. However naive respondent may have
been in this earlier period as is contended in the memorandum
submitted in its behalf- even to the extent of not understanding
the price discrimination implications of the 1961 Order and Questionnaire , in at least potential reference to itself- it can hardly
be inferred , on the evidence in this case , that it did not understand that :vr. Gregory s 1962 reqnest and letter were directed to
its own extra 5 % price practice.
Discontinwtnce MaTch 1963- N at Disputed
570
extra discount by letters
124, Respondent discontinued its
dated March 15 , 1963 ,

1971- 72;

effective March 18 ,

1980- Newhart ,

TR 186 ,

273;

1963 (Horer , TR
RX 646), Complaint

counsel expressly state in their legal argument (p, 99 , Proposed
Findings): " There is no dispute as to the discontinuance " although , it is trne , the complaint alleges in effect a continuing violation. Respondent mailed identical letters to al1 of their customers , favored and unfavored , on March 15, 1963 , as aforestated
which was a Friday, so as to reach them after the week-end. The
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letters (RX 646) eliminated the discount and the objectionable
categories of customers. The Commission was simultaneously ad-

vised. (See Rorer , TR 1981; RX 641.
sua sponte

125. Respondent claims that the discontinuance was

and something done in the normal course of corporate affairs, It
particularly attributes the discontinuance to the taking on of new
counsel. First , on or about Labor Day 1962 , it took on , as house
counsel , Allen G. Kirk , II , former assistant dean of the L'niversity of Pennsylvania Law Schoo1. Second , on :vr. Kirk' s suggestion , respondent engaged their present counsel. As Mr. Rorer testified , Kirk " thought our price structure should be examined
experts and (with Rorer s assentJ he made an engagement to discuss the facts with Covington and Burling. . . about March 1
1963. " Mr. Rorer added that the discontinuance letters went out
15 days later on their advice. (See Rorer , TR 1979- , 1971; RX
646.

recommendanew counsel were in the best professional

126. The examiner agrees that the actions and
tions of respondent' s

tradition ,

as contended in respondent' s memorandum. But no
5;10

doubt counsel acted not only on the basis of the extra

dis-

count itself but , at least in substantial measure , in the light of the
Commission s approaches to respondent , both in 1961 and 1962. It
may very weU be , therefore , much more than normal corporate
procedure that Washington counsel recommended and brought
acout discontinuance within 15 days. The facts were the same before new counsel came on the scene , and , in the examiner s opin-

ion " it would be anomalous if respondent could claim exoneration

from an order here merely because it retained new and highly
professional lawyers. If the Commission s hand was near , and
then on respondent' s shoulder , as the hearing examiner has

found , the respondent knew , or should have known it without advice of counsel. The two- price system was respondent' s own , and
very importantly, as wil now be developed ,

respondent was quite

careful to keep it from general public knowledge.
Concealment of Discount

127. The evidence shows that the extra 5 % discount was something generally known about only by favored customers , not by
unfavored customers. The most that the evidence possibiy shows
as to knowledge by un favored customers is that an otherwise un-

favored customer ,

five ,

with only four units and about to expand to
might be advised, by a Rorer salesman assigned to it , of
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the 5% extra discount (Stanley, TR 1926- 27; :\ewhart , TR 201

251), It is doubtful if it shows even
130- , infra).

that much (see Findings 129

128, Rorer s witness Stanley was questioned by respondent in

an obvious effort to show wider publicizing, but without success.
Cross- examination made clear a picture of minimum publicity.

The examiner weli remembers Stanley s testifying, and regards
him as a witness quite reluctant and uncomfortable about having

to give answers which indicated restricted publicity of the discount , although that is exactly what he did.
129. Mr. Newhart , respondent' s vice president of sales , testified
at the very commencement of the hearing (TR 200 :22) :
Q. Mr. Newhart , are the independent retailers, or were the independent retailers in 1962 made aware of the chain store discount?
A. No.

Mr. Rorer himself testified (TR 1986 :9)

as to why the discount

was not pu blicized , in 1955 :
It did not occur to us to publicize it.

130. Actualiy neither Mr. Rorer s nor Mr. Newhart' s testimony
supports even the conclusion that otherwise qualified multi- unit
concerns likely to become five-unit concerns were advised of the
discount. The conclusion is definitely negated by some of t.he other
testimony. Rogers (Jacksonvile , five stores) opened his fJth
store in June of 1962 , and although he took central delivery be-

fore and after , he was not informed of the discount and therefore
did not ask for it (TR 1719- , 1733- 34). Lubin (Memphis , five
stores) was in a similar situation (TR 794 , 802), although he did
not fuliy own each of his five stores.
Respondent omitted any mention of the favored

, TR

discounts in

published price lists (Rorer
1985), Sales representatives
were advised oraliy of respondent' s pricing policy to favored

chains during orientation or refresher training courses; no writ-

ten instructions were issued to them to solicit chain

store ac-

counts (Newhart , TR 249:8; 250).
131. Mr. Staniey testified as follows (TR 1929 :17- 19) :
Q. Was there any information available to the public generally about Rors discount policy for a fiV€fistore chain in 1962?
A. I wouldn

t say generally, not on a general basis.

He also testified (TR 1929: 20-22):
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Q. Did you ever tell single store operators that you were giving five- store

chains an additional 5';/1. discount?
A. Wen , I would without hesitation , if they asked me.
He further testified (TR 1926 :20- 23) :
Q. Did you advise Mr. Taylor (Rogers , Jacksonvile) whether your com-

pany had a more favorable price for five- store qualifying chains?

A. Not that I recall since he ,vas a four-store operation at that time.

Mr. Stanley also testified (TR 1931

:18- 22)

:

Q. Well , how do the stores know about the 5% discount?

A. ' lell ,

I think , as I said

would open , the fifth store ,

, in my previous testimony as soon as a store

the account-I mean an account of mine would

open the fifth store , I would , of course inform him of this.

The last two excerpts from Mr. Stanley s testimony, it wi1 be
noted , cast doubt on the existence of any policy at all to advise
unfavored customers of the 5% discount , irrespective of their im-

mediate potentiality as favored customers. On the other hand , it
is clear that sales representatives were instructed to be alert to
the eligibility of their accounts for reclassification as chain customers (Stanley, TR 1926, 27; Newhart , TR 201 251).
Other FrLCt01'
132. Mr. RDlel' and Mr. Newhart testified that the

50/0

extra

discount was star led with a good- faith purpose of compensating

chains for warehousing and distribution services on the same
basis as wholesalers were compensated (Newhart , TR 192
264-65 , 275: Rorer , TR 1976 , 2002 , 2004 , 2006). The examiner

respects this testimony and can understand the genuineness of
such a purpose and motivation-even though , irrespective of pur-

pose , a se1ler should be presumed to know the law , at least to the

extent that it can engage in price discrimination or price differences between chains and independent stores only at considerable
risk of violating the law,

However , it is the examiner s opinion that any innocence of res50/0
discount practice is dimmed , for

pondent in entering into the

the purposes of its discontinuance defense, by reason of the fact

Whatever the motivation for not publicizing it , the fact that it was not generally made known tends to
piace the discount in the " under the counter " category. If this discount had been suffciently wen publicized it seems quite pl' obable
that complaints from independents , and possible earlier intervention of the Commission , would have brought about discontinuation at a much earlier date.

that it was not publicized.

133. It is also true that respondent has never before been subj ected to any government proceeding with respect to any pricing
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or antitrust matter (Rorer , TR 1976- 80). Moreover , respondent
through its offcers , has given assurances that its discount system
wil not be re-established (Rorer , TR 1973 , 1999 , 2006- 07; Newhart , TR 273), and there is much to suggest that it would not be

practical to do so even if respondent so desired (Rorer , TR
1973- 74). However , in the examiner s opinion , these factors , and
others cited by respondent , do not warrant the withholding of an
order in this case directed against respondent
when consid-

ered in the light of a belated discontinuance ,

the failure to publi-

cize the existence of a discount , and the chain discount formula
inherent discrimination.

134. Basically, the determination as to whether the public interest requires the issuance of an order in cases of discontinuance

lies in the sound discretion of the Commission.

Mnrlene

, Inc.

Fedeml Tmde Commission 216 F. 2d 556 , 559- 60

(7th Cir.
1954). This discretion wil be exercised in view of all the facts

and circumstances surrounding the
gene Deitzgen Co.

v.

Eu-

alleged discontinuance.

Fedeml Tmde Commission 142 F. 2d 321

330- 31 (7th Cir. 1944), a case cited herein by both sides,

Dis-

continuance of an ilega! practice only after the Commission
hand is already on the respondent' s shoulder furnishes no basis
for dismissal of the case.

Matter of Bnkers of Washington, Inc.

C. Docket 8309 , Comm. Op. (December 3 , 1964), page 13 , n. 26
(66 F, C. 1222 , 1232J, citing
Cora , Inc. v. Fedeml Tmde Commission 338 F. 2d 149 (lst Cir. 1964).
Nate On Proposed Findings

135. The findings of fact herein are those contained in this decision. Proposed findings of fact not found herein

are rej ected.

Rejection of a proposed finding does not mean that the proposed
fact has not been proved, A large number of them are rejected
because the examiner has not deemed them suffciently relevant to
the low markup level of competition determined by him to be controlling, and also because the cost study as such has not been considered in arriving at this decision.

136. However , particularly since this decision is unfavorable to
respondent , it may be only fail' to state that respondent' s Proposed Findings (eliminating the cost study findings , since not

passed on) are on the whole very reliable as a factual presentation , excluding obvious argumentive material and conclusions.

The examiner has found very usefui the tables on pages 21-
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thereof ,

tabulating in chronological order , for each trade area

the advertised prices of various customers; thus succinctly summm' izing the prices advertised by them as shown in twelve bound
exhibit volumes of the advertisements themselves.

Undisposed of Motions
137. Any motions herein not heretofore disposed of are disposed of in resuit consistently with this decision,

CONCLUSIONS OF LA W

I. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the res-

pondent Wiliam H. Rorer ,

Inc.

, and the subject matter of this

proceeding.
2. The complaint herein states a cause of action under Section
2 (a) of the Clayton Act , as amended , and this proceeding is in the
pubiic interest.
3. Respondent in the course and conduct of its business in com-

merce has discriminated in price between different purchasers of
its prescription and non- prescription pharmaceutical products of
like grade and quality in vioiation of subsection (a) of Section 2
of the Clayton Act , as amended by the Robinson- Patman Act.
4, Respondent' s discrimination in price between different purchasers of its products did not make only due allowance for dif-

ferences in the cost of manufacture , sale , or delivery resulting

from the differing methods or quantities in which such commodities were to such purchasers sold or delivered.

Scope of Order
Complaint counsel submit a proposed broad order patterned on
pertinent wording in

2(a) itself. The examiner believes that

such an order might be j ustifled , particularly in view of respondent' s concealment , over the years , of the discriminatory pricing

from unfavored customers. This would be largely on the theory
that having systematicaliy concealed in respect to one type of discrimination , here a special discount based on chain store classification , respondent might in the future conceal or fail to publicize
in respect to a different type of discrimination. The examiner
however , is not prepared to issue , on this basis , an order as broad
as the one proposed by complaint counsel. He prefers to take care

of the concealment or publicity feature by tailoring in some way
the order issued.

The respondent proposes a narrow order ,

in effect enjoining
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any price or discount poHcy based upon a classifichtion of its customers into chain stores or independent stores " (quotation from

case , supra , proposSolicitor General's Brief , p. 50 , in the BonZerl.
ing that type of order) , The examiner is disposed to issue such an
order , provided that it can be tailored by adding a provision as to
concealment or lack of publicity,
To accomplish his purpose , the examiner issues herein a dual
order,
The first part of the order issued herein inco1'porates respondent' s proposal , limited to a price or discount policy based on classifying custemers into chains and independent stores,
Tbe second and supplemental part of the examiner s order incorporates complaint counse1s '

discriminations- but

proposa1 directed against all price

with a proviso ,

to wit:

unless adequately and regularly publicizing to all customel" that prices to
some are higher than to others , together with reasons and details of the price
difference or discounts.

It is the examiner

s opinion that inasmuch as the facts here

warrant an order without such a proviso ,

as heretofore

and inasmuch as the proviso is altogether reasonable

as well as

carefully tailored to corporate respondent' s past pattern of non-

publicity closely related to its violation , this supplemental provision of the order is justifiable and lawful. Such a provision , di-

rected against conduct not in itself violating the law , such as not
publicizing price difIerences or discounts ,

has support , at least in
F'edeml
Co. v.

Ruberoid

language used by the Supreme Court in

Tmde Commission 343 U. S. 4'70 , 473 (1952), the case primarily
relied on by complaint counsel to sustain their proposed broad

order. The Supreme Court said:
If the Commission is to attain the

objechves Congress envisioned * '" * it

must be al10wed effectively to close all roads to the prohibited goal , so that its

order may not be bi- passed with impunity. * * * Congress placed the primary responsibility for fashioning such orders upon the CommissiQn ,

and Con-

gress expected the Commission to exercise a special competence in formulating remedies to deal with problems in the general sphere of competitive practices.

In quoting from this case , it is stated in Rowe PTice Discrimination Under The Robinson- Pnhnnn Act 1962 , p, 507:
In principle

, the Court sanctioned a wide latitude for the FTC not only to

scotch violations but also to block easy evasion.

In not issuing an order exactly as proposed by complaint coun-
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sel , the examiner has been influenced by the fo1lowing cases,
v.
B1'ch and Co. 368
among others:
Federal Tmde Commissiorl
Mattei' of T1'(I/1sogram Co. , Inc.
S. 360 , 367 , 368 (1962):
Docket 7978 (September 19 ,

1962) (61 F. C. 629J ; Swcmee Paper
Federal Tmde Commission 291 F. 2d 833 , 838 (2d Cir.

v.

Corp.

1961) .
ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Wi1liam H. Rorer , Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , reprcsentatives , agents , and employees , directiy, indirectly, or through any corporate or other device , in or
in connection with the sale of prescription and nonprescription

pharmaceutical products in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
the amended Clayton Act , do forthwith cease and desist from dis-

criminating, directly or indirectly, in the price of such products
of like grade and quality by:

(1) classifying retail chain drugstore customers in a different pricing classification from other retail drugstore customers which in fact compete

\vith retail chain drugstore

customers in the resale and distribution of respondent' s products.

(2) selling to some purchasers at prices higher than the
price charged to any other purchaser who , in fact , competes
in the resale and distribution of respondent' s products with
the purchaser paying the higher price- unless adequately

and regularly publicizing to a1l customers that prices to some
are higher than to others ,

together with reasons and details

of the price differences or discounts,

Addendwn to Initial Decis1:on
THE SIX AREAS

Inasmuch as the examiner f1lds competitive injury on the basis
of potential loss of sales by low markup unfavored customers as
against competing low markup favored customers , it has seemed
unnecessary, except occasionally, to make definite findings as to
competing customers in each of the six selected trade areas. HowNotr. on Addcndwm

10

IniUnl Decig;on

immediately foJlowing; 1963 prices are

irw.luderJ in

dum so as to make the picture more eom1,jele. However , the examiner is not
convinced by n spor:dent' argument that if a favored customer did not increase its price
after March 1%3, when the 5% r:iscount wa di8continuoi(1 , this proves that the discount
the ArJder

had no effect on l' esalE'
34; l-hke , TH 1404T11is is r

prices afte)' al

, Other factors must be eonsi(lered

05: 'Fin" , TR 59S; see aJso Hyken TR 1349-

on-confLdentiaJ . as disting":ishe(l from the

Findings , submitted by counseJ on each side.

(Enloe , TR 728.

50; 1::\80).

confidential Appendix. to Proposed
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ever , by way of supplementary findings , a
now be given as to competition in each area.

thumbnaii sketch wi1l

Wheeling, West Vi1'ginia
The one favored customer was

units. It sold

Maalox at $1.49 ,

so-

Hoge- Da. vis with five or six
called list. It did not advertise

(Runner , TR 369). It is an old concern , now run by a 90- year-old
descendant on old- fashioned methods (TR 380- 83). Since this
concern , the only favored customer in Wheeling, did not se1l at
low markup, the examiner has rejected Wheeling as a trade area
in which competitive injury has been specifica1ly proved.
The unfavored customer , for our purposes , was Griest
(witness
Runner), with four stores (Runner , TR 295- 96), and its own
warehouse " as an adjunct to one store (Runner , TR 301-

337). Griest genera1ly advertised Maalox in 1962 at $1.09 (Runner , TR 299- 300 , 352; RX 422 , 423). But it also advertised the
product at 991, even as early as October 1961 (HX 419), and in
1963 it advertised it at 991 and sometimes even 869 (RX
444-45), less than cost to it. This it did when engaged in meeting
the prices (Hunner , TH 299- 300 , 308 , 316 , 319) of Walgreen
which cannot be classified as a favored customer in the Wheeling
area. Griest purchased five times as much as Hoge- Davis , from
respondent (CX 25s) .
Walgreen had one unit in the Wheeling area (CX 187 , p. 14),
and although a member of a large chain , the only proof is that
Walgreen s in Wheeling purchased its requirements directly from

respondent as an unfavored customer. Like Griest , it was a strong
advertiser. The evidence seems unclear as to

for Maalox in 1962

its

, but it may have been $1,

advertising price

, the same as

Griest. There is definite proof that in 1963 it was advertising at
991 (RX 425 , 429, 430).
Louisville , Kentucky
The only favored customer , for our purposes , was
TnylO1'
(witness , Howard), a chain with 26 stores and a warehouse (TR 493).
It regularly advertised Maalox for 981. It has never advertised

for less (TR 493- , 502 , 515),
To be sure , there was another favored customer .Jones
(witness , Howard), a chain with six stores. But Jones charged $1.49
for Maalox (TR 663). It did not go below this price and did not
advertise (Fine , TR 572); it seeks to create a " professional
image

" as a " prescription operation " (Howard , TR 491 , 527).

, p.
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Jones is therefore not considered in this decision for the purpose
of specifically proving competitive effect.
Oak D,.tg,

etc. (witness , Fine) was an unfavored customer

with four stores- as well as , it should be noted , central ordering
and delivery (TR 563). Oak was , already in 1961 , regularly ad(RX 179 , 180 , 182- 84), beating the fa-

vertising Maalox at 97

vored Taylor by I . In 1963 it was frequently advertising Maalox
at 89
(RX 284 , 287 , 300 , 305), and at least once at 79
294), way below the 90 cost, These low prices were , most

(RX
likely,

for the purpose of meeting or beating Waigreen
Walgreen had nine units in the Louisvile area (CX 187
13). However , the only proof of receipt of Maalox by Walgreen
in Louisville consists of sales directly from respondent Rorer , and
at the unfavored rate (RX 619- 33). Whatever connection Walgreen s in Louisville may have with the Walgreen chain as a
whole , insofar as purchases of Maalox were made as a favored

customer by the chain at large , it cannot be categorized as a favored customer , on the proof here. However , it may be noted that
Walgreen s in Louisville advertised Maalox in 1962 (RX 241 , 244
271) at 97 , and that in 1963 it frequently advertised it at 83

(RX 291 , 303 , 329 ,
Shively Drugs

340).
(witness ,

Kupper) was an unfavored customer

in the surburbs , having one store. Apparently it sold Maalox for
(TR 608- 09) and did not go below this price. It did no advertising (TR 605). It was a modern store with a lunch counter and

fountain as a drawing card. As a business venture it got along
quite well (TR 618, 621).
Rouben s Pharmacies
(witness Rouben) also was an unfavored
customer , with two or three stores, It also sold at 98 . It got
along very well (TR 655) and in a rough way is comparable

Shively Drugs. A service image was more important than price
(TR 660- 61),
J.l1emphis , Tennessee
The chief favored customer was

Walgreen

(witness ,

:;oto),

with (TR 1778 ,

1798) eight stores , one downtown , and having a
warehouse adjacent to one store (TR 1782). It was also serviced
by Walgreen s warehouse in Dallas , Texas (TR 1781- 83). Its favored status in this area is undisputed. In this area it was assuming a discount image already in 1961 (:;oto , TR 1792). In 1962 it
advertised at 99

and 98 (RX 375 , 377 , 379). In 1963 it continand 98 , but also advertised at such prices

ued to advertise at 99
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871 and 891 (RX 406-08) ; these lower
prices were most likely to be limited specials.
(witThere was another favored customer Pnntaze- Plollgh
as 831 (RX 413- 18),

nesses, Sievers and Taylor), with six stores , alJ downtown , and a
smalJ " warehouse " in the basement of one of the stores (TR
741746 766). In 1962 it sold Maalox at an everyday price of
$1.49 (TR 749, 756- , 767; CX 1I3a , 1I4a). However , it might

also advertise it at 931 (late 1962), say, as a special (CX 380,

382 , 402), and frequently did so in 1963 (RX 380 , 382 , 404 , 405).

One unfavored customer consisted of a group of five stores , in
had some substantial interest, and as
Mr. Lubin
each of which a
to which there was at least some modicum of central delivery
(TR 792- 93). None of Mr. Lubin s stores seem to have gotten into
low markup selJing of Maalox. His Whiteway store sold iIaalox
at $1.49 (TR 795 , 845). The other stores each fixed their own

prices fairly independently, but a reduced $1. 29 price (TR 795) at

markups in other
than the Whiteway store. Mr. Lubin s stores were also quite prof-

one store ,

in 1963 , may be typical of non- low

itable. The stores had different names and there was no common
advertising (TR 810 , 819). Their non- low

markup policy as to
Maalox excludes them from any basic consideration on the issue
of competitive injury.
Lilli1'd
was an unfavored customer having two stores (TR
859). By the end of 1962 the Georgian Hils store , which had been
adhering to $1.49 , was regularly sel1ing Maalox at 991 (TR
863 :15), and occasionalJy it advertised it as a special at 881

(TR

863 :17). At the Lillard Pharmacy store , the regular price of
$1.49 was maintained , but with specials at $1. , 991 and 881
(Lillard , TR 863, 885 , 892- 93). Respondent contends that Lilard

reduced the price to 881 simply to create a price image. But on
cross-examination Mr. Lilard testified (TR 867 :15) ;
Q. Why did you offer it for sale at SSe.
and
create a price image. (Our emphasis.

A. To meet cornpetHion

He did testify that people might be wi11ng to pay him 981 even
though they might get it at Walgreen s at 881, but that was " partially because of convenience " (TR 896 :6), and also because a
customer could not know, al1 the time , whether Walgreen s 881
special was in effect (TR 896 :2),

Jacobs

Atlanta , Georgia
(witnesses , Luther and Hil1ey) was one of the two fa-

vored customers (CX 25i-j) , having 16 or 17 stores in the area
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(see Hilley, TR 1089)--nly one downtown , the rest elsewhere including suburbs (Luther , TR 1053 , 1064), and having its own
warehouse (TR 1057; see also 1067). Jacobs advertised Maaiox in
1962 at 84
(CX 146) and 87 (CX
147- 48)as specials
(Luther , TR 1063- 64), its regular price being referred to in the
advertisements as $1.49.
Reed' (witness , Blumenthai) was a favored customer , having

five stores (TR 1I60; CX 151) and a warehouse (TR 1I67). Even
94'" (RX
42- 43). It aiso advertised at 94 throughout 1962 (RX 46and others), as well as in 1963 (RX 1I2 , 141 , 145 , 148 , 149 , etc.
Reed' s everyday price in 1962 is stated to have been " probably

as early as January 1962 it advertised specials of

$1. 29 (Blumenthal , TR 1I 70 :2).
Walg1' een looms up in the Atlanta

area too , and so far as the
sales proof is concerned , it got its Maalox simply as an unfavored
customer , although having six stores (CX 187 , p. 13). Walgreen
is ranked with Jacobs and Reed' s as major competition in Atlanta
(TR 1283 , 1313 , 1I65 , 1056). In 1962 it advertised Maalox at
$129 (RX 64 , 65) and 87 (RX 60 , 70).

Harry s C"trate

(witness Lefkoff) was an unfavored cus-

tomer , having one store, Its owner testified that he thought its
price of JVaalox in 1962 " would have been 99'" , $1.09 or $1.19 , and
then also on a competitive basis " which he

describes as follows

(TR 1238 :4) :

If they-if anybody would say that they could get this price or that price,
this product at another place for less rnoney then \ve would

meet this price.

He mentioned " 890; 940; 99 " (TR 1238 :21), as prices advertised by Jacobs in 1962. The concern tries by various devices , including non-special discounts , to create a discount image (TR
1257- , 1262). It advertises. Asked if its " sales voiume has been
increasing, " its owner answered: " It has, " (TR 1271 :8
Ward' (witness , Cohen) was an unfavored customer , with one

store. It has tiny space but large
(Cohen , TR 1323 :4-6).
(Cohen , TR 1288: 8) :

volume , which is increasing
As to 1962 prices
testified

, its owner

Our price on Maalox , much to our sorrow , was 98('. Always- that is until
a customer comes in and shows us and tells us it is advertised and they can
buy it for 79, 89 , or 83 , and then we meet that. V,le have to in order to keep
the customer.

Ward' s does not advertise (TR 1285 :20;
1326- 27). It regards its immediate competitors

see 1288 :13- 16;
as Reed'

, Jacobs

, "
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Walgreen , all within a radius of eight blocks of its store , downtown (TR 1283 :11).
Rome , Gem' giu,
was the favored customer , with six stores (Enloe ,

TR
685 , 718), spread over the city, and with an offce and warehouse
in a separate building (TR 689 , 691 , 714 , 718). Its regular price
Enloe

for Maalox was $1.49 (Enloe , TR 695). However , it constantly
advertised Maalox in 1962 (commencing 1961) at 991, as a

week- end special (RX 346 , 348 , 353; CX 159, 161 ,
971 (CX 156 , 157), and 92

162), also at

(CX 158). See also the testimony

(Enloe , TR 695). This pattern was continued in 1963 (RX 356
357; RX 362 , at 931), Competition was city- wide (Enloe, TR 680
690) ,

Ingr"m
(TR 1208),
e" Henson
(TR 961), each with one store , sold JVaalox at
$1.49 , Ingram perhaps slightly higher, These three concerns are
Three unfavored customers

(TR 933) and

Tilly

examples of high markup retail drug businesses. Henson had no
regular pharmacist but himself (TR 1208); perhaps 25% of his
business was by delivery, and

50ro

of his sales on charge ac-

counts , incidentally with 2. 3 % credit iosses on gross sales (TR
1217 , 1219- , 1209; CX 228e) ; he did not try to meet advertised
prices for l\1aalox; he received " very few , if any " complaints
about his price (TR 1204- 05). Ingram , that is , Arrington- Ingram

Drug, had a store on the main street, as well as during the day a
almost another cash register
litte prescription shop in a clinic
also
delivered purchases and
real1y " (TR 926 , 931), Ingram

maintained charge accounts (TR 944- 45), Tily was a professional pharmacy and prescription shop owned by two brothers
both pharmacists , who also operated in the rear a surgical supply
company (TR 957- , 976- , 969 , 972 , 962 , 1011) ; Tily delivers
and has charge accounts amounting to

507u

of business vo1ume

(TR 973 ,

975). Inasmuch as the three concerns are not in the low
markup level in anv respect , they are not examples here of injured competitors,

However ,

there is proof of at least one unfavored

customer

which was more flexible in price , namely, Keith- Walgreen (witness ,

Keith), with one store (plus two in Greenwood ,

S.

C., TR

1039). Its regular price of Maalox was , to be sure , $1.49. How-

ever , at different intervals , in 1962 , its price was " as low as
(Keith , TR 1031 :19 22). Moreover , in 1963 advertisements show
its price at 98c

, also (RX 358- 64).

Mr. Keith ,

who has been a
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Rorer stockholder (TR 1045- 46), and whose store operates as an
agency for Walgreen s (TR 1037), testified that he never noticed

the price cutting of Enloe (TR 1032), but the examiner regards
this as a lapse of memory.
Walgreen s itself had no outlets in Rome.

Jacksonvile , Florida

Respondent had four favored customers in Jacksonvile , of
Hermax , is relatively unimportant here since it sold

which one ,

Maalox at $1.49 , with only customer- to- customer exceptions.

The three truly competitive favored customers- Pic

n ' Save

Liggett- Rexall , and Walgreen
sold substantially below $1.49
regularly, and advertised about once a month low- price specials
which might include Maalox , at a price something like 939, more
or less.
Liggett- Rexa1l (witness , Rach) had six stores (TR 1448 , 1478).
It had a warehouse and there was also the Atlanta warehouse

serving it and over 50 other Liggett- Rexall stores (TR 1451- 52;
99if

1484). It had a regular price of $1.19 and might advertise at
and as low as

93if.

(RX 467). In 1962 it advertised at

as early as 1961

99if

It already advertised at
929 and

93if

(RX 477 ,

480

484 , 486 , 490 , 499, 500), and 89f (RX 498 , 507 , 511). In 1963 it
continued at 899 and

544 ,

87if

(RX 519 ,

521 ,

524 , 527 , 534 ,

540 , 541

545),

Pic n ' Save
(National Drug, witness , Hyken) had six stores
with a warehouse , also serving independents but only to a very
99if
sma1l extent (TR 1337-39; 1364). It had a regular price of
$1.19 (TR 1348), with variations from store to store , and it also

sometimes at 87if. It already advertised at
999 throughout 1961 (RX 460 , 463 , 470- 73). In 1962 it adver87if
tised at
(RX 479 , 482 , 483 , 485 , 487 , 489 , 494- 95) and
93if
advertised at

(RX 509). The

93if,

87if

price continued in 1963 (RX 512 ,

513 , 515

517 518).

Walgreen (witness , Lankford), although having only four
stores (TR 529; CX 187 , p. 13) in the area , was treated as a favored customer; the stores were served by a company warehouse,
supplying company stores in the Southeastern United States (TR
1551). The witness from that

company thought it advertised at

(TR 1534), and advertisements in evidence show

92if

to

99V.

Walgreen s already advertised at 99 throughout 1961 (RX
459 , 461 , 465 , 469 , 475- 76). In 1962 , according to the advertisements , it advertised at 98f and 999 (RX 478 , 481 , 488 , 491 , 493
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501- 02),

and sometimes at 92 or 934 (RX 492 , 497). In 1963 it
advertised at 864 or 87
(RX 514 , 523 , 528, 532 , 535 , 539 , 543),

and even 831 (RX 546 , 550 , 553).
Hermax
(witness , Lewitt) had six stores , each under a different name , Mr. Lewitt being majority stockholder of each. Hermax

had a warehouse which served the six stores (TR 1557- 58) and
also served some independents , but to a very small extent (TR
1561). As already stated , Hermax sold at $1.49 (TR 1561), but
did meet prices competitively if called to its attention by customers (TR 1559 , 62). Most of the stores were neighborhood , ethicaltype stores , relying on an image of service (Lewitt , TR 1559).
Atkinson

an unfavored customer ,

had four stores, Atkinson

had a policy of meeting advertised specials (TR 1610- 11), and
cultivated a discount image (TR 1614). It also advertised its own
advertised specials (TR 1610- 13). In 1962 its prices varied from
874 to $1.49.
The advertisements in evidence show it selling at
even in 1961 (RX 458 , 464 , 468 , 474), and on occasion at 964

(RX 462) and 894 (RX 467). In 1962 , commencing September
the advertisements showed 94

(RX 503) and 874 (RX 504

506). In 1963 they showed 69f (RX 520 , 522 , 525 , 526 , 530 , 531),
and 89 , in December (RX 556).
Sieen also unfavored , had four stores. O' Steen s was reluctant to lower the price from $1.49 , feeling it had a personalized
service (TR 1664). But Mr. O' Steen testified he thought its price
in 1962 was $1.29 or $1. 19 (TR 1664 , 1667 , 1672- 73). The price
was reduced in 1964 to 980 (O' Steen ,

TR 1697 :23- 4) and even

advertised for awhile ,

with group stores, at 87 if (TR 1695 , 98).
Allred unfavored , had one store , modern and downtown (TR
1860 , 1870). During most of 1962 it sold Maalox at 994, and in
1962 occasionally sold it at 894 when so listed in group advertising (TR 1863 ,

Wood' s

1874). It watched Walgreen s prices (TR 1863- 64).
(Kelly), unfavored , had one store. Its price
$1.49 , except that occasionally (TR 1414) it was 990

PhaTmacy

in 1962 was

on week-end specials. The concern was interested in the image
not of a discounter , but of an old- line pharmacy with service (TR
1428) .

Attwood and Ro,qe1's
(witness , Rogers), unfavored , had four
stores , to which a fifth was added (TR 1719). Three were located
in medical buildings and the other two near doctors ' offces (TR
1748- 52). Rogers is a past president of the American College of

, pp.
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Apothecaries , and his stores operated as professional pharmacies
emuhasizing prescription drugs and closely related medications
(TR 1719 , 1721 , 1746- 47).

The concern seldom advertises , and
Its pri"e on Maa-

when it does it shows no products (TR 1735) ,
lox was $1.49 with no attempt to meet

advertised prices (TR

1734 , 36). Incidentally, it had central ordering and delivery.

Ha.lhday
(witness :IoOl' e) J unfavored , had four stores
:Woore being a 60%, stockholder (see TR 1817- , 1829). It did

not carry the sundry merchandise such as found in Pic n ' Save
(TR 1819- , 1842). Prescription sales were 75- 80% of volume:
most of Maalox was sold on prescription (TR 1844) at $1.50

Maalox was sold over- the-counter

1825) ,

(TR

at Sl.49 (TR 1825).

Moore testified that " we don t cut prices " (TR 1826). Incidentally, this concern also had central ordering and delivery (TR
1824 1827-

1838) ,
NOTE ON WALGREEN

In veiw of the fact that Walgreen

, indubitably a truly large

chain , appears as an unfavored customer in some of the areas , a

summary of its operations , much as proposed by complaint counsel , is in order.

As appears ahove there were outlets of Walgreen

s in flve of

the trade areas , but none in one area , Rome , Ga. The outlets may
be tabulated as follows:
Wheeling, W. Va.
Ky.

1 outlet
9 outlets

(CX 187 , p. 14)
(CX 187 , p. 13)

Memphis ,

8 outlets

(Noto , TR 1779 , CX 187 , p, 13)

6 outlets

(CX 187 , p. 13)

4 outlets

(Lankford , TR 1529; CX 187 ,

Louisvile ,

Atlanta ,

Tenn.

Ga.

J acksonvi1e , Fla.
Rome , Ga.

p. 13)

o outlets

Walgreen s was , on the proof here , a favored customer only in
Memphis and Jacksonvile. The Walgreen outlets in :lIemphis
Tenn. , and Jacksonville , Fla. , were serviced by company ware

houses which purchased from respondent at the favored chain
discount (CX 133a- 1330 , CX 118a- 118m),
In 1962 , Walgreen had 466 stores in 36 States (CX 187

13- 14). There were at least five large company warehouses servicing stores in various parts of the country, with an undeter-

mined number of smaller or sub- warehouses such as that in Memphis (J\ oto , TR 1781- 83). Distribution of products purchased for
delivery at Walgreen warehouses is not limited to the immediately

surrounding area and the price advantage on shipments of res-

, p.
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pondent' s products to Walgreen warehouse was therefore not confined merely to the Jacksonville area , for instance (CX 187 , p. 10;
N oto ,

TR 1782- 83).

The Jacksonville warehouse services the
, TR 1551). Walgreen

Southeastern United States (Lankford

extensive warehousing system affords price advantages to its
stores , and the company was a favored purchaser on approximately 50% of its purchases from respondent in 1962 (CX 187
in the above areas
10; Moyer , TR 2092- 94), although only 30
ro
(Moyer , TR 2092).
However , in this connection it must be borne in mind that there
apparently were inter-company " service charges " for merchandise received from a distant warehouse , as ilustrated by the

% inter- company charge on merchandise transferred to Wal6V2
green stores in Jacksonvile (Lankford , TR 1533). Contrariwise,
this brings up the question whether the percentage

and delivery cost for Walgreen s shown by RX 663

warehouse

in CClnent

too large , a subject discussed in the body of the decision , and
brings IIp various accounting questions pertinent to a national

chain and financial relationships with its area stores , which cannot be decided on this record.
The Walgreen Company s discount or low-margin retail operation (CX 187 ,

p. 10) is characterized by fl' equent and regular
newspaper price advertising in those trade areas in which Walgreen has outlets , including five areas involved in this proceeding.
Respondent' s product , Maalox , was often featured in such adver-

tising becanse of its popularity with consumers and ability to
create traffc (Nota , TR 1793; Lankford , TR 1535; CX 169,
174- 77; RX 64 , 65 , 68 , 70 , 241 , 244 , 253 , 271 , 371 , 372 , 373,
374- 377, 379 478 , 481 , 488, 491- , 497 , 501- 02). Walgreen s ad-

vertising policy had the effect

of intensifying competition be-

tween its stores and other retailer customers of respondent in
said trading areas.
OPINION OF THE COM'lISSION
By

,ms Comm1:ssioneT:

This matter is before the Commission on the cross- appeals of
counsel from the initial decision of the hearing examiner, The
Commission issued its complaint in this matter on September 20
1963 , alleging that William H. Rorer , Inc. , a manufacturer and
distributor of prescription and nonprescription pharmaceutical
products , granted discriminotory discounts in the sale of certain

, "
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of its products to certain of its chain drugstore customers in violation of Section 2 (a) of the amended Clayton Act. Respondent
while admitting the existence of the discrimination , asserted that
it did not have the prescribed statutory effects and raised the defenses of discontinuance and cost justification. After ful1 evidentiary hearings the hearing examiner found that respondent' s dis-

crimination violated Section 2 (a) in those markets where the favored customers were selling respondent' s principal product at

discount" or low markup prices and an appropriate order was

proposed.

The evidence of record establishes that respondent , Wiliam H.
Rorer , Inc. , is a corporation engaged in the manufacture and distribution of a variety of prescription and nonprescription pharmaceutical products. Its products are soid in

commerce to inde-

pendent retail drugstores , chain retail drugstores ,

drug wholesal-

ers , hospitals and to physician suppiy houses. Rorer s net sales
in 1962 were approximately $20 025 860. Respondent classified its
drug products as " specialties " and " non- specialties " the pdncipal
difference being that its so-called specialty products are actively

promoted by respondent. These specialty products account for in
excess of 95% of respondent' s annual sales, Respondent' s principal specialty product ,

and the one as to which complaint counsel
concentrated his evidence of respondent' s al1eged discriminatory

pricing, is Maalox ,

an ethical1y promoted antacid which represented approximately 75;:'0 of respondent' s sales volume in 1962
or about $15 milion.

The basic facts surrounding the price discrimination chal1enged

in this proceeding are substantially uncontested. Commencing in
1955 and continuing into 1963 ,

respondent granted an extra 5%

discount on specialty items , including Maalox ,

to specifically de-

fined " chain drugstores " over the discount granted to indepen-

dent druggists. Thus

chain drugstores "

were accorded a dis-

count of 20 %, the same amount granted by respondent to drug
whoJesalers , while the independent druggists received a discount
of 15
on their purchases of respondent' s specialty item,
ro
1 Concentratin " its evi(lence as to the effects of respondent s pricing system on its ::aalox
sales, complaint counsel demonstrated that respundent' s discount system n'suJteu in the favored

chain paying 51,,,

cents per bottle less for respondent'

independent druggists , as follows,

s Maalox than was paid by the

List price to independent druggists

1 12-oz bottle
$ 1.05

, 22a) .

15% discount (independent druggists and nonqualifying chains) . B925
20% discount (wholesaJer and qualifying chains) (CX 5cThese prices were subject to a further discount uf 2% for cash payment within
days.
tcn
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In order to qualify as a " chain

drugstore " under respondent'

definition and receive the larger discount ,

a purchaser was re-

quired to have five or more registered pharmacies under a single
ownership, a buying offce and a warehouse (CX 5d). However,
one of the five individual pharmacies constituting the chain could

qualify as the required buying offce or the warehouse or both. No
minimum order was required by respondent on shipments in
order to earn the favored discount (Tr. 236- 38; 1987- 88). Moreover , the favored discount could be earned on any order placed by
the chain ev el)

if the supplies were retained by only one of the

units. There was no requirement that the orders be redistributed
to each of the units or that the orders of the individual units of

this chain be consolidated.

respondent as " chain

Some 230 retailers were classified by

drugstores " during 1962 (Tr. 205). These

chain drugstore customers accounted for approximately 30 % of
respondent' s total sales to retailers (CX 6) .
In order to demonstrate that this price discrimination resulted

in the proscribed competitive injury, counsel supporting the complaint offered extensive testimonial and documentary evidence on
the state of competition , pricing practices and levels of druggist
profits in six specific trading areas in which favored and non favored retailers competed in the sale of respondent' s products. According to this evidence the drugstore business operated on close
89'10
5'10
of gross sales. In
profit margins , generally less than
all sales made by respondents , its retail customers availed them2Jo
discount for cash payment (Tr.
selves of the additional
2106). The record also showed that Maalox was a fast- moving pop-

ular item and consequently

most retailers sought to purchase

respondent' s Maalox directly from respondent instead of from
wholesalers so as to be able to earn the discounts which respondent offered. Thus the availabiJty of respondent' s maximum dis-

count on Maalox was of especial significance to the discounting
retailer in view of the general popularity of this item. Prior to
1962 , Maalox had generally sold at retail at respondent' s suggested retail price of $1.49. Commencing sometime in 1962 , however , various retailers started to discount respondent' s suggested

resale price on Maalox and ultimately the great maj ority o
retailers sold Maalox at prices which were very close to , and
sometimes below the retailer s cost.
In reliance upon this evidence the hearing examiner concluded
that in this industry of low profit margins and intense competition , respondent' 5'10 price discrimination was of suffcient sig-
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nificance so that the effect of granting such a discriminatory price
to some retailers and not to others may be substantially to lessen
injure , destroy or prevent competition between purchasers of respondent' s products. However , the hearing examiner limited his
finding of injury to those instances where the competing favored
and unfavored customers were both selling Maalox at " discount"
or low markup prices (J.D. 678). The examiner was of the view
that only at this extreme level of competition was the 5 % discount meaningful in the legal sense bec2.ue it might force the nonfavored retailer to sell beiow cost OJ' stop competing.
Respondent , in addition to raising certain affrmative defenses
which wil be discussed below , has appealed from the decision of
the hearing examiner on the grounds that complaint counsel

failed to establish that the 5 % price differential was significant

and had caused or been likely to cause injury to competition.
Complaint counsel appealed from that aspect of the examiner
conclusion limiting the finding of injUlY to discounting retailers.
When considered against the background of industry practices
and profits as demonstrated by the record , we are convinced that
the hearing examiner was correct in concluding that respondent'
570
discrimination in the price of Maalox was significant and had
the proscribed effect on competition which Section 2 (a) was en-

acted to prohibit. We also agree with the examiner that respondent failed to make out its defense of cost justification. However
we are of the view that on the basis of the record in this proceed-

ing the hearing examiner erred in limiting his finding of competitive injury solely to instances where Maalox was being sold at
discount" or low markup prices. Weare convinced that the record demonstrates clearly that respondent' s discriminatory pricing system injured all nonfavored retailers irrespective of whether they were selling Maalox at discount or at respondent' s sug-

gested prices. Accordingly, we adopt the hearing examiner s findings 1 through 16 , 18 through 21 , 23 through 43 , 45 through 48
and 56 through 74 , and 115 through 134 as supplemented by the
facts and conclusions detailed in this opinion as our findings and
conclusions in this case. We specifically reject his findings and
conclusions which limited the competitive injury solely to those
instances where both the favored and nonfavored retailers sold
respondent' s specialty items at discount prices , and his discussion
of his basis for the rejection of respondent' s cost justification de-

fense.
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Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act as amended , provides that a
discrimination in price in the sale of commodities of like grade

and quality is unlawful:
. where the effect of such discrimination may be substantial1y to lessen
competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce , or to in-

jure , destroy or prevent competition with any person who either grants or
knowingly receives the benefit of such discrimination ,

or with cDStomers of

either of them. . . .

It is well established that under Section 2 (a) a challenged price
discrimination is ilegal if it may have thc prescribed adverse effect on competition.

(1948); Corn Products

C.

v.

MOTton Sr11t

Refining Co.

(1945); Standard Motor Products Co.

v.

Co. , 334 U. S. 37
324 U. S. 726

v.

265 F. 2d 674

(2nd Cir. 1959).
The evidence of record demonstrates that there is intense com-

petition in the retail drug industry. This finds support in the fact
that profit margins in the industry as a whole are approximately
5 % and that the
270
cash discount offered by respondent and
other suppliers is considered by the retail teade to be of great impOl'tance and is consistently taken.
Respondent disputes the accuracy of the

570

profit margin

figure as representing the industl'ywide picture and argues that
the price discrimination of 5 % between favored and non favored
druggists , amounting to only 5%, cents pel' botte of Maalox
was so small and inconsequential as to have negligible effects on
competition. We cannot agree.

We are of the view that the record

adequately supports the

examiner s conclusion respecting the overall 5% profit margins
in this industry. The proof was based on the testimony and finan-

cial records of some 25 retailer witnesses

caned by complaint

counsel which indicated , according to the hearing examiner , that
hardly any customers show a profit percentage as high as

5:1J

(J.D. 690). We find that the testimony of the 25 witnesses whose
testimony formed part of the basis for this conclusion is repre-

sentative of the six market areas in which

complaint counsel

sought to establish injury. We do not agree with respondent that
the profit figures cited by their witnesses are " grossly misstated"
because of the fact they include as expense items salaries paid to
pharmacists who owned their own drugstores , automobiles for
the owners ' use , life insurance , and other items which should not
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properiy be considered as expenses and which would therefore
raise profits. The largest single item would of course be the salaries of the owner- pharmacists: However, we believe that this may
properly be considered as an expense item to the drugstore opera-

tion , for if owned by a non pharmacist the expenses of such professional help would have to be deducted from any profits realized
by the operation. Thus , we do not agree that inclusion of this item
as an expense distorted the profit figures. While it is possible that
certain other expense items may have been improperly included
in these financial reports we have not been cited to any which

were of such magnitude as to require us to disregard this testimony. It is significant in this respect that while respondent challenges complaint counsel' s evidence on this point , it did not offer

any proof of its own contradicting
that the figure of a

5:10

this evidence.

We conclude

profit margin on gross sales is properly

representative of the industry as a whole.

We do not agree with respondent that the discrimination here
was insignificant. The hearing examiner pointed out that discounting favored retailers often sold Maalox at or close to their
cost. With such pricing the non favored discounters were forced to
sell at or below their costs or reluctantly refrain from meeting
their favored competitors ' prices. Such a practice would result in
onprofitable or diminished Maalox sales on the part of the non-

favored discounters. Furthermore ,

the inability of these nonfavored discounters to meet these extremely low prices conceivably

damaged their image as a discount drug store. As the Seventh
Circuit recognized in
Mueller Co.
v.
323 F, 2d 44 (1963),
a customer " seeing one competitor s lower price on one item will

think you are out of line on other items and this has a harmful
effect" of significance beyond the effect of the price differential in
a given product.

Contrary to the hearing examiner s conclusion , we believe that
the nonfavored , nondiscounting retailers were equally injured by
respondent' s discriminatory discount. While the effects of the discrimination may be more readily discernible where Maaiox was
being discounted ,

we believe that under the circumstances of this
industry the discriminatory price may have the prohibited effect

on compeitition irrespective of whether the favored retailer sells
Maalox at list price or at discount and irrespective of whether he
applies the benefits derived from his additional discount to reduce
the sales price of Maalox or to some other purpose. Irrespective
of the price at which non favored retailers sold Maalox and res-
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pondent' s

other specialty items ,

these retailers were confronted

with the competition of the favored retailers who were able to
purchase these same products at

570

less.

The record establishes that favored retailers have saved as
much as $6 000 annua1ly by being able to buy Maalox at a higher

discount (FX 647c). This is obviously a significant sum in a low

profit industry. Where a retailer holds the price on Maalox and
consequently does not benefit from being able to se1l at a price
lower than his nonfavored competitors , his savings on the pur-

chase of Maalox afford him additional profits which can readily
be used for advertising or promotions which enable him to offer
lower prices on other products, Such sums afford the favored recipients a definite competitive edge over their nonfavored competitors and this advantage exists regardless of whether the recipient se1ls Maa10x at discount or at list prices. Where competition
is keen , as it is in the retail drug industry, this edge may be decisive. Furthermore , the fact that certain favored chains did not
discount Maalox at the time they were receiving the lower price

did not mean that they would not do so in the future had the differential persisted.

The fact that Maalox in no case probably accounted for a major
segment of any nonfavored retailer s business does not affect the
significance of the injury. As the Supreme Court pointed out in
Morton Salt , supra:
There are many articles in a grocery store that , considered separately, are
comparatively small parts of a merchant' s stock. Congress intended to protect
a merchant from competitive injury attributable to discriminatory prices on
any or all goods sold in interstate commerce , whether the particular goods

constituted a major or minor portion of his stock. Since a grocery store consists of many comparatively small articles , there is no possible way effectively to protect a grocer from discriminatory prices except by applying the
prohibitions of the Act to each individual article in the store (at p. 49).

Similarly, the fact that certain favored retailers elected not to
engage in discounting Maalox , but rather determined to utiize

the gains resulting from their lower cost for Maalox

in some

other fashion does not prevent our finding the requisite probabil238 F.
C,
ity of competitive injury.
Moog Industries , Inc, v,
2d 43 (8th Cir. 1956),
355 U. S. 411 (1958).
(f' d per curiam
We therefore conclude , contrary to Tespondcnt' s argument , that
the amount of the price discrimination was in fact significant in
an industry as intensely competitive as this one
2 In

.
tion

' where profit

Forgter Mfg, Co. Docket 72CJ7 , Jan. 3, 1963 1:62 F. C. 852 , 9033, we pointed out that
. . It is a fundamental assumption of economic theory, and Ii commonpillce observain practice , that the more intense the competition , the lower lire prices and profits.
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margins averaged about 5 % and where the industry 270 cash
discount was regularly taken. Therefore , respondent' s discriminatory price was capable of substantially lessening competition and
causing competitive injury to all of the nonfavored retailers.
By way of affrmative defense respondent maintains that its
discriminatory price to the favored chains was cost- justified and
that it was granted to compensate these chains for distribution
and other services performed by them. The hearing examiner rejected this defense, We are in agreement. We believe that respondent' s formula for determining who would receive the additional
discount is so arbitrary as to make any cost study valueless as a
defense. Respondent' s sale eligibility requirement for receipt of
the higher discount is a chain with five or more pharmacies having a buying offce and a singie warehouse as receiving point. This
requirement by itself bears no obvious or automatic reiationship
to savings in distribution by respondent in the absence of any re-

quirements respecting size of orders. Moreover , if the chain did

not wish to perform distribution or warehousing functions , under
respondent' s

formula they couid stil earn the discount on

deliv-

eries to their store designated as their receiving point and at the
same time their other pharmacies could place orders at respondent' s usual discount for delivery directly to their other units.
Thus respondent' s favored customers could easily receive the ben-

efit of the discount without performing any service at aJi for respondent. It is also clear that mere numbers of stores in a chain

bear little relationship to cost savings. It is obvious that chains
with only four or some lesser number stores , or large independents with only one store might purchase larger quantities of respondent's products than the favored chains , and the record shows

that one in fact did (CX 253). While a meaningful cost justification basis for the discount differential might be able to be demonstrated on the basis of numbers of deliveries or bulk packaging or
the like , respondent' s formula failed to include any quantity requirement for granting the higher discount. Thus , to calculate the
But it seems €QunlJy obvious that as profit mnl'gim; de

c('nd- eve)1

jf the competition that

drives them down is fair and lawful- each dollar , whether of profit or loss ,

becomes in-

creasingJy signifcant. Indeed , the very test of the substantiality of a price discrimination
is its sh;(' in relation to the profit rnargins
of the parties allegedly affected by it. This is
well established whrre secunda1-y- line injury is involved; ' From substantiaJity in relation to

operating margin ,

the Commission can infer an effect on profits.' Edwards The Price DiB234 (1959). Thus , it has held that even price ' differentials of small amounts
were important' where ' pnl"chasers . . , sold in a market whc\' (! competition was keen ' and
crimination Law

thus ' operated on small profit margins.'
239 I- . 2d 152, 154 ,

Edelman

Co.

15.'1 (7th Gir. 19,,6) ,Whitaker Cable Corp.

239 F, 2d 253 (7th Cir, H)56)."

Federal Trade Commission

v.
v.

Federal Trade Commission.
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cost of theoretical services which might be saved by the qualify-

ing chains is a vain act without any showing that such savings
were in fact incurred and without showing that similar savings
were not incurred on sales to other nonqualifying stores. These
factors plus the absence of any quantity requirement render

respondent' s cost justification defense a nullity.

Respondent maintains that even if we should find a violation of
no cease and desist order should issue , since the discriminatory discount system has been permanently abandoned. It
is well established that abandonment of an unlawful practice in
g-ood faith prior to issuance of the Commission s complaint is not
the statute ,

a defense on the merits to our proceeding. Discontinuance of the

unlawful conduct does not prevent a finding of ilegality or preclude entry of an order , although it may bear on the appropriate
remedy for the conduct found to be unlawful. However , if the

abandonment of the wrongful practice does not insure a cessation

of the practices in the future an order to cease and desist is appropriate.

C.

v.

Goodyear Tire

Rubber Co. 304 U. S. 257,

142 F, 2d 321 (7 Cir, 1944). In our
view the record in this proceeding clearly demonstrates the need
for an order to cease and desist.
We do not agree with respondent that the chronology of this
investigation so elaborately detailed in the initial decision and in
respondent' s brief is relevant. However , we point out that as a
matter of fact the chalienged discriminatory system was instiEugene Dietzgen Co.

v.

C"

tuted by respondent in 1955 and was continued until March 18,

1963. Approximately two years prior to such discontinuance respondent was required to file with the Commission a special report
designed to determine if any of the respondent' s pricing practices

violated Section 2 (a). In June of 1962 respondent' s principal executive offcer was interviewed by a Commission staff attorney
and was informed that there was reason to believe that certain of
Rorer s pricing practices violated the Robinson- Patman Act , and
certain documents and records were requested (Tr. 2285- 86).
Kine months later respondent determined to halt its discrimina-

tory system. We have little doubt that respondent was fully
aware that its discriminatory price program here in suit was
under the Commission s scrutiny as part of its investigation or

respondent' s pricing practices.

It is true that respondent's president has given assurances that
its discount system will not be re- established. Nevertheless , res-
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pondent has continually maintained that its

discount system is

completely legal as properly cost justified. In the face of such assertions , when coupled with respondent' s discontinuance only
after the start of the Commission s investigation , we are con-

vinced and so find that an order is necessary in this case in order

to ensure that respondent wil not again engage in violations

of

the statute.
The hearing examiner rejected complaint counsel' s

request for

a broad order patterned on the wording of Section 2 (a) prohibiting in general terms all price discriminations between competing
customers. The order proposed by the examiner , applicable to respondent' s prescription and nonprescription drugs was in two
parts. The first part of his order prohibited respondent from engaging in those price discriminations between competing customers by classifying retail chain drugstore customers in a different
price classification from other retail drugstore customers. The
second part of the examiner s order required respondent to cease
and desist from discriminating in price between competing purchasers unless it adequately and regularly publicized to all customers that prices to some are higher than to others , together

with the reasons and details of the price differences.
Respondent did not appeal from the product scope of the examNiresk Indusiner s order and we believe that it is appropriate.
,
Inc.
cert.
denied 364
tries
v.
278 F. 2d 337 (7 Cir. 1960),
S. 883 (1960).
We are in agreement with complaint counsel , however , that the
prohibitory provision of the order as proposed by the hearing examiner is unduly narrow. Respondent' s customer classH-ication

was an arbitrary and thinly veiled schcme for favoring certain of
its retail

customers without any regard for whether or not the

discounts were in fact cost- justified. Consequently, a broad order
which will halt all price discriminations between competing retail
customers must be entered in order to reach the essence of respondent' s violation as it presents itself on this record.
Since respondent has here sought to effectuate a dual price
structure utilizing customer classifications purportedly cost justified , it is also essential that the order in this case go beyond a
mere prohibition against price discrimjnation in the future. Accordingly, we believe it necessary to require that if and when res-

pondent should at some time in the future decide to offer a different price to any person , group or class of its competing customers

on the basis that such a price is justified by cost savings

to the
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respondent, it must promptly notify the F'ederal Trade Commission of such price differences and submit to the Commission the

data upon which it relies for support of the asserted cost justification, Furthermore , respondent must publicize to al1 its customers that such price differences exist , together with the reasons

therefor. Under such an order the Commission wil be able
maintain continuing surveilance of respondent's pricing practices
and such practices must be disclosed to al1 of its customers,

In our judgment these provisions of the order are essential to
insure that respondent wil not in the future establish other arbitrary classifications of its customers for pricing purposes similar
to that which we have found herein to violate Section 2 (a) of the
Clayton Act as amended.

Accordingly, an appropriate order shall issue.
FINAL ORDER
This matter having been heard by the Commission upon the

cross-appeals of respondent and counsel supporting the compJaint

from the initial decision of the hearing examiner , and upon the
briefs and oral argument in support thereof and in opposition
thereto; and
The Commission ,

having rendered its decision determining that

the appeal of respondent should be denied and that of counsel
supporting compJaint be granted , that the initial decision , as sup-

plemented and modified to conform to the views expressed in the
accompanying opinion , and , as so modified , adopted as the deci-

sion of the Commission:

It is ordered That the initial decision be modified by striking
the order to cease and desist issued by the examiner and substituting therefor the following:

ORDER

It is ordered That respondent William R Rorer , Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , representatives , agents and empioyees , directly, indirectly, or through any corporate or other device , in or
in connection with the sale of prescription and nonprescription

pharmaceutical products in commerce , as " commerce " is defined
in the amended Clayton Act , do forthwith cease and desist from
discriminating, directly or indirectly, in , the price of such products of like grade and quality by selling to some purchasers at
prices higher than the price charged to any other purchaser who
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in fact , competes in the resale and distribution of respondent'

products with the purchaser paying the higher prices.
It is h,rther ordered That , in addition to and apart from the
provisions of the preceding paragraph , if respondent at any time
after the effective date of this order institutes a price schedule

whereby it charges a different price .for its products to any person , group or class of its competing customers on the basis or in
the belief that such difference in price is justified by savings to the
respondent in the cost of manufacture , sale or delivery to the members of such customer group or class , respondent shall
(a) promptly notify the Federal Trade Commission of the

institution of such price schedules and submit to the Com-

mission a written statement with necessary underlying data
in support of the cost justification of such price discrimina-

tion ; and
(b) adequately and regularly publicize to all customers

that prices to some are higher than to others , together with
reasons and details of the price differences or discounts.

It is further ordered

That the hearing examiner s initial deci-

sion , as above modified and as modified by the accompanying opinion be , and it hereby is , adopted as the decision of the Commission.
It is further orde1'
That respondent Wiliam H. Rorer , Inc.
shall within sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order
file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with the order

to cease and desist.

IN THE MATTER OF

LAKELAND NURSERIES SALES CORP. trading as
LAKE LAND

URSERIES SALES ET AL.

ORDER OF DISMISSAL , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOX ACT

Docket 8670. Complaint , J.Vov.

1965- Decision , May

, 1966

Order dismissing a complaint against a New York City distributor

of

nursery products charging that it misrepresented the blooming charac-

